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CHAPTER I

;;. THE HISTORIC RIST. OF; BE3SARABI1.' ' ..''r;; -''-V,-' ' ' V

: The territoiy'between the Prath ‘ and the Dniester^ known since
the early nineteenth centuzy as the province of Bessarabia, was; in the 
remote past inhabited by Scythians and, fijetaeo In the ihi±d century B aC0 
the Dacians inhabited Bessarabia and the surrounding territory® When 
Babia became a Roman province:in 4®Bo 1075 Bessarabia was. also colonized 
■ Follomng the-colonization^ a. new nation^ Roman=Dacias was formed^ with' 
a new people =- Daco-Romans or Romanians® "When the barbarian invasions 
began in AoD®'RTlg these Romanians were forced to retreat into the 
Carpathians where they found shelter and protection® After a thousand 
years of barbarian visitss in the thirteenth centuiy the Romanians 
emerged on the Dacian territory forming the principalities of Tran- 
sylvaniaa Ta'ba Romaheasca Or Basarabla^ and Moldavia® ' ; ; ' 1 ,

; Jh 1812, following a series of: Russo-Turkish ̂ arsj . the 
Phanariote Prince Moruzii, in the service of the Russian s.# ceded the 
eastern part of Moldavia to Russia® This cession was an act of viola
tion* for the Ottomans had pledged by treaties to respect the integrity 
of Moldavia and to defend Its. territory® Russia* on the- other hand* 
violated the international' law*: To her.* ̂ treaties: were nothing, but 
scraps.of paper® This eastern Moldavian province* between the Prutli



: ■ ' ; ... ■ ■ ■ : 2 ■ 
and the Dniesters which the Bussians named Bessarabia3 was destined to
endore 106 years of Russian rule0 In spite of harsh methods of Russi~ •
fications the Moldavians did not forget their Bomanian originj, and
demonstrated their resentment to forced annexation by Bussiae When
new ideas and political changes occurred in Bussias they affected
equally the Moldavians in Bessarabia who struggled constantly to separate
from Bussia and re-unite Bessarabia with Moldavia s of which it always
formed an integral part®

Bomahia's boundaries after World War I corresponded roughly to
the area originally inhabited by the Setae or Daeig bounded on the
north by the Carpathianss on the south by the Danube3 bn the west by :
the Iheissg and on the east by the Dniester® As early as the third
century B*C* Dacia's riches attracted numerous Bomanss and this period

* • • - . ^ ' ■ also marks the beginning of DacQ-Roman history®
Under its powerful king9 Burebista, wrote Professor Parvana the

foremost. Romanian archaeologist^ the Dacian kingdom 1!included Bohemia
and western Hungary as well as Bessarabia and Bulgaria^ but the Iran-
sylvania Carpathians remained the basis of its power®15 Burebista
appeared so formidable indeed that he executed fearful devastating raids

b BeW® Deton-Watsoha J. History of the Bomanians from Roman limes
to the Completion of. Unity (Londons Cambridge University Press7~i93E)s~ 
p® 1® Hereafter cited as.Seton=¥atson®

Vaslle1Parvan9 Dacia (Cambridges Englandi The University Presss 
192:8) s p® 2® See also Slexandre Boldurs La Bessarabie et les Relations 
Bus so-Roumaines (Pariss Eibrarie Universitaire 5 1927)V  Po_ U9°~ Hereafter 
cited as Boldur® : . . ■ b ■. ■



into the E©mn Empire and an expedition contemplated against him "by 
Julius Gaesar was only pre-rented, "by Gaesar3 s death© About the same 
time Bureblsta was murdered and Baeia entered: a period of deeliae / - 
until the time of Bseebalus^ who appeared to he the man destined 
to exeeute Burebista" s plan0 He united all the Baeians and threatened
\ ■ : '■•■■■ 4 - - ;■' ■ ' , .. , 1 . ■'. • 1 ..the Baman Empires ' But after several inemrsions, in 89$ the 
Baeians were defeated at Tapae in their own ■ eountxys and Deoebalus 
received the crown from Bomitian as an aeknowledgement of Soman 
suzerainty^ Bacias how®ver5 remained independent; a faet shown by
the Eomn purchase of irmminity from further Baciam-aids by a payment , ,

■ . - ■ ' ' . ' ' / ' of ' an anrnial ■ tribiite© In spite of this nominal independence g Baeia
v. ■ - 7 .. , ■ ■ , , .  ■ ' . . . . 1 :

in effeet beeame. dependeato
How,, long Becebalus endured sneh dependency5, even limited as it

was®, ■is. shown by the. faet that he' fried to shake off Roman rule during
::the last years of Doirdtian and the short reigm of Merva* This attemptj,
howevers was prematures for Marcus tilpius Traianus resolved to restore

To Mommsem® The Provinees.. of the. Roman Ezapjre from. Gaesar to . 
Biocletiane'. Translated. hylWo^o /jDiehsom - (#w 3ork& Oharles, Scribner's ' \ 
Sonsg 190^)g.po l5o Hereafter cited as,.Momnis@nQ. - '
- ■i1>. ■ ; .■ - 'i Vl.,, ;;V ‘ - ; " ■ ■ 1 : ■ :■'

H0 XorgaW A filhtory of Romania: Land0 People^ Givilizatiom* 
Translated from the.Seeond Enlarged Edition by Joseph IfcGahe (Londons 
To. fisher Unwd,na Ltdo j, 1925)s p» .;$%'*> Hereafter dited as. lorgao ' ■: ,: ■

.' ■ ^Tapae was' sltnated in' the region. today called 'B anat@ ,

%ommsena pp.o 237«4@0 . ■ -
; %et©n“¥ats©%. p® f0 ': ' ; ■ ■ ,



: : \ ■ :. ; ./ ■' h -.' 
Roman prestige and popularity and to destroy the signs of weakness:the.
result of the disgraceful tribute« He accomplished his designs in A.6D0

; ■ 8 ■ " .101=102 and "returned to Rome to celebrate his triumph and to assume
:• ' ■' 9 ■ : ‘ ' ' ' ■ . "the title of ©acicus®?f

Ifeanwhile Decebalus .eontinued his struggle to attain complete
independence3 a fact that determined Trajan to complete his design in
' 105-1Q7>• by amexing Dacia® Rather, than witness a Roman trixMphs
Decebalus took his own li£e0 Trajan returned to Rome to be honored
by the Roman Senate with a column chiseled with figures of the Dacian

' 11' ■ . . •' . "Wars. which still exists0
X2After Trajan annexed Dacia^ including Bessarabia^ he colonized

. ■ . - 1J - ; R ■ y : ' ’ ' ■■ ' ' ' - , . ' ’ '■ ;
and reorganized it̂  and a period of six decades was crowned with peace

®Trajan occupied Sarmisegetusa but did not annex Dacia5 and 
Decebalus.still retained his crown and only received Roman advisers and 
■ a Roman garrison^ . : ,

% aTe, Salmon^ "Trajan's Conquest of Dacia^" Post* Vols HKVII 
(lancastefs.Paos iancaster RresSj, 1330̂ 5 .1936)5 pp«,83“93e

^Another monument of victory is the great circular ruin of the 
"Tropaeum Tnaiani'' at Adam ELisi* in.the; Dobrogea0 'Seten«4#atson, p« 2®

, ^Mcmmseng pp® 2W-2k3@ /
12Boldur5 p® h9<>
^Dimltrie Cantemirj Hronieul Vechimei a Romano=Moldo=Ylahilor 

(Sanct Retersburgj 1717)5 pa~69T~f'The Chronicle of the Antiquity of the 
Romano^Moldo^yiachs s Saint Petersburg, 1717If ”~Cantemir declared that 
Trajan renamed Sarmisegetusa HU].pia Traiana^" and divided Dacia into 
three partst Dacia Hediterranea (Trantylvania)5 Dacia Repensis Mafvensis 
(The Banaf s with the region between Transylvania .. and Theiss s and Olternia) | 
and Dacia Transalpina (Wallachia^ Moldavia and Bessarabia) e Then he 
turned his attention to the defense of the Empire5 and built the Wall of 
Traianus in Bessarabia against the oriental invasions®'



■■■■■■■■■ V ' ... - V " .  5and prosperityo It was during this period that the Romanian people, 
evolved which was destined to undergo the hardships connected with the 
barbarian invasions® The invasions began with the Gothss but the 
Roman hold on Roman™Dacia continued until Marcus Aurelius5 who decided 
the fate of the DacowRomans* In iUD® 271 some of the Roman legions and 
the ^wealthier settlers withdrew^ but the great mass of the population 
remained behind a18 What happened to this mass of population s since
the Goths were followed by the Gepidae in the fourth century and then 
the Avars in the sixth? The great historian Xenopol declared that the 
■Romanian people abandoned the plains of Dacia and withdrew into the ■ . 
remote Carpathians which sheltered them and which were hard to penetrate* .

^%eton“Watson5 ppe 3-U> declared that 18the provincials of Dacia 
extended the traditions and culture of Rome towards the northeast, 
building upon an essentially .agricultural basis, and: intermingling from 
the very first with the: native population „ »■'-# He asserted that . 
"the latest results of archaeological, ethnological and linguistic 
research show that the process of colonization and penetration was much 
® o » more, effective than was supposed by earlier writerss A new. and 
transformed nation was already in the making, when the empire fell into 
decay and was driven on the defensive *,e

- ^%eton Watson, pB, .6® •See also Prof ® D«, Mae re a, Despre : ,
■Origineasi Structura Mmbi Romahe pbout the Origin and Structure- of the 
Romanian Languagel m  Dlmba Romana, No0 h, July-August, 19^T%Bueur8sti: 
Editura Scademiei Republiei Populare Romane, 19%), pp« l$=l6® Hereafter 
cited: as .De ::Macreae;, ■ M; - , ,

?-%®Do Xenopol, Les Ropmalns au Moyen Age® Hne Enigme Historique, 
. Ernest Larpux, Editeur , (Pariss. Ee Buy,^tipogr^hie"Marchessoufils, 1865T, 
p® 6. Hereafter cited: as: A®D® Xenopol, Les Roumains® See also A®D«, ■ ■:. 
Xenopol, Istorla Romanllor Bln Dacia Tralana • fThe History of Romanians 
from Trajan's DaGiaj ® Editia ll,: ?ol® II (Bucurestii Institutul de 
Arte Grafice si Editura@ Librariei Scoalelor, 191h), ppe 36-56»Hereafter cited as A» Xenopol, History of Romanians from Trahan's 
Dacia®



6
. - in attestation. to this effect was also stated by Jornandesx, who in 
hjs History of the Goths wrote that Saoia which is 11 opposite of Moesia 
across the Danube/ is surrounded by a chain of mountains which close
so well all the avenues that it is impossible to penetrate except

' - . ' ; v 17through the passes called Bontas and Tabosc11
«Jornandes also gives a direct reference in relation to the 

contact between the Slavs and the Romanians in the sixth centuryo He 
declared that:

The first people towards the West are the Gepidaes who dwell 
in this seythia3 which is surrounded by great and famous rivers® 
For from the Worth flows the Theissy from the West the great 
Danube itself / while to the last the swiff and turbulent 
Flutansis pours its noisy current into the Istefa In the middle 
of theses Dacia is fortified by the lofty alps as with a crown®
On the western (left) side of these5 which incline towards the 
North, from the sources of the river Vistula, there dwell over 
an immense;space the populous nation of the Venethae ® - Although 
today the name of these varies according to the tribe and place, 
they are'nevertheless mainly called Seiaveni and Sates® . The , 1  
Slavs inhabit from the town'of Novietunum and the lake called 
Mursian as "far as Vistula® They have marshes and forests for 
towns® But the Antes, who are the most powerful among them, 
extend from the Dniester as far as the Dnieper, where the BlackSea curves©3.̂  -

From this evidence it may be stated with adcuracy that the 
Slavs penetrated the Dacia of Trajan in the sixth and:seventh centuries,

Ĵ ornandes, Histoire Generale; des Goths ® Translate du Latin 
de Jornandes, ircheveque de Ravenne® A® Paris, Ghez.la veuve de Claude 
Barbin an Palais, sur le second Per on de la Sainte Ghapelle, MIG III 
(1703),pa 660 (Pass Tabos is Turnu Rosu pass® Bontas is unidenti
fied, perhaps Vulcan pass)® Hereafter cited as Jornandes0

Jornandes, pp® 26-28©



moving down into the Balkan peninsula where they dislocated the 
Romanians there® Shat the Slavs came in contact with the Romanians in

v;:: _  ..V; '.
.Dacia is attested to by some names which still survive6 They
- ' 20probably lived side by side with the Romanianss a fact which explains

» / : - 21 that they called the inhabitants of Dacia Wolohonye® and the country
!f?oloseaya Zemiya,w meaning Romans and the Roman land® Dimitri©
Cantemir declared that the Slavic chronicles indicate how the Romanians
pushed the Slavs below the Danube^ a fact which attests that the

" v ; .' , . ■ . ; 23:Romanians never left their land® \ ■
Following the Slavs were the Bulgarians .in the eighth centurys

the Ma^rarS in the 8908ss the pechenegs in the 9S0ss5 the Cumans in
1050s and the Tartars in 12hi® These hordes of ferocious and savage
races forced and prolonged the retreat of the Romanians into the
■ ':.';''.;i ^ ^ ' /;-mountains® There the Romanians were f orgotten by history which

G* WandriSj, stThe Earliest Contacts Between Slavs and 
RomaniansgC The Slavonic and Eastern European Review® Vol0 XVIIIS Bo® . 
$2. (Julys 1939) $ pp® lh7-53 o See also De Eaereas pp® 18-19 =. .

2%®D0 ienopolj The History of Romanians from Tra,jan?s Daeia3 
pp® 6h-70e . ■

^^Cantemirg p® 30ho
^%eton4fatson declared that the word Flaeh is a Slav word for 

Romanians passed .into Datin as Valachuss into Magyar as 01achs and into 
German as Wallache ® 11 The native tongue has always empioyed the words 
Romania; Romans Tara Romaneasca®n Seton=»¥atson3 p» 23® : ■
, . 23cantemira ps 30h® See" also D® Mac re a s Despre Dialecte he
Iambi Romane fib out the Dialects of the Romanian .language! in Limb a 
Romana^ Ho® ls u anuary-February^ 1956 (Bueurestii Bditura Academiei 
Republiei Populare Romane $ ±9$6)s pp® 6=2h@

Xenopol , £es Roumalns9 p® 219®



speaks ©£ them only 'when ether great peoples came: in contact with them0
But the barbarians passed and the lsEoman elements88 bent their heads9
elingiag to the ■ i-old places andwaiting:- .for. happier days; 'to eeme c 68 The 
t \ t ' "  / / ' - 25 \ ; t. d:--- -;water passes and the . stones remain 8̂6 and after a thousand years a , .:
numerous ha tin people: descended from the mountains to the old plains
of Daciao ■ - , - r
" ' v-': " . ■ . i .: ■ ' ' ' : " /' ' - y . ' . ■ ■ '2:% ';■ ■ . In 1290 Badu- Hegra Basarab established S8Tara. Romaneaseao88

. ■ 28 - . . • .. - . . . * - ■ , The Basarab d^masty dominated all the territory from. Bamat to include

^ D 0.ffl.trany3 The Balkans (Londons Oxford Unirersity Press<

stj,; wI>es Roumainsa88 Bsyqe Bes Deux Mondesa Tome ! 
Deu%ieme.g 1856j Po 10̂., , \ -- ~ .

Densusiam-, Doimi Glories! si Gapltanll Gelehri ai Tarilor 
Roman#. / The Glorious, Voerodes. and Famous G aptains of the Romanian

' B c r i e r e . : P u b  lie at a Be'Mexc.-Laped.atu (Bucarestis' 
Garol -'Sohlg 1912: )s p@ ;5e He re after'- eited as Densusianu.6 : : y ’ . -

i was the name of several voevodes of the Tara 
Romaneaseas coining from Basarai3=Ban and followed by Radu=Serban 
Basarab'.? Tihomirs Alexandrafl Vladislavs Radus Dang Hireea eel Hare & 
Laiotas Heagoes Mateiu eel Tanar2 all were Basarabs0 The origin of 
the name is traced in Oltenia from, ah old: and illustrious family of 
Basarahs’e ' - Before the middle of the fifteenth century: the name of:. .. ■ 
Basarabia - extended all over Tara Rornaneaseâ  and it continued in the. 
'southeastern, part of Moldavia ealled- Bueeags or ireornerM' in, Tartar 
language g whemee: the Romanian mountains called Bueegio y in the- Persian 
language Bab Sar Matati meant the King of the Landss a title given to 
the kings of Persiao : £ similarity, is found in. the Thraeian languages 
Sarabi Heads and Saraboss Thravian Prince g in Daelane HeSo Williams s 
The 'Historians® Histcry of , the..lbrlds V.oXo. II s „ ‘History, of Persia©K 
iLondons :The" History Association# 190k)$ p© 570®- . ; ̂



' ■, ' ' . ■ ' 9
29 >•Ddbrogea and the southern part of Moldavia and half of Transjlvaniao 

In northeastern Dacia Bogdan descended from Maramures in 13h9 and ; ■ 
established "Terra Moldovana" around the river Moldovao He took the
title "Bogdan Voevoda Moldaviansisto and adopted the oxhead and star as

■ '■ 30'' '' . ” 1 -his coat of arms® The conditions in Moldavia remained primitive
after Bogdan until Mexander the Good (ll1.Ol-li4.32:) laid the foundation 
of the: Moldavian political state® He organized the Moldavian terri
tory from the Carpathians to the Dniester and the Black Seaa built an

- ; 31ariqy for defense5 and introduced various reforms®
; . After the death of Alexander there followed a series of short-"

lived voevodes until Stephen the Great (lli.57=l50li.) ascended the 
Moldavian throne® By this time Moldavia was surrounded equally by 
Christian and -pagan enemies5 and the fall bf Constantinople to the 
Turks in 1U53 had far-reaching consequences® Thus Stephen was con
fronted with new problems« But he resisted equally the Christians as 
he did the Ottomans® He first made Moldavia immune from Hungarian and 
Polish attacks and then from the Turks® The Christian princes preferred 
to enforce their suzerainty upon Moldavia^ rather than to fight a : :

29pr<> M® 0esan5 "Organizatia Biserieeasca Teche Carpaticas" 
iMfThe Former Carpathian Church Organization^? Mitropolia ilrdeaiuiuis 
£nul No® 5~6 (May~Junes 1959)s p® 378® -See also Profc Yasile 
Stoic a., The Romanians and Their Lands* II (Pittsburg* Pa® s Pittsburg 
Printing Company* 1919/^ PoTZT^S™ I® Histor* Istoria B as arable i The 
History of Bessarabia .. (Cernautls Editura Glasul Bueovinei7~1923 )* .

■ ■ ;: ; ' ' 1 ' , ■ :

^%eton-=¥atson* p® 28®
. ^Densusianu* p® II3® . : ■



, ■; • ■; ' ■' ; ■ : ■ "< - ' 10 
" ' ' - ' \ ' ' \ . ' ' /' - : common foe9 "bhe Ottomans0 in the f ace of Banger Stephen always .;

fonnd hjbnself alone g ' as - if he: were the. %IioseB for the saving ©f tii©
nations0n ChristiaMty felt itself saved Tout ignored its saviouro
Stephen9s appeals t© the kings and prineess and even t© the Popes were
.:.. /'•:. ' ■ 3k ■. = : V : : ; :■. - . ' . ■ ‘ .\ all in vain© . Bnt after the fawns, 'battle ©f: Vaslni in ik7!?s> Pope 
Sixtas' y  -’bestowed on Stephen the title of {,ithleta Christie®
Following the Vasina victory all attempts by Ottomans to snbdoe 
■Stephen.failed© "The career of Stephen the GreatsE declared S©ton= . 
Watson® 'ais certainly the least known among all the episode# of 
European defences r and yet he stands beside Hu^ady^ Sobieslgr and
Eugene as one of the four greatest champions of Christendom against
'"v ; ■ ' 35 ' .. ' '' , . "' ';the Turko-1, The reign of Stephen is the most magnificent period in
the histozy of Moldayiaf never was the country greater9 richer, more
respected and feared by Christians, and pagans alike, and never before'
fead' Moldavia attained such a maximum of political and artistic :, bril-
... 3 6 ' ' ■: ., ; ' ; ' ■ ■■ : ■■ ’ " . • . ■ -liancy© But the resistance of Stephen was failing after half h 
. cemtu%-'.of wars and the hopelessness of uniting the Christians© :

3%eton=Watsbn, ppo hŜlil!,© .
.. . 33 ■ . ' :  . ■ . : ■ ' . ' . . , ' ■ • ■' ■ ■■ '■:' ; '.Pmid©v.p©'h56.- ,

• Turdeanu, Stefan cel Mare [Stephen the Great! (Paris s
Fumdatia Re gala Univsrsitara. G arol I, 195ET, S ~ i ^ “23© . ' , - i

. ^%etondEats©n> p0 lil© -

^ C-oCe GiuregQUg Din Treeut (From the Past! (Bmcuresti $. 
Cigetarea,' 19h2)j, p©-7©o . , .i ; '; .. , . ' , ■■■ •



: ; ' ' .; : v  v : ' - ' , ■; ■ ■ ■  ■ . 11
against the infidel«, He foresaw their weakness and also that of .
Moldavia5 and from his deathbed he called his son Bogdan and told him
to - Submit to the Turks s KIfs howevers the larks should insist upon more
than an honorable suzerainty/ leaving the framework of church and state
untoucheds then it will be better for you to die at the hand of the old
eneiry than to look on at the dishonoring of your religion and the misery
of your countryd But. the God of your fathers will be moved by the tears
of his servants to use a man who shall help your descendants to their
old power and freedom®**'

Six years after his father's deatha in ISlls Bogdan concluded
with Bayazid II the following treatyi. ' .

• Irto 1 The Porte, recognizes Moldavia as a free and independent 
" - ■ Country® , ■ ■■ ■ v' ' .; : "
Srt« 2 The Christian religion of Moldavia shall never be inter

fered with or molested® On the contrary^ the Hation 
shall own and govern its churches as freely as before®

Xrt® 3 The Porte is bound to defend Moldavia against all those 
who may attack hera and shall preserve her integrity* 
without doing any injustice to her* and without per- 

' . mitting anybody to take the smallest parcel of her
'■ ’W  territory* ■; < v '. ■ .
Jrt® U Moldavia shall be governed and ruled according to her

ancient laws and institutions* without the least inters
;-:'' -.''\.f©rence b y ’the''Porte®■-•■V::!.-''’--   ,

Art0 5 The princes shall be elected by the Mation* and eon- 
' ' firmed by the Porte® ■ . .■

Art® 6, The princes shall govern the whole territory of Molda
via and maintain .armies paid by them and recruited either 
from Moldavians or foreigners®

^T&s quoted by Seton-Watson* p® U?
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Art . 7 The Moldavians shall be permitted to acquire and maintain 
in Constantinople a residence for their envoys, and shall 
also be permitted to erect a church there . 

Art. 8 The Turks shall have no right to buy or own lands in 
MOldavia, and they shall not be allowed to settle in 
the country or erect therein any mosque . 

Art . 9 The Princes and the population shall send to the Porte 
every year 4,000 Turkish gold pieces , or 11,000 lei; 
also 40 falcons and 40 mares, as a gift (Peshkesh) . 

Art. 10 In case of war, the Prince of Moldavia shall assist the 
Porte with his armies . 38 

1 The legacy of Stephen the Great crowned the future of Moldavia 
j 

as a s~vereign state and the Turks 11bound themselves to respect the in-
, . 39 

dependence of their colleagues, rather than vassalso11 

The sixteenth century was a period of great prosperity and new 

ideals . Since Moldavia was independent, she entered into economic and 

political relations with her sister principalities, Muntenia and 

Tran~lvania . The result of this relationship culminated in a union 

and reconstitution of Dacia in the brief but brilliant military epic 
40 

of Michael the Brave in 1599-1601. The Dacian kingdom failed but 

the germ of unity never died. I"loldavia continued its relations with 

38c. Hamangiu, Codul General Al Romanici The General Code of 
Romania;( Vol. II, P• 3. As cited by Andrei Popov ci, PhD, The Political 
Status of Bessarabia (Washington, D.C.: Ransdell, Inc., 1931), pp . 43-44. 

39c.u. Clark, Bessarabia, Russia and Romania on the Black Sea 
(New York : Dodd & Mead Company, 1927), P• 42. 

40Romania at the Peace Conference (Paris, 1946), pp. 55-56. 
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its suzerain^ and in 28% Basil Lmpu., a brilliant voevode3 concluded 
with the Sultan Mohammed I? a treaty even more strikihg than the one? 
before ? •

£rte 1 The Porte recognizes Moldavia as a free and independent 
; . cohntiys

Art® 2 The Moldavian Nation will enjoy complete freedom., as in 
the past® The Porte will not place the least obstacle \ 
in its wayj the lawss customss rights and prerogatives 

> of the country will be forever inviolable@
Arts -3 ? The princes will rule the country with complete freedom
'‘  ̂ ? as heretof ores and the Porte will have no right to inter

fere either directly or indirectly in the conduct of its 
' affairse

.' Art® it.- The Porte will not be allowed to intervene in any dis
putes between private persons $ they will be tried by ..
the prince and his divan® The Porte will not -be

. allowed "to impede the exercise of this rights either
directly or indirectly®

Art® 5 The frontiers of Moldavia will be preserved intact in 
their,entirety* •/:

Art® 6 - The practice of the Mohammedan religion will be for
bidden throughout the territory of Moldavia®

. Art® 7 Ho Mohammedan will have the right to own property in 
.. ' Moldavias whether Xand3 houses3 or business.placeSs and .

no Mohammedan will be permitted to sojourn in the Country
for business purposes unless so authorized by the Princee

Art® 8 Commerce in Moldavia shall be open to all’trading nations®
However^ the Turks shall, have preference over all nations

y in the purchase of the produce of the Countryj, by free 
?. bar gain 2 commerce being transacted by common agreement 

between the parties in the ports of Galatz, Ismail and 
. Chilia; nevertheless^ the Turks shall not be permitted 
" even to enter the Country without the expre ss permission 
. of the Prince® / ■

A.rtv 9 Moldavia shall retain, the title of an independent country., .
to be used in all documents addressed to the Prince by the

: ■ Porte® - '.



' - ■ . . ■. T  . ■ :.Art® 10 Turkish passengers sent by the Porte with letters
addressed to the Princeshall not cross the Danube6 
They shall' stop on the• opposite hank of this.rivers 
entrust the messages to the Governor of Galatz for 
transmission to the Princes and reeeive from him the 
- answerB • '

• Arte 11 The Prince of Moldavia shall be elected by the various 
classes of the Ifetion® The Prince thus chosen will be 

: recognized by the Portes which will neither be allowed
to 'interfere with3. nor to cause the least difficulty or 
impediment to? the election0

Arto 12 The Country shall receive the protection and assistance 
of the Ottoman Porte whenever solicited by the Molda- 

, vian Hationa . : ■ '
:'yv:Srt® 13 In compensation for all these rightss- the Moldavian . :

. Bation' shall give the Ottoman Porte a gift (Peshkesh)
' of ten thousand gold piecesenl ;

The provisions of this treaty were not to remain undisturbed for 
longs howevSrs for Russia^ acting in the guise of a Ghristiari Crusader " 
to mask her selfish interests s soon intervened to affect them® In,1673 
Sobiesky with the aid of the Moldavians defeated the Turks near Hotin, 
and three years later Russia was defeated by Turkeye As a results 
Turkey gained the territory south of Kiev from Dniester to Dnieper,, 
which was given to the Moldavian Prince Due a who established a "New ' 
Moldavia®*^ /- ' :

In I683 Sobiesky broke down the Turkish powers and in 1699 at 
Karlovitz the Poles tried to assert a claim on Moldavia^ but the Turks

-̂Popovicij, ppe U8-50®
^I»Ge Bfatianu5 Moldova si Frontierele el Istorice ([Moldavia 

and Its Historical Frontiers^ (Bucuresti: Institutul di Stiinte Morale 
si Politice5 195Dj5h^®r 21^35^ , . . .



replied that' it was impossible to comply with their wishes inasmuch as 
■Moldavia was a principality that submitted by its own will to the Porte
and she had not been conquered by Sword* The Poles then withdrew, their

I4.3 '..pretensions* ■ : ■
1 , During this period 'Russia rs star; was rising with Peter the

Great, who was ambitious to control the Black Sea and the mouth of the
Danube* In 1709 he defeated Charles XII of .Sweden who sought refuge
- " V : • ■ " " hh.at Tighina in Bessarabia, “formerly the country of the D a c i a n s / I n  
1710 Peter sought an alliance with Cantemir, the Foevode of Moldavia, 
and concluded a treaty providing hereditary leadership for pantemirEs 
family, and Article XL stipulated that “the frontier of the Moldavian 
'Principality is determined according to the ancestral rights by the 
Dniester, the Kamenets, the Tighina, with all the territory of the 
Buceag, the Danube, Wallachia and the Great Duchy of Transylvania, and 
the delimitations already arranged with Poland*11 But on June. 10, 
1711, under pretensions that Charles XII was. sheltered in Moldavia, 
Peter invaded the country only to suffer the famous defeat at Stand-* 
lesti® i, peace treaty was signed the same, year, which not only

^G*P« Liseanu, Basarabia (Bucurestis Tjpographia Ion 
Vacarescu, 192k)s p« 13o

• ^Voltaire, Histoire de Charles XII, Vol. 26 (Paris: Imprimerie 
de la Societe Litteraire Typographique, 178B), P« 260®

B.S1JL0 Sturdzar and Golescu Vartec, Collections de Traites et 
Conventions de- la Roumainie (Bucarest t l87h), 'Ms cited by I A
Arnautu, Douse Invasions Russes en Roumanie. (Buenos Aires: Editions 
Cuget Romanesc”, 1956), p® 2:7® • , .
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affected the throne of Cantemir5 but also marked the advent in the 
Roman Principalities of the Phanariotes5 who for the most part were - 
secretly in the service of Russia^ and whose origin and character 
is described thust

The most:disastrdus of all the political movements o o * is 
the Mveht, of the phanariote prihcesi ah immoral and calami™
• tons race j,' a nursery of debased diplomats» remnants of ill 

1 ; repute' of the f ormer Bysantihe Court whose obscured intrigues^ 
the intrigues of the obsequious sycophants^ the perfidious and 
criminal politics^ have been revealed by more than one writer 
6 0 0  e The nomination of Hospodar was set to auction! if a 
most generous buyer came> the sovereign already called had to 
turn over the place to him © «, = © -

. The Hospodariat became the price of the most shameless
: dishonor^ the most venal vice® And as soon as he arrived in
' principalities5 only.one idea occupied himi to make his 

fortune and that of his acolytesg birds of preyg who followed 
him in crowds and swooped down over the country© Fearful of 
being supplanted^ he exhausted himself in new inventions to pay 
off in the shortest time the enormous sums contracted for 
obtaining the Hospodariats he hastened to pay off his protec
tors and his •necessary supporters^ to buy courtiers » ,/ ©; to 

: • ' spread the crowd of competitors^ to save enough money for the
days of a foreseen and infallible ruin®. The imagination hardly 
embraces in its reach the immense system of extortions practiced 
by the Phanariote s in Wallachia and of Moldavia Jt7

After 1711 Moldavia became part of the Russian dream to domi
nate Constantinoplea •For that purpose. Tsarine Catherine II adopted the 
■ double-headed eagle as her coat of arms and baptized her grandchild 
Constantins hired Greek nurses for hims and sent Russian agents into

• Arnautug Douze Invasions Russes en Roumanie (Buenos
Airess Editions Cuget Roma.i5sc%%956)s p® 67® "''™" .:'-

■̂̂ MaA© ”La Valachie et la Moldavies,s' Revue des Deux Monies a 
7ol® IX (January 15S 1837)5 pps Ih7-lt8©



^:: - ;; ' '  ̂ :: - " A  ■ ■ 17.' • ’ ; . ', :> / ' ■' , : , _ • .. . | O
Moldavia to induoe the boyars to accept the Bussian sceptre® The 
war of 1736 revealed the Russian intention* General Munich marched 
M s  troops into Moldavia and the populace welcomed him® . His arrogances 
however Si soon; alienated the . people as he began to treat Moldavia as a> 
conquered province and imposed on her heavy burdens® These tactics, 
revealed all the more his intentions as a pretender to the Moldavian 
throne® - However <, it, was not just Munich who was disliked; for the
Moldavianss despite their Christianity^ were hot, interested in being
MiberatedMby Christian Russia* Eyentually the Turks won the war and 
Munich had to withdraw his troops into Russias a fact which also
shattered his kingly ambitions® ■ .

i. series of Rtisso<=-Turkish' wars from 1768 to 177k culminated in 
the Treaty of Koutchouck Kainardji which brought Russia to the Bugs gave 
Russians the right to protect Christians of the Ottoman Empire and thus

50to interfere in the affairs of the Principalities» By this time
Austria was a neighbor of Moldavia^ and aspired to esgand southward 
towards the mouth of the Danube® By asserting claims which had no 
historical basis and deliberately falsifying maps in order to confuse 
the Turks3 and by attenpting to establish a connection between Galicia 
and Transylvania^ annexed in 16995 the Austrians created sufficient 
turmoil to be able to, move into the area® Marla Theresa was. forced to

4%opovicig ppa Zk-SSe ,
^•%eton“Wats6ns p® 139® .

: - : ^QIbid* ̂ pp® 56=57®
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admit that fin Mdldaviam affairs we have no reason at all o o o  < I ■■ 
eoafess that' I hardly know how we' will get out of them* . It will be 
diffieult; to do .it with honor and I am grieved of not being able to /
say it e^)lieitljow Heverthelessg Austria occupied Bucovinas the ,

, ' ' - ' e . t i |  .■ •' ; •, • "  ■ ; 'northern part of Holdayia with ̂ the former capitals of Sueeawa and
'Sadautl^ ■ the' - ;-©fStephen8 s .greatest triumphs and many of >his
' - ' ' ; '■ ' • '

; most famous monastic endowmentso* Prinee @hieas 18the perfidious
; . ' ■' ; \ ; V ' ,-.'r dt - - ■
and faithless Greek68 was beheaded by the Turks0 Moldavia too was : 
behead©ds for the Ottomans had pledged,, to respect its integrity*

. While Austria operated in the ,norths Russia retreatedo But 
before too long it became obvious that she wanted to incorporate the 
rest of 15oldaviao^ To . realize this she had t© approach Hustriao &. 

plan was designed by Gatherihe II and Joseph II9 called the ®@reek •
= Pro^eeto1*' The main idea of it was to destroy Turkeys to restore the

■ ^ cited by 6* @iuresea3 Istorla Bomanilor {The History of the
Romanian People!o Yolo IIIS pt* 1 (Buemresti? Pundatia.Regala Pentra
3^teratura'Si Srta3 l^t):> :'pq'3©5e:i . , ;  v- ■ ■

Guerive9 ha Bueovine Etudes Bocumentaires (Paris t F®lix 
Alcans 19l8')j, po ,3o -
' ^Setoh4iatson3 p* ■ 1$Q&

■ % b i d e s'^  . : ■
.' ^it is interesting to note that both Russia and Austria wished 

. to' doridnate the mouth of the; Danube @ ■ Howeverg neither would try: fOr ’... 
fear of ;war between thek®; ' ■  . v ■ • . 1 ■ ’ ■■ ■
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Greek Empire for GoBstantins and if nothing came of it5 to create the 
Sngdom of Dacia with Potemkin as its kingê  For this purpose there 
followed the Russo^Turkish War- of 17885 tiien Moldavia was invadedj, but 
as the events soon changed by the death of Joseph II and the advent of 
Napoleon upbn the European stage 5 the program was dropped, and2 by the 
Treaty of 1792 at Jassy3 Russia became Moldavia's neighbor on the 
Dniester® - . ; ' , ■

The advent of Napoleon changed the course of European historys 
and in 1806 he succeeded in embroiling Alexander. I of Russia in a six-, 
year war with Turkey^ The Russian armies invaded Moldavia and 
devastated it® When the Moldavians complained to Kutuzov^ Russian
Governor of the Romanian Principalitieŝ , he replied that he "would leave
■ ' ' : ' ■ . : . ' ' 59 i ' . . . - . .them only with eyes to cry®**

The meetings at Tilsit and Erfurt between Napoleon and Alexander 
I resulted in Russian rule of the Romanian Principalities0 Kutuzov at 
once proclaimed thefr union with Russia® But events changed rapidlys 
and after an armistice at Sloboiia.in, October 1811« Russia renewed her 
war with Turkey® • The fear of Jlexander I that Napoleon was going to

; . ^%oidur5.:p®: i?e ; ' '; t . ::v/ v

v; / ^-Itopoyici^ ■: , v ' v v ■ v..;'"
^^lorga^ p® 188®
do ' •Seton»Watsons p® 163®



: ' " : ' ■ : ' ■ ■ ' . . ' ' ' ' . ■ . ; - • restore Poland led the Russians to bring Turkey to terms© The
Russians demanded the Danube as a frontier.̂  but . the Turks aecorled them 
only the • Pruth© Dissatisfied with, the treaty^ the Russians moved for a. 
eongrass at Bucareste But even there the Turks. refused to surrender m y  
part of Moldavian territory® A surprise attack, ordered by the Tsar him==
-self on M y  t:8o 1812:<, led to the eessiona by the Greek Phanariote Merusi^
; ' r' ' ; ■ - ” " ' ' - ■ 61 . ■; ■: :;v : t- / -of the eastern part of Moldavia to Russia0 . Morusi was decapitated for

r: 'V''. W  ; t' ' ,
. selling ■ Moldavias but Moldavia itself remained mutilated and decapitated® 
This was the first time that Bessarabia fell under Russian rule9 and
the second time in. the Phanariote period that Turkey made . terms with

■ ■' '' ; ' :■■■: -::6$ ' ■ : • ' ' Russia by sacrificing vital Romanimi interests® The Turks ceded
Ba territory which did not belong to them and which made am integral
part of a eeuntry whose integrity they engaged themselves t© respect®56
And the Russians s against the win of. the Moldavianss annexed a
province to which they had no .historical or ethnographical

^%®, Rosettig Archiva Senatorilor din Chisinau si Qsupatia • 
Reseasca de la l8Q6°i8l2; ffhe Archive of the Senators of GhisiHau~“and ;
the Russian Oceupation from l8Q6-?18l21 o Rxtras din Analele Acadeemiei 
R©mamea Seria IIs Tom ZXXIa.MoT^^uQurestig: Garol,Gobi5 1999)s p® 56®

- . ^ibid0:9 .pp® - : a
' ' ' ■ Draghicese.o» Ra Bessarabie -et'vie1 Droit; des Peupleg® ■ Etudes

DoGuxoentaires. (Paris? Felix Alcans l91§)s P®12® . - '
y v 6 1 ' ' '      ....

Trolsieme Edition 
'&!Verlte(

Seton=¥atsons pQ ■ 166«, Seeals© Dr® C0 Uhlig9. Die - Bess arablsehe 
s:-.Wrdinati:lirts IfM^s':p^^ ■ ' yTT'

® - Iorgas ■■ Da Verlte BurleZPasse et le Present.' de via ’Bessarabie■
p® 5ho Hereafter, cited as %  lorgag



rights e Bmt to the Russians 19 subj ugation86' me ant ^liberation®8 of the
'■■■ "■ ■■ ■ 66 ■ ; ' - ■ V' ' ■ * ' ' • ■ - - - ■' ' \ Ghristiaas e

S!The real reason for the rape of Moldavian Bessarabia by 
Russia r,58' deelared Leo Cassos professor and Minister of Public Ins true »
tions $8is that it was the drem of Alexander I to continue In the. / . ^  " '■ ; - - ' 1 
Balkans the policy of Gafherine;,ira88r and. to :aealm:and placate pubHe
©pinion9 still sore after the defeat of Jnsterlita ®

But the most important point in connection with this ae^ 
quisition of new territory was the, fact that for the first 
time in historj Russia succeeded in aanexing Christian 
subjects (in the southwestern part of Russia] 0 6 « * The 
Grime a and the Plain of OdheakOT previously obtained^ were 

; either entirely desolate .regionss or peopled by Mohammsdanso 
. v In the area annexed from Moldavias x<re had for the first time 

an opportunity of showing what we were able to do for the 
Balkaticpeoples s and prove ^ilnly to Ghrisfianss until then 
■ under the yoke of the $urks9 how much more agreeable could the 
conditions be under the shield of the two-headed eagles

Mien Bessarabia was annexed5, the Russian army of occupation 
pillaged the province to sueh an extent that Bessarabia, was ̂ transformed

^Stefan Ciobanu9 la Bessarabie Sa Gulture°Sa Population«=Son 
Basse (Bucarests Moniteur Officiel et Imprimeries de l8Etat9 loprimerie 
lationaler, 19Ul) 5 Po $0o Hereafter cited as Stefan Giobanus La 
Bessarabie © : „ . ■ . .

^%r© Bo' CazacUs Gateva Bate din .1storia •Basarabiei fs©me Bates 
from the History of Bessardbi^f"(Bueurestl 1 -.Iditura Gartea"Romansasea.,, 
%mtda)9; P^'9* ''Hereaftef '"©ited̂ as Br0 Po Cazaeu9 Some Bates from the' 
History bf Bessarabia0 . . / ..'.■

^%eo Gasso'a Ba. Russle .-an Danube (Moseous Sneghirevg 1913)s pe 
10o Hereafter cited as 'leo . G a a s o © ,



into a barren wildernessy18' and the Bessarabians became so unhappy that
"their discontent against us>#: .declared. Cass©, "began to show itself

- - 1 - . yonot only among the upper classes but also among the lower classes*"
JHexander 1 sent Ghichiakov to visit the province and he "was much 
:v-.; : V: , V:surprised at the large number of abandoned dwellings and destroyed
villagess while the taxes imposed by the military authorities dn=

. ' ' 71creased continually0M The Moldavians conplained to the Emperor who 
drew Kutuzov!s attention to the fact that "he cannot allow this kind 
of honor;to continue furthernor "the extraordinary amount of forced 
labor to which the people were subjected*" But Petersburg was too 
far from Bessarabia and the situation did not alter@ The Moldavian 
people, began an exodus, leaving their liberators for the Moldavia
under Turkish suzerainty0- The emigration depopulated the province
. • ' ' ' . - ' . - - . . - ■ 73to an extent which endangered "its future development*":'-' Moreover/

the emigration continued due to the fact that the Moldavians feared .
"that the Russians would introduce serfdom as they had done in the
bkraines a procedure quite contrary to the constitution of the
Principality of Moldavia5 where the inhabitants enjoyed individual
l i b e r t y T o  stop the emigration the Russian government declared
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that Moldavia was-' ̂ eontaminated. by plague ,, amd the passage of the

' ' ; . - ■' ' ■ ’ ■ ■ : ' S  ■' ' ' : - :Prath. was f©rMddea tmdes: the. paim ef de.athom '
fo show his liberal principless .howevers Alexander I made 

Bessarabia an autonomous province with a Bessarabian admlnistrationo 
The Tsar granted Bessarabia an 18enlarged autonomy* with Searlat 
Stmrdza as its. governor@ A representative government "was faithful 
to the Moldavian ,sBivan5 jiM and the Romanian language was employed, by 
the adBiinistration0 The Bussians. reeogxiiaed justice.18rendered on the
' basis of . the ’laws ̂ ofthe country'® . The former Moldavian, judicial .

■ : . ■■ 1 " ' . . . 76prescriptions ’’were much more superior to the then Russian laws o'®
But this liberal regime of Alexander was followed by the auto= 

eratie realm of Nicholas I0 Thus^ in 1828 the privileges granted to ■ - 
Ressarabia; .were revoked, and its- law. was.suppressed®:.. The Russian ■;
governors became ’’criminal accomplices’® to bribes and corruption 
and transf ormed Bessarabia into an ’’unhappy province o ’8'- The local
government was replaced by a "Superior Council®. composed of priv±=» 
leged. nobles nominated by the senate and controlled by the Russian 
governorg who also appointed new Russian officials in the distriets0 
Within' ten . years the: ’’Superior Cbttneiie8" was transformed .

., : ^Ibidô  pi 2%0 ' t • . , . . . , . . '
.. Ifonodetz (pseudo)* la Russia et leg peuples allogehes (Berne 

Zi, lyss9.1917)$ po 179e Hereafter cited as Ironodetzb - •. -
; ; : : 7M i  .

' leo Cassoj,, p®'.220d .



into a nPrinoipal Gdtmciltl mth a limited ^Consultative voiceM com-
' 7 Q  ' :pletely controlled "by the. goTernore Gasso declared that the Russian

administration was by far inferior to the Romaniani "The Russian
travelers who visited Bessarabia in 1820 affirmed that the province
was better administered'unier the Romanians » Bessarabia,̂
continued Gasso, became "i B a,barbarous region where the people for
no reason whatever are beaten^ imprisoned, fined and at times burnt to
d e a t h s B y  1833 the situation became deplorable, as evidenced by
Klsseleff’s writing to Count Vorontzev that "your account of conditions
in Bessarabia is very sad, and is certainly due to pernicious governors
and to officials chosen among the refuse and dregs of Russia and Molda-
' ; 82 ' ' - :■ ' X ' 'via09i After l83b . the use of the Romanian language was forbidden in
offices and tribunals^ in 1837 in the Church*. By 1617 "former Molda
vian social classes were abolished the same as the inferior nobles in. 
-Russia*’*83' ' \
■ . The latter part of the 1810 Vs was dominated by national move-

.. - ' . gj, " ■ments in all Romanian provinces, including Bessarabia^ The national

^IrOnodetz., p* 179e 
' ^leo Casso,, pp* 39-60*
; 8lIbidê  p* 221* V
' 8̂ Ibid'e a Po 61®

" " 83 ' - '  ̂ " V ' " 'Irohodeta, p® 180®
Besprez ® ’’La Revolution dans 1 ’Europe Orientale,” Revue 

des Deux Mondes, Tome XXIV (Paris, 1818), pp® 9-11® -•
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movement advocated the union of all Romanians «> such 'manifestations had 
already been expressed in 1822, 1829s and 1835s with the hope of forming
; V ; :  85 _ . . - : ; ' : ■ .' . ' ' .■ ;a HDaco“Roman State®**- • in iSItS this idea received support from 

IfapoieonfllT and the nationalists' trho iiished to. settle it on the 'I -
' V  ' ; ' 86 : . - ' '"principle of the nationalities®11 fhe Russians became, alarmed and

informed, the Ottoman Porte that the Romanians wanted, to re-establish
a. Baco-Romanian kingdom- composed of Wallachia. Moldavia, Bucovina® :

; ' ' ' ::V : :■ 87 ' ’ '' ' ' ' . : f :Transylvania - and Bessarabia®
The revolution of I8I48 actually brought no positive results® ,

Changes occurred in 18569 following the Crimean War> when the Great
Rowers f orced Bus'sia to return the three southern districts "to Moldaviâ ,'
and it was affirmed by Article 21 of the Treaty of Paris,, that "the ".
territory ceded by Russia shall be annexed to. the Principality of

' ■■■ , . ' : - ' ' : • - 88 ' - .Moldavia, under the Suzerainty of the Sublime Porte® % . In 1859
Moldavia "and .Wallachia united under Prince Alexander Cuza, upon which.
occasion Gognalnieeanu said that not all the Moldavian territory enjoyed
the solemn unions "Moldavia,1* he declared, "was rapedj its most beautiful

. ’ . .. f^Re Seisanu, Rumania .(Bucarests: Monitoml. Official si Impri- ' 
meriile Statului, Imprimeria Mationala, 1939)5 PP.® 72-73 ®

Desprez, "La Revolution dans l*Surope Orientals® La Mbldo— • 
Vlachie eh IS .Movement.Roumain," Revue des.Beux Mond.es, Tome LXI (Paris, 
I8I4.8), pp.® 105-08o . „ ' . - . ..

' . . ,R®:3eisanu, p® 75® ; ' y - ; ; V
; O Q ■ : . V 1 ■.4 1 \ ■ .. - : . ■ ■ "...• Sir A® Oakes and RJ3 ® Mowat (eds»)., The Great European 

Treaties of the Nineteenth Century (Londons Oxford University- Press, '
1918), p® 181® . :



89parts have been torn away s’1 meaning Bucovina and Bessarabia® The 
latter province.was still destined to endure farther sufferings^ after 
1859 the Moldavian language'was suppressed in schools and colleges# and 
importation of books from Moldavia was stopped® "In this way, the 
leveling politics of the Bussians in the border countries had reached 
its end® The conquered province was administered following the princi
ples of the central government of Petersburg^ suffocating, all its

' - : ' 90 ■■ . ■original life®” ■ .
In 18615 among the great reforms in Russia was the emancipation 

of the serfs® This reform created the basis of modern Russia» but its, 
consequences in Bessarabia were not great^ "where outside of Gypsies, 
there were almost no serfs® ‘In spite of the oppression of the maternal 
(Moldavian) language3 the great act was published in Romanian in all 
Bessarabia® lifter many difficulties,, the Bessarabian peasants who 
possessed, no, land, and had never been, serfs, were also provided with it 
in 1868®ls Then followed the reform of the tribunals, introduction of
the jury system. Zemstvos, and in 1871, a modicum of local government 
was granted Russian villages® These liberal reforms had great signifi
cance in Russia, but !Hhey contributed to the suffocation of . .

-' ̂ Ss 'cited by.A®D®"'2enopol, Bomnia luj Guza-Voda, (The Reign of 
Cuza-Toda I, fol® I (Al Istoriei Romanilor din Dacia Traiana VII, Iasi, 
Dacia, 105, 53^ :.. ‘I..-/ ■

^Ironodetz, p®,.l80e



particularism in Bessarabia5 to the'complete assimilation of the
' 92country,and of its inhabitants into the Russian Empire*H

levertheless5 'the Bessarabians never ceased working.toward the
" \ ' , ; ". ■ 93 . ■ ; -goal of reunion with Moldavia a They kept alive the national ideas by

publishing newspapers»' - Howevers the Russian authorities would never '
allow the opening of the Moldavian printing industrys It was refused
on the,basis that the ̂ Moldavian boyars aspired the union of all

' 9k - Y ■ /' ' ■ ■Romanians#^ This fear led them to enforce their program of Russi-
fication« Russian military and civilian officials were introduced at

9< : " ' .all levels of the‘administration®
Meanwhile the Russians aspired to rtfree$r their Christian 

brothers from the Turks in the Balkans» To accomplish this, passage 
was neeessazy through Romania, Prince Gorchakov informed Bratianu of 
the; Russian unconditional intentions Bratianus however5 would not 
consent to the passage without the guarantees of the Great Powers* 
Gorchakov ss insistence did not move •Bratianu. who told him that the 
"liberation of the Christians" would be an unhappy one if started with 
the destruction' Of a,,Ohrisfian army <," and declared that "the Romanian 
army will oppose on the Pruth, with all its might, the passing of an

^ Ibids : ' ; :

^Profs Stefan Giobanu, ha Bessarabie, pp« 61-62 a



• ' ’ ' : ' '"'W : ' ■ " 28; ■ -  ̂ ' 96 ■ ' 'enenry’s Finallys an agreement was reached and Romania
promised the Russians free passage and friendly treatment,, while Russia
promised to;respect Romania's political'rights and her "integrity^
Thus in 1877 the Russians declared war on Turkey and in April advanced
into Bulgaria5 refusing to accept an offer of Romanian cooperations,
Romania waited silently:to see what the Russians would 1$give hers ors
to be more correct^ take from her®?,:"̂

The Russian troops met a terrible disaster at Plevnas ands 
ready to lose the wara Grand Duke Nicholas sent the following telegram 
to King Carol 11 RCome to our aide: Cross the Danube wherever you can5 
and under whatever conditions you eanj, .but come immediately to our aid*
■ ;■;/■■ ■. • "■ / p '■ 9g , •.

. The. Turks are destroying us0 The Christian cause is losttn King 
Carol and his valiant army took Plevna» Grand Duke. Nicholas admired the 
bravery of the Romanian soldiers and the Tsar promised Romania a share
in the spoils of the campaign for Hthe Russo-Turkish War had been won

. ' ' ' 99 ' . \ ' ' 'Viith Romania’s help®18; The Romanians ’’hoped that as a reward Russia
;  ̂ v 100 would restore the whole of Bessarabia to the Romanian motherlands"

^ Memorile Regelui Carol I al Romanic j Vol« 8 [The Memoirs of 
King Carol I of Romania3 Vol« 8̂ (Bucurestj: Editura Tipografiei
• Ziarului Universulj 1876) S p0' 8Lu :

v ^Mitrany^ The Balkans3 pa 29$e 
. . ^8J.s cited by Densusianus p® 198®' ,

^GsPe Goochs Bistory of the Modern Europe 1 1878-1919 (New Yorks 
Henry Holt and Company,, 192%  p»~B% ™*~ ' ""  ..

, ^^Prince Antoine Bibesco, ’’Redeeming the Bessarabians5K The
Forums Vol a 66 (July 5 1921) s p® h99e> .



At the Treaty of San Stefano* Romania received its independencebut
at Berlin in 18?8 "the ungrateful Russians for the second time took

 ̂ 102Bessarabia away from Romaniag" which was compensated with the
Dobrogea® Russia failed to-respect Romanian national integrity and 
when the latter protested^ Russia threatened Romania with occupation ' 
and disarmament® King Carol I replied through his minister^
Bratianus that "the army which fought at Plevna may well be destroyed^
■' ' A'" ! ' ■ ̂ TO), : ■ - ' /'A/'' ; ■but never disarmed^^ '

After-the whole of Bessarabia fell to the RussiansS; Russifi
cation followed which denied to Ebldavians everything Romanianj, and the 
peasants sind small landowners were forced to submit to "primitive 
Russian communistic ownership®" Abuses and corruption triumphed in 
Bessarabia; Brusovs a Bessarabian governor (l903'r0U)-» wrote about "the 
corruption of the officialss and the amount of graft secured by the 
police ® '■« ® these are . the ones complained of by the Bessarabians<, and 
from time to time governors shift them about or send them into other
provincess to receive in their places sometimes characters of the same

■

- **"®%ir M-e, Oakes and ReB a;'Mdwat (eds)s Great European Treaties 
of the Nineteenth Century (Londons Oxford University "Presss 19l87%TSrto 
V5 p® 380®' - ~~™~" ^ . .

. , Lupu, Romania and the War (Bostons R®D0 Badgers The - ;
Gorham Presss 1919/s p® 20® -

^Prof® Yasile Stoicas The Romanians and Their Lands® III® 
Bessarabia (New York: George H® -Boyan Goi#aiys 1919) 3 p® 17®

BMitrary-j, p® 297® • ^ L e o  CassOs p® 226®
^^Prince Serge Ds Brusov^ lvIemoirs of a Russian Governor 

(New Xork and Londons -Harper Brothers Publishing Gompany%""T908j%" p® 52©
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In I90I4 the Russo-Japanese/War "began and 13the Moldavians

\ '■ / ' : " -L07 , . . ■ . 'enlisted very willingly and with much pride*" They now met with new
mentalities and cultures and witnessed the defection of the Russian
armies at the battlefront* Ms the war ended with the collapse of
Russia their nationalism was aroused/ and gave new impetus to the
Bessarahiah nationalist struggle for independence®

The Moldavians from Bessarabia remembered that Russia had
annexed, their country in 1812: against their will and against their 

IO8protests* They did not forget that until that year* 1812S 
Bessarabia had been an integral part of Moldavia ever- since the in™ 
ception of the Romanian nation^ and during the course of one hundred 
years of Russian rule$ they expressed constantly their wish to return 
to the same body from which they were torn away * Mhen the revolution 
of 1905 broke put in Russia, they revealed their national> historics 
cultural and ethnographic identitys and manifested their desire to 
regain their ancestral rights and privileges@

1Q7Ibid®s p® 112*
108Ho lorga* La Verite j pp»



CHAPTER II

THE IHPAC T OP THE. RUSSIAN REVOLUTIOi OF 1905 OH BESSARAB lit

The Russian Revolution of 1905-06 was the result of several 
factors: the peasant demand for land reforms,, failure in the Russo-
Japanese Wars and demands for a constitutional monarchyo In Bessarabia5, 
as everywhere in the Russian Empires similar demands were expressed*
The Bessarabians (-Moldavians)̂  the main ethnic element of Bessarabia/ 
demanded that their ancestral rights and privileges be re-instituted 
in Bessarabia® '

The gathering of discontent in the Russian Empire during the 
course: of the nineteenth century culminated in the 'Russo-Japanese-War 
of 190h“05j in which Russia suffered defeat* The masses of the

' ^Robert Paul Browder and Alexander F0 Kerensky c, The Russian - 
Provisional Government $ 1917* Documents (Stanford: Stanford University 
Press 5 l3^l}7 Pe'TIil® ■ ■nIt seemed as if ■ the Ear Eastern war had taught 
the f atally .. xmluc3$y creature Tsar Nicholas II some thing» He declared 
his decision to rule together with the people. and not contrary tos or 
for the disadvantage of the people*

The manifesto of October 17 1905 was proclaimed® But as soon
as the storm passed,, the good promises were taken back^ one by one8 In 
place of the governmental work in common with the' people s the old work 
of the blinds egotistical handful of men who surrounded the throne 
started;againf the campaign was resumed against legitimate participation 
of the people in the constructive processes of the- State® Political 
freedoms proclaimed in the October manifesto as irrevocable principles 
of the new Russian lifes quickly were reduced to zeroa The sacred trust 
in the Emperor * s word was demolished*18
: , - ' V 31 - ■; ■ ' ; ■



Itopire profited by t’M s  occasion and revolted against the tsarist 
autocratic rule® This revolution obviously brought to light the weak
ness of the whole structure of the tsarist rule, and stimulated the 
latent aspirations of the subjected peoplee

The revolution gave great impetus to the Bessarabian nationalist 
movement®' This movement was composed of a new bourgeoisie c, sons of 
Romanian peasants o . ■ Although they studied in Russian universities they 
preserved the Romanian 'language and traditions and kept the Moldavian : 
national interests; alive> even wheri Romanian books from Moldavia were 
completely censored® They found large numbers of Romanian books in the 
university libraries of Borpats, Klev3 and ;Gdessas where they studied® '
• ■ Hhen the revolution reached Bessarabias these, young nationalists
revealed the discontent of the Moldavians in Bessarabia® They were 
especially disturbed by the fact that the Moldavians in their own 
country^ Bessarabia,' were denied the right' to maintain their own, 
churches and schools in Romanian, while the foreign and minor

■ ' « ® Not listening to the voice of the press, cities, zemstvos,
gentry. State Duma, or the State Council, he entrusted the State power 
id toadies j madmen, betrayers j, enemies of the people, and traitors® in 
an unfathomable way, he placed his weak mind and vacillating will above 
the thought and the will of the entire Russian State a11' ■

Popovici, PhD®, The Political Status of Bessarabia 
(Washington, D.G«t Ransdell, Inc •, 1931 j , p® 111® Hereafter cited as
Popovici®..' , • ;: v.' ■ :

! %amon de B aster a. La Obra de Traj ano (Madrid t C alpe, :192l}, p® 
2R3o Hereafter cited as .de.Bastera6 ; ' -; /

. i<\ ^ , • ■^lon Go Pelivan, The Union of Bessarabia with her Mother Country 
Romania (Bucarest; Cartea, Romaneasca, 1920), p® 7® Hereafter cite’dT'as 
. Pelivan, The Union of Bessarabia t-iith -Her Mother Country Romaniaa
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nationalities3 all eolonistsc, enjoyed these rights, in their gto :
lanpiageso They appealed to Tsar Nicholas It in 1905 to establish 
a just regime for the Eomanian people in Bessarabia => But their appeal 
fell on deaf ■ ears*' . ; ■ ' - ■■ . ’ ; : . . ' /

Meanwhile the Moldavians. consolidated their forces to create a - 
national body polities The intellectual revolutionists s led. by Po ::
BiceseUe, formedfthe ^Moldavian Society, for. Culturegto and addressed a \ 
detailed report to the Bussian government demonstrating the eoomaiiCs 
social3 and cultural backwardness: of Bessarabia caused by the policy 
of Russification̂ , which hindered the develepment of the province 0 The 
■Bessarabian=-Moldavianss they asserted̂ , could only enjoy the benefits 
of civilization in the Romanian language^ and they . demanded' that Romanian- > 
schools be created©.'. * • ■ ■

, 'Because all their efforts were in vains the Bessarabians _ 1 y ■ : .' 
presented similar requests■t® the Provincial government© & motion was , .
introduced by Aristid Gas so in which he declared s

' - The population of Bessarabia is ©om= : -
posed of Moldavians (Bomaniansj© They speak only their native 
languages while we teach their,children in the schools against 
their w iUs exelusively in. Russiano By so doing we have es
tablished mechanical introduction in a language entirely foreign 

1 ■■ to the • pupils©. The result is a complete lack of cultures for : ■
• the children do not understand the subjects which they are 1 ' . V:

taught^ and that which is memorized mechanically is soon eom= , / ...
pletely forgotteno . Inasmuch as elezaentazy instructioa is the ;•

- basis-of culture; and ,knowledge^ a national culture can only be

, %e' Basteras p©. 2$20 : ■
','' '■ ■ ; :' %elivang'The.,SM,on of Bessar^ia;^^u^ Mother Gountxy - .. '.V--;;)'
Romania*,: p© 8o ■' .... . ■ \ ■ ■
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•achieved for the Moldavians by -teaching them first in Moldavian, ' 
and then in Eussiatte Only in this way could real and stable 

: re.snlts be obtained* ; •
The children of the Moldavians who enter the secondary schools 

in Bessarabia find that other foreign languages-have a place in 
the curriculum of the schools, while the grammar and literature 
of their native language is not taught in those institutions e 
The teaching of the Moldavian language in the secondary schools 
of Bessarabia is so obviously necessary that no proof for the 
utility of its introduction is called for0 • The status of the 
officials of Bessarabia continues to be abnormal because of 
their ignorance of the language* .•

In view of the above, I find it necessary to move that the 
Zemstvo request the government to introduce the teaching of 
the Moldavian language in the. schools of the Bessarabian 
villages with Moldavian populations, and to establish courses 
in the Moldavian language in the secondary schoolsa?
; The Provincial government met on December 11, 1905, and adopted. 

a resolution stating that 11 in addition to the obligation of teaching 
the official language of the State, it is necessary that the rural

. - - g . .schools be Tree to teach the native language ■ .
' This idealistic move: actually/brought no results, since the 

nationalist movement Was powerless to effect;the realization of im
provements « Nevertheless, the movement was supported and followed by 
peasant youth, clergy, businessmen, and intellectuals who expressed / 
great desire to resolve as soon as possible all the problems concerning 
the political, educational^ and economic domains of the province @ 
However, the Bussian administration would not grant permission for.

< - ^Dr® Pa Cazacuj- Moldova dihtre Prut si Histru, 1912-1916 . '
fifeIdavia.Between the Pruth^and°%desteF%^%91^i9lFT^TasT%nFiata 
Wmane sc a ̂d923j%"" p%1135« Hereafter cited as Dr® P© Cazacu, Moldavia 
Between the Pruth and Dniester© . . :

■ ' 8Ibidg. 9 p © 165© . . ;



anything except the publication of three Romanian newspapers5 Basarabia9
■ ' v . . ' • Q - ' . \ 'Viata Hova and Luminae ,: . :

The efforts of the national group to achieve for the Moldavian 
"masses their demands for their rightss and their desire for a national 
culture met with little success a. But the national spirit moved the 
teacherss who on May 9/ 1906/ called a Congress' of Moldavian Teachers 
at Soroca where they demanded: that public teaching be organized in 
Romanian®^0 ■' ■■, ' ■ •

On May 28s 1906 <, a mass meeting was- held at Ismail where a 
resolution was adopted to be sent to the Duma in Petersburg -=■ "Wê , 
the inhabitants of the city of Ismail and surrounding localitiess
declare ourselves in Solidarity with the Dmtia6 We insist that amnesty^

' ' ' '' ' ' ■■ ■ H  .. ■landy and national rights be granted to us®"
The peasants likewise asked that their "complaints be. also sub

mitted by the Duma to’His Majesty^ the Emperor® We ask that the rights 
demanded in the. manifesto of October 17s 1909s be granted to us| that 
our foremost need land— :be satisfied, and that we be allowed to
enlighten ourselves, and our children by the benefaction of a universal

' ’ y :V; y : ' ' 1 • %2 .public instruction in the language of our ancestorso

.%opovicig pp® lli-llh® . :. ' . ' ' ’ * 1 -
^Ibide s p® llh© '

. ^Dr® Po CazacUj. Moldavia Between the Pruth and Dniester  ̂pi 166®
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• The clergy demanded the introduction of Romanian in the dio

cesan schools and in the religious offices, and that; the diocesan ' '
printing shop, established in 1813 by Bishop Bodini and closed by the

' ' " ; . 13 'Eussian Bishop Paul in 1886s be reopenedffl On October 20s 1906 a
 ̂ ' . .. V  lU . ' ' ■ ■ 'new printing house was opened at Ohisinane ,
Judicial matters had always been conducted in Russian and this .

fact left the Romanian-speaking Bessarabians helpless® In 1905 the
Russian governor, Gount Cancrin, submitted a request to the Ministiy
. of Justice, stating? :

’ The Gubernial'Zemstvo (Rrovincial Council) has recognized ;, 1
the burdens and the impossibilities of the local population, ■

. in judicial questions, which in its vast mass lacks reading 
knowledge of the official language©
' This circumstance has determined the Provincial Council 
to take measures and help the local population to be able to 
obtain counselling in their affairs 6 The Judicial and 
Administrative Instances remain to investigate the matter 
and find for tiiem lawyers to conduct their casese^S

Thus far the Moldavian problems presented to the Russian .
government had received mostly a negative answer© The Russian rulers
would not make concessions in matters of culture and land®' About the
latter,- especially, the Russians were most adamant, but they assured

^3lon G© pelivan. Chronology in the Mpst Important.Events of the 
Life of Bessarabia (1812-1919) (Pariss ̂ mprimerie. des Arts et des Sports, 
19207, p© 9© Hereafter cited.as Ion G„ Pelivan, Chronology©
■ ■ -̂ C eTJQ Clark, Bessarabia, Russia and Romania on the Black Sea
(New York? Dodd, Mead and%ompa^%1927) , p» 107© 1 -

^%r© P© Cazaeu, Cateva Date din Istoria Basarabiel fSome Bates 
from the History of Bessarabia? (Bucurestis Cartea Romaneasca, 1926), 
pp© 29̂ 30.0 Hereafter cited as Dr© P©. Cazaeu, Some Bates from the History 
of Bessarabia© _ ' .. .



the population that the eoMitiotts ia Bessarabia wotildi be examined 
and the Moldavian traditions restored* The Bessarabianss howevers 
were left with only the assurancej, for nothing was ever resolved*
The Russians weres nevertheless9 forced to recognize the population's 
thirst for Moldavian .schools and their language 5 both closed and 
oppressed-by the policy of. Russification®^

Meanwhile various revolutionary assemblies were held* At this 
time the Moldavian National Democratic Party published in their journal9 
Basarabla,9 a program demanding that the autonomy of Bessarabia be . '
restored as it was in I8l8s and that its national language again be 
used in courts and schoolss and in all the institutions of Bessarabia.̂  

and a ’’Sfatul Tarji,*8 the Superior Council of State s be established to 
lead the affairs of Bessarabia; that the Romanian nationality be 
recognized in the province as the most predominant element9 and have 
the right to develop itself freely; that the right be granted to hold 
meetings and form societies to develop the. language«, culture s and 
national literature; that the properties formerly donated to monasteries 
and religious institutions by the. Moldavian nobles be taken away and 
used for financing educational institutions for the Moldavians; that 
national schools be created by state help; that conciliatory courts be 
established to solve the disputes between employer and enploye.es; that 
rural credit be instituted to facilitate loans to the peasants; and

MpOpOVicis Pa 115 e



that trade schools be established to stimulate national trades
• The official newspapers Basarabias spread the ideas of the 

Party all over Bessarabia^ while the Bussian ’official newspaperDrug* • 
under the ageiit of Russification/ P» Crdchevanj accused the Moldavians' 
of separatist tendencies and Romanophilism5 and even reproached them for 
nursing the ide as of ..union with Romanias nIn factsn declared 
Ciobanu> ttthese manifestations are not new| their continuation has
been all during,the nineteenth century expressing the struggle of

• ' ' . ; 2.9 - ' ' .the Moldavians in Bessarabian^ ■
But a Moldavian newspaper advocating such views became in

tolerable to Russia, and Basarabia was suspended. On January lit, 1907s : 
there appeared Moldovanuls which was suppressed at its very first ; 
appearance® . ¥data ,Basarabia, which appeared in April 1907 —  in 
Latin characters and mild in tone —  was also soon suppressed® What 
depressed the Bessarabians even more, however, was the second election 
for the Duma in February 1907 in which only reactionaries were, allowed
to run for office® This fact forced;the nationalist movement to remain

■ 20 ■ ' ' ,: ■ ,active ohly in Romania®

. ^7iiBasarabia^%essarabia^ , Mo® 12, July 1, 1906$ -As cited 
by Stefan Qiobanu, La,Bessarabies Sa Population-Son Passe-Sa Culture® , 
Academie Roximaine ® Etude et • Recherches Xlll'^pttcharest$ Moniteur:: 
Officiel et Tmpfimerie de l.Stat® -imprimerie.Nationale, 19hl), pp* 6S- 
660 Hereafter cited as Stefan 0jobanu. La Bessarabie®

. ^Dr® P® Cazacu, Moldavia Between the Pruth and Dniester, p®
168® . .  -

^•%tefan Ciobanu, La Bessarabie, p® 66*: :
^Popovici, pp® 116-117» •.. ; ' ' , : :-V. ; •.



However3 the Russians did not remain unalarmed by what had
preceded^ and began to build Russian schools for. Bessarabian children®
At the same time 3 in 1908s a reactionary policy was inaugurated by
Bishop Seraphim of Bessarabia, formerly a Russian colonel® He was
sent to Bessarabia to be the religious leader theres but turned
Instead against the Bessarabians and: everything .Romanian® He
suppressed the Romanian language even where it had survived in schools.
churchess and monasterieso He closed the church publishing in
Romanian/ and removed professors and priests from their offices3
expelling them from-Bessarabia®' _ In his report to the Synod3 in which
he connected the use of the Romanian language in the churches with the
political separatist movement3 he declared that this movement

comes from their fear of losing their language and their 
church singings and secondly/ from the realization by the 

■' priests that; the people still do not know Russian at allj
• the schools have turned out an insignificant percentage of ■
pupils who are able to read Russianj the great: mass of the 
inhabitants do not understand the GhurCh Slavonice For 
that reason when the service was carried on in Slavonic3 the 
Moldavians attended church without comprehending! then they 

• began to lose the habit of going to church? and finally they ,\ have begun to degenerate into vice and superstition®
The struggle, of Bishop Seraphim against the Moldavians became 

very difficults however3 when the Bessarabian priests complained to 
the Saint-Synod at Petersburg that 58 owing to Prelate Seraphim and to 
the prohibition of the Romanian.language, they were no longer listened

Ol v ‘ : Y ■ ■ ■Ion Ge Pelivans Chronology  ̂pc 10® ■
^^Dr0 Po GaaacU; Some Dates from the History of Bessarabia., p®

33s ^ Y ' - Y : -  '■ ■■■ ■ " ' 1 ■ ' . . V '. , . • •



to by their parishioners5 ands that the dangerous sect of the ;
23 - .Inochentism threatened to bring about a schism in the orthodox

churehv1®2̂
fMs manifestation was only partially true« In reality it was 

the unwillingness of the priests to submit to the policy of Cruchevan 
and Seraphim® The impetus of the revolution "awakened the Moldavians
as from a nightmares and hence national consciousness and the resistance •
. .. ' ■; 7 ■ ’ . ; ■ ' ; . ' .. ' ; - : 25 ' , . ;to Eussification became'factors which could not be ignored*

In 1912.the Russians celebrated the centenary of Bessarabian
annexation. Pellvan declared that the event had no effect bn the
people who instead of celebrating were mourning* They even ignored
the tsar ’s maMfestp read in churches = The peasants lamented that
they would be more relieved if they could receive spme land and have
the taxes lightened® Por .them this was not a centenary of celebration

. ' ■ " ' ' 26but of ’’slavery1’ and ’’Russian yoke” of which they were ’’sick at heart®” 
They felt^ howevers that the day of liberation was not far offs and on 
that very, date Dr® .P« Gazacu professed this feeling by stating thats

23 '' • ' ‘ '•^Inochentism was a religious movement established by a Molda
vian monk;-Inochentiei actually^ the sect grew due to the vices and 
immorality into which the Moldavians fell^ owing to the profound ig- : 
noranee and lack of education during the policy of Russification® '

’̂ lon Go - Pelivan3 The Union of Bessarabia with Her Mother 
Country Romania5 p®. 13® -

25popovici, p. 118*
^lon G* Pelivan, Chronology3 pp« 10-11® .
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The Russians are now holding their celebration of a century 
of material possession of ;Bessarabiae But her spirit they do 
not possess,• nor shall they ever possess it® In the celebra
tion of the Russians., the Moldavians have no share except that 
of deep and painful siletice«, The. whole Romanian people feels ;

, ' this pain and does not lose hope that Bessarabia^ and with her ' 
the Romanian peoples will have a chance to celebrate in her 
turn the day of salvation® It will come® History repeats 
itself, so often and the historical maxim remains? Babylon was5 
the Empire of Alexander of Macedon wass the Roman Empire was* 
and the time will come to say of other empires also —  they 
were® Not so long ago was 1855 in the Grimeas and not so long 
ago was Port Arthur and Tsushima«, and =— Great is the Lord God 
of Hosts I' —  it will be again j surely it will be againj27 -

By 1913 national aspirations in Bessarabia crystallized and 
took definite form® New groups of young Bessarabians crossed the Pruth 
and attended Romanian universitiess while others in Russian universi
ties formed Moldavian nationalist organizations«, The flame of Romanism 
continued to be spread in Bessarabia by the publication of rthe" news- "• 
papers Luminatorul, Viata Basarabiei^ and Moldovanul3 all of which 
appeared regularlyj and Cuyant Moldovenese which was both a newspaper 
and a review* All these news media expressed the national interests 
of the Bessarabians through the voices of Halipa2 B asil Stroesco 2 
Nicholas Alexandrij Simeon Ifa,rafa5 Pelivana Br*. Cazacu, Professor 
CiobanUj, Nistors and many others* Then Romanian books appeared and 
their prevention by the Russian administration, failed* By 1913 even
the ignorant peasants were infected with national ideasj and the
' : p ' / \ A:,-': : ■ ■■ , : :  ̂ ■ v 2Sprovince so long dormant was awakened by nationalist aspirations©

^^Dr® Po Gazacus CfSuta de ani de robie [A Hundred Years of 
.Slavery? (Iasi® Dacia3 1912),s p® 21©

a Stefan Giobanuj La Bessarabie^ p@ 66,



The Russian revolution of 19G5-06 hadfiiSMafiLddthe flames of" , 
Bessarabian natiohalisme This nationalism was based in the Moldavians9 
awareness of their own culture,, and their desire to retain their ethnic 
identity© For^ despite a century of living under the harshly-enforced 
policy of Russification^ the Moldavians remained as '‘Moldavian®* as 
they were at the time of the annexation in 1812„ To understand this 
cultural phenomenon^ it is necessary to examine the composition and 
character of the Bessarabian population©



GH&PTER III

\ ' - THE TEOPEE OF BESSiRffim;

VWIaen- toexander T . annexed Bessarabia to-Russia in 1812 he ' ■
enjoyed being regarded by the Christian world as the liberator of the 
province of Bessarabia from the Turkish yoke and considered himself 
a liberal and enlightened tsare However,' he: too was anxious to sup
press the. ahcient Moldavian consciousness of identity® To this end, 
he purposely applied the name Bessarabia to the whole province so that
the people would not be reminded of their historic name, Moldavia —

' . ' i .and he intentionally stressed the glories, of the Basarab Ts dynasty* . 
But whether. Moldavians or Bessarabians, these people of Bessarabia 
were as Romanian as those of all.,Romania;®.

In the course of the century.which followed, the province
changed but little, in spite of all Russian efforts® In 1912 one

2 , - 
Christian Rakovsky, a Bulgarian by birth who became a Romanian citizen

- ^Gino Lupi^ .̂ La Bassarabia Roraena®18 La Rassegna Italo-Romena,
Noe 11, Movember 1930» (Milano Organo Uffieiale Della Camera di 
Commercio Italo-Romena, 1930), p® 3@ % . \
; ' ? : ' " ' . : ,\ Rakovsky, who. married a Russian^ was a socialist from his youth 

ahd was against the Russians when they annexed Bessarabia in 1878® &t 
one point he ran for the Romanian parliament® In 1905 he appeared with 
Plekhanov, Lenin, and Trotsky, and in 1917 he became a Soviet diplomat® 
See C oUa Clark, Bessarabia, Russia; and Romania on the Black Sea (New 
York: Dodd, Me ad' and'CoBipany, 1927T7~PP» i8o38H7~~
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and published Bomanian newspaperss expressed the Bessarabian senti
ment ■when, in a speech in London^ he declared that Russia “conquered 
with the aid of perfidy a territory which does nbt belong to it and 
which is inhabited by Romanians«, I am speaking of Bessarabia®w To 
understand this continuing sense of distinctness and cultural identitys 
an examination of the ethnic composition, of the Bessarabian population 
is .necessary* \ : ■■ ;■ ̂ - • % / ' : .

. &ccording to official Bessarabian statistics^ in 1591 there 
were in Bessarabia I5g9^9 familieŝ , or 79^600 inhabitants*, By 1807 
the Bessarabian population had increased to about it-OÔ000 people5

:v' ■ " —  ' . h v : . :■ -  ■ ■nearly all Romanians @
By the time of the annexation in 18X2 Russia was aware that she 

had annexed not a Turkish province with a Turkish population, but a .
Romanian province with a Romanian populations At this time Bessarabia

. ’ - : 6 ' ' • ' . ■ ' 
had only 92,9^6 families, or ItSU, 830 people, of whom 95 percent were

3As quoted by %  Titulescu, "Two Neighbours of Russia and Their 
Policiesj Romania and BessarabiaThe Nineteenth Century and After9 Vole 
95 (June, 192ii.), p® 802* Hereafter cited as M® Titulescu, "Two 
Neighbours of Russia and Their Policies^ Romania, and Bessarabia®68

^Dictionarul Statistic al Basarabiei*. Editie Of iciala {[The 
Dictionary of Statistics of Bessarabia* Official Edition?/ (Shisinaus 
Tipografia Societati'[Inonime~̂ fflasul~IIarit7”~^^37T^®~^l® • Hereafter 
cited as The Dictionary of Statistics.of Bessarabia* ' .

Buga, Die Volkerreehtliche Lags Bessarabiens in der
Geschllchtlichen BnttZcklung"des Landes (Bonn: Luthedruck Kohn, 1958),
P® 37® ■ , -

^ ' '' ' - ■0Tfae Dictionary of Statistics of Bessarabia, p«, ll©



7 ■ - . :Romanianŝ , ' ; According to Cassos. after 1812, when; the emigration of '
the Moldavians ended, great measures were taken to colonize Bessarabia
.. ' ' ■■■. : " ' •: ' 8 . _ '' ' - " .. ' ' ' ' ■ : '' with Slav and German colonists,«, Alexander 1- sought td attract colonists
by proraising them .rich and abundant land,'exemption from military ser-
vice, and by permitting them the use-of their native languages in
schools* Thus from 1812 until 183U German, Bulgarian, Swiss, French,
Pole, Dkrainian, Eossack,. Lipovan, and Gagaut colonists immigrated to
Bessarabide These newcomers were endowed with special privileges and
formed a sort of landowners1! aristocracy^ 'The tsar took care of them ,
. but not of the Moldavian population which formed the main bulk of the
provinceo . ' ' ■

By 1823 the population of Bessarabia had increased to 350,000
.inhabitants* From 1823 until 1837 the population fluctuated due to
wars, sicknesses,., and.epidemics caused by the: agglomeration of the
armies in Bessarabia^ Braghicesc0 stated that the Bessarabian peasants

- ■ ‘ ■ ' ■ ' ' 10 ' .became nomad-like, passing back and forth over the Pruth*. In I83U
the' Moldavians formed 86 percent of the Bessarabian population®. By

• ■ - ■■■■ ' , : . 12 ,1837 the entire population numbered nhSanpP people®

'D® Draghicesco, Da Bessarabî ;. et les Droits des Peupleso Etudes 
■ Documentaires (Paris-: Dibfarie Felik Alcan, 1916), p.. •20® • Hereafter 
cited .as Draghicescos : ; _ .\

^Deo Gasso, La Russie au Danube (Moscou:.Sheghierev, 1913), pp®
.59-dOe Hereafter cited as Leo Gasso® .

% 0 Babel, La Bessarabie (Paris: Librarie Felix Alcan, 1926), ,
pp* 203-160 - ' ' : ; "... - - ■ . ' • ’%: i n '' r • ' , . . .. ■, ■ • ■' ■ ; vDraghicesco, p® 20® - - ; ' ■ .

. ^Dpo P® .G,azacu, The TruthvAbout' the Question of Bessarabia .• 
(Bucarests Cultura 'lfetiomla)~19^17~P® 17® . . • :
- ' ^Draghicesco, p® 20e . '
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Between 1837 and l8li.3 a sharp increase of population —- due to 
the return of the Moldavians who had passed over the Pruth. and to a 
wave of Bussian peoples —  raised the number of inhabitants to 790g120o 

"By 1856 the figure had increased to 990s27h inhabitants with the
; ■ - ■ ' ' ' ' 3_3Romanians ntmtoering 692s000s or 75 percent of the total©

Following the Treaty of 1856 when southern Bessarabia (the 
Gahuly Bolgrad and Ismail districts) was retroceded to Moldavia^ the 
Basslans began to try to Russify the Romanians in the rest of 
BessaraMa© But the attempts at Russification had little or no effect 
upon the, Romanians® They preferred to die in ignorance^ but to die' 
'Bomnianse. By 1862: Bessarabia still remained Bomahian in character 
and the Moldavians, declared Pelivan, are "The autochthonous elements
", •: ■ ' . " . ; - " ■ d - ■ ' 3Jjl .of Bessarabia and form three-quarters of the populations" ' i. Bussian 
writing in 1862 observed:

The WallachianSj, Vlachs, (Moldaves«, MoldaviansBomanians,s 
are a people born5 in the first century of our era*, of. a mix-

■ ' ture of Dacians 3 Romans and Slavs » = © •«, - They are entirely
■ distinct .from their neighborsj, the Slavs and Magyars^ and 

count a number of about 8 million^ of whom 770sOOO reside In 
the Empire of Busslag living chiefly In Bessarabia (620s000)
© <= o o In the north they touch the Butheniansy in the east r
the little Bussians? in the south the Bulgarians^ in the west 
their'brothers of Moldavia^ and in the southeast the Black 
Sea® By the treaty of Bucharest (1812)5 the country which now 
is named Bessarabia inhabited, principally by ?lachss was united 
to Bussia >,» ill Bessarabia^ which is situated north of

d hi f''. ; ■’ '
■ ih " ' ' ' .. v'.Ion G® Pelivan^ Chronology in The Most Important Events__in
the life of Bessarabia. (Pariss Imprimerie"^ei*7Srtes eT^portWJ'ldlpl"$
p® 15®. ' . . , , .. .



■ . - a?
the Wall of Tralanusy is inhabited principally by. Vlachs or 
Romanianss ands in fact* it never was independent^ or eiren - 
separatedj, from the other Vlacb countries ? , «, ® ,■ ; . .
■ It is a very remarkable facts which cannot be explained 
except by the energetic resistance of the Romanian element 
that the Romanianss relatively few in number and surrounded 
almost completely by a Slav population^ have remained* in 
so many respects* so different from the Slavsa Bessarabia* 
that is the part of Moldavia which is situated on the left 
bank of the Rruth* comprising also the Bugeac* did only pass r. 
definitely to Russia in I8l2j but already in 17755 .the ■

: limits . of this . Empire extended to the Bug* and* in 1791* to
the Dniester *■ «, 'o 4.' The Romaniah language* spoken in.
Bessarabia* is the same as in Moldavia ,3 » er i. great 
number of colonists* principally Bulgarians* Germans* and , 
Jews* have introduced many improvements in Bessarabia > • .»• *15'

In the same year Captain JL® Zaschuk declared officially that
**the majority of the population is formed by Moldavians * who compose
nearly •three-quarters of: the total number of inhabitants®,l Recording
to the Russian annual statistics of 1862 the population was' distributed 

37as follows s
Group Number . Percent

600*000 66et
120*000 1361
78*000 ■ .8*6

de Pauly* membre effectif de la Soclete" geographique 
imperials de Russie* Description etl'mographique des peuples de la 
Russie* publicee a I'occassion du Jubile millenaire de 1 'Empire* fit® 
Petersburg* 1862=* pps 129~13U«. As cited by A® Babel* £a .Bessarabie 
(Paris ? Idbrarie Felix' Alcan* 1926) * Appendixe : ' ' • - : .

Zaschuk, ’ Materiaux pour la geographie et la-statisquie de 
la Russiea £a Province de Bessarabie~TSte Petersburg* I862J* pT^l^lT™

• ^As cited by Stefan Ciobanu in La Bessarabie® Sa Population- 
Son Passe-Sa Culture0 Academie Roumaine *.Etudes et Recherches* XIII 
XBucharVstf Moniteur Officiel et''.I'lmprimerie de 1 'Etat . Inprimerie : 
Rationale*' ipRl)* p® • . ' '1. , f : 8 ■ ; '

Moldavians
Ruthenians
Jews •



Group ' : , Bimber Percent..
Bulgarians . 1).8?12;6 5®2:
Germans 2I1.5I6O 2»6
Sussians 20,000 2*1
Ĉ rpsies Il?b90 1»0
Ukrainians 6,000 0o5
Armenians 2,725 0*2:
Greeks 2,000 ' 0*2

' -Roles v . /, ; , 800 / ./ ,
' Swiss ' '' ■ . : "i; ;: ;V _ 535

In the years that followed the Moldavians continued to he .
the majority population groupe Thus, the statistics for the year
' is ' v ' .. '■ -1891 shows . .

Group ' ... . .. ' Percent . v Number
:%Eomanians 66 ; 1,089,996
Ukrainians 13 215,000
-Jews . : . ; 8*6 ila,ooo'
Bulgarians ; • 5 85,000
Germans 206 " ' L2,68l
Russians 2 . 3ksh73
Gypsies 1 l6,Ll5

Nor was the Moldavian majority confined' to only certain districts,
: 19: -:- ' : : -  / :  ' - ; > ■;

as the statistics of 1891 also shows . -
District Romanians Russians Others
; (percent) (percent') (percent)

Hotin 80 . 16*5 3,5
Balti ■ . . 87 . 8 5
Soroca 82 • 3 : 15
Orhei : : v ■' 65, . -:15 , 20
Ohisinau ■ ■ V 80 . 10. ■ 10 ,
; Tighina ' 60 22 18
Ceteta Alba ho 35 25
Ismail . ; 3h 23 o5 11.2,3

18Draghicesco, p.© 25©
•■'̂ l̂ lhidy.



According to these statistics the, Moldavians comprised by far 
the greatest percentage of the population. The policy of Russification̂ ,
harsh and brutal^ was intended to denationalize' the Romanians, and
became increasingly more violent because the Moldavians were, a non- 
Slav peoples a ’’Latin isle in the Slav ocean,11 and thus confronted 
the Russians with major obstacles to their pan=Slav movement® This 
’’Latin isle” of Romanians from Dniester to TheiSss the Danube and the 
Black Sea5 declared Casso> was so situated that it divided the Slavs ,
and hindered their. union. This idea was expressed by many a Rus si an a 
among whom one Panton de Verraillon declared that the Romanians were 
such a distinct people with a particular nature, that every time he 
looked at the map he was faced by moments of distress, ’’seeing that 
these eight millions of Romanian inhabitants, entirely foreign to our 
Slav race, have established themselves on the beautiful verssants of 
the Carpathians forming an angle between the Slav nationalities' and 
hindering their union®” How easy it would have been if instead of
Romanians, there had been Serbs or Bulgars, ’’how simple had the

■ . . . ; ■ 21- •'
Oriental and Slav question been resolved®” The Romans, added Casso,
disturbed equally diplomats and the Slavophiles, Danilevsky, unlike
other Slavophiles,, preferred the absolute application,of the principle
of nationalities and advised the Russian government to retrocede
Bessarabia to Romania, And the Russian military writer. General

Scorochirj a,-Basarabia (Munchen, 1953), P® 7<$



Kuropatkin^ affirmed that Russia had reached her natural frontiers in 
and that the wars thereafter had added no'more. Hthan a strip of 

landj," called Bessafahiaa "What is this strip of land to Russia? It 
is all that has remained to uss,! declared Gasso5, "from our Oriental

: . ; ’ . ’ ■ '. ■ : .. ■ ' - ; -. ■ ; '• 22 - ' ; ’■ ' . . , - .dreams and from our unrealizable illusions®" '
Another Slavophile5 Batiushkovj, a fanatical proponent of

Russification^ tried to deny the Roman origin of the Romanians5 and
sought to prove s but failed, that "the aborigine people of Bessarabia

: . 2;3 'were, Slavs5 who have - beetis: in the course of centuries5 latinizeds"
But in 1892: he recognized that "Bessarabia is far from being Russian, 
as to her language .and her life® There are many people in the province, ; • .' y:;,: ' : ; ■ 2h  ' 'V : '
who look with longing towards the Pruth » «, ♦ ®": And a little later
he was forced to admit that "the predominant element of Bessarabia.is
the hfoldavian elements which composes more than half of the Bessarabian
. - ; ■ _ 25 ' ■ ' 1population®" As to the effect of Russification, Batiushkov declared:

We can bear witness that hot only in the remote interior ■
: .Of 'Bessarabia, where the people are solidly Moldavian, but 
in Chisinau itself we have come across Moldavian peasants who 
did hot know one word of Russian > > e ® If we want to keep 

.. the Russian population from being Romanized̂ , if we want to . 
save Bessarabia from being the object of Romanbphile ambitions

22a>id®3 ps 70^ : • v 'y;.;.., ■ ■■ / ’ :
'■ 2^dbids ; ■

Batiushkov, Bessarabia (Edition of the Ministry ■ of the. 
Interior, St* Petersburg, 1^92), p0 53®

2% i d 0j pe 55= . " "" •



and agitations} and if on the other hand we want to form an 
organic union with Russia^ then we must hasten to utilise . 
our schools, for the purpose of changing (let us hope) half 
of these,.KoldaYian peasants into' Russians®^

But these vain hopes were never realized®, - '
The Moldaviahs- continued to comprise the greatest percentage

of thd Bessarabian peoples® For the year 18973 according to the
annual statistics of the Russian Empire* the census for Bessarabia .

. V  12 7 , v .  . ; ; ;  : • . . ■:..recorded: - ■ ■ . , ■ ' . ' v -
: Group ' 1 --r—-*r, Number Percent
Moldavians 920,919 17,98
Little Russians 383,169 - 18=,75
Jews 228,168 . 11® 7 9
Gre at Russians - - lS>77lt 8,09
Bulgarians 103,229 5® 33
Germans, ' . 60,206 3,11
Bohemians . ' 8,636 ' o,U3
Poles 11,696 0*60
fcaenians ' :• 2,080. ' f •, 0*11
Greeks f f  ' _ ' ' 2,737 : 0,2k '

Other Hationalities. 2,737 : 0,1k
Gagauts 57,0to 2,95

V Total . . 1,933,1412 100
..These statistics; are far from - accurate 5 and if they are real 

they are- incomplete ® Belivan declared that 11 all the Romanians from 
'■Bessarabia #10 were able to read and write Ru.ssiah • or were able, to. say 
a few words in Russiah5; 'were written under the heading- of the Russian

2^Ibido 3 pe 173« . '
Rfupens&yf'Occupation Roumaihe en. Bessarabie® Documents9 

Deuxieme Edition (Paris: laiprimerie Eahure/ 1920)s p® 16® . , ,



. . 28 .. ' : . . ■ ■ . ■ ' , natioBalitye11, Without accepting this s how is it possible to explain
the growth of the population between 1891 and 1897 according to the 
Russian statistics of the latter date? The difference between 66 per
cent and IjJs5>8 percent is too great for a six-year periodj -PelivanIs 
statement is undoubtedly correct that the Romanians who could read and 
write and say a few words in Russian were considered Russians6 

. Innacufate reports5 howevers' were.' always' possible in Russia# and : ■ , 
according to Gasso '

a . » even today the information that we receive from the 
central institutions of the State on this remote and limi
trophe- province (Bessarabia) are not always accurate® , For 
example ,, ’The Russian Annual1 which is edited by the Central 
Committee von Statistics of the Ministry of the.interior for 
the year 1910s- enumerating the nationalities that live in 
Bessarabias does hot mention the Moldavian nationality al
though it constitutes more than half of the total- population:
.of Bessarabia*^ - ■ Yl'' :: -: ' -

ThiSo attestation to the inaccuracy of the Russian statistics 
shows that the principal ethnic element has always been the Romanian 
element and the diminution which was presented is due to Russian pro
cedures of falsification of the official statistics on Bessarabia* :
The/Russians brought all kinds of foreigners into Bessarabia and . ‘
attempted to transform Ihe province into a non-Moldavian country^ 
speaking all the languages of the worlds But in spite of all the

Ion 0e- Peiivans Le Mourement et 1 'accroissement de la 
population en Bessarabie de 1812 a 19l3^(Paris g lahure ̂ 1919) a PP* 29=

' /^^Leo Gassoy:p® 69»'- ' ' . • v-' v \
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Russian attempts Bessarabia continued its national Moldavian charac™

Prince Urusov attested to this when he stated in his memoirs 
that he always had to use interpreters in order to convey his speeches '
to the Moldavians3 and that the f ew •Russian words they knew "were lost "
■ ; v • ■ .•: . . ■ 31 ' ' ■in the more common Moldavian® 0 as so declared that

Even today we find these Moldavians with the same traits 
and the same particularities of the national character noticed 
in the former times of the Russian chroniclers and the 
foreigners who visited Bessarabia after it was annexed® J U  • 
of them were unanimous in praising their natural goodness, •

• their religious devotion,, their courage before death and
. their submission to authorities ® s, > .» They have seen •
. many masters succeeding each other from the distant time 

when their ancestors the Latinized Dacians populated the 
region between the Carpathians, and the Dniesterj, the vast 

... territories known by the.name 'Solitudo GetarumeOS
In 1908 the entire population- of Bessarabia^ according to the 

official statistics, comprised s800 inhabitants®^ By 1912' the
Moldavian element was the major ethnic group in Bessarabia® The Russian 

: statistics of 1913 counted as Romanians ls897s800 inhabitants, and as

. A® Boldur, La Bessarabie et les Relations Busso-Roumaines 
(Paris s Librarie Universitaire, 19t7lT~P®~5l3® Hereaf ter cited as ~ 
Boldura : : .

^Prince Serge D* Urusov, Memoirs of a Russian Governor (London 
and New Yorks Harper and Brothers^ Publishers, 1908), pp* 103 and 105®

^Leo Casso, pp® 6.6~67® • ,
•. Jurasco, L'influence russe dans les pays Moldo-?Valaques

depuis Koutchouk Kainardji jusqu8a la.paix de Bnearest h’Ghatauroux ’ 
Badel, 79® \
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non-Eomanians 707;000e The 1917 statistics showed the following
classifications $' ' : •

BESSiRSBXaH POPUMTION BT imTICHBI.ITY3^
Nationality ■ Number
Jews " . 270,000
Bure Eomanlans 2,300,000
Ukrainians 210,000 ,

' . -Eusslans . • ' ■ ; 85>000
. internationalised . ;

Eoraanians : 75,000
Germans 70,000 .
Gypsies 65,000
Bulgarians 60,000 ..
Liporans kl,000
Cossaks ' 35,000
Poles ■ i ' 20,000

Armenians 18,000
' Gleeks;, - ' 10,000 y V - - :
French 2,000 ' ; ' ■

; SOC3ZL CMSSIFIGATION36
Peasants Bourgeois Nobles Arny- Clergy

TOTAL ;■ i V 1,900,000 620,000 16,000 56,800 12,000
Moldavians' ■ 1,700,000 170,000 , 11,000 8,000 8,000
Non-Molda- , \  i  v " ' / . : ' ■: , :  .

vians 206,000 150,000 5,000 18,000 lj.,000
; LITEE&PE ACCOEDING TO mTIQmLITY37‘ '

. . - >v. . . . . (percent). ’ .
Germans Jews Bulgarians Ukrainians . Moldavians

Men ; 83 , ■ 65 \ 12 v 2l - 17
Women :8l; : . ll v'13 ' 7 ■ : ■' ' i ■ ■ .

ok ■ ' ■ ' . ■ -The Dictionary of Statistics of Bessarabia, p® 11®
^^ironodetz (pseud®,) 9 Ba Eussje et les peuples allogenes (Bernes 

Ee lyss, ia7)s -p®, 185»' o - " .■ •. . .. \ -
' ; ^ ■̂Ebld-o, pa 186* :



In comparison to all the foregoing statistics3 the official
.  , 33 ' 'Bessarabian statistics' of 1919 recorded$

/„ Nationalities ' Rural Urban Total
Population Population •

Romanians 1,58^000 ■ 98,000 1,683,000'
.. Velico-Russians 14.3,000 30,000 73,000

Ukrainians 223,000 29,000....•. 2.3̂ ,000
lippvans and Kossacks Li.1,000- 18,000 39,000
Jews : ' ' . • 138,000 129,000 267,000

; : . Oermans ' / : 72,000 : 7,000 . 79,000
Bulgarians and Gagauts 12^,000 23,000 3lt7,000
Other Nationalities 33,000 3^,000 67,000

Total ' 2,263,000 368,000 2,631,000
As mentioned before, the accuracy of these statistics is in some 

cases doubtfule At the time of the annexation to Russia, Bessarabians 
(Romanians) comprised the major ethnic element of the population® After 
annexation this element continued to form the principal ethnic group in 
spite of colonization and harsh Russification® As one writer put it?. 
"Russia stole the Bessarabian half of Moldavia, settled there Bulgars, 
Ruthens, Russians' and Germans, decanted many Into the Ukraine * « ® 
and proceeded to attempt to Russify the remainder by methods as brutal

' : : ': 39 . ' - .. •as futile#"'. .
The futility of the Russian attempts was in large measure due 

to the long history of Romanian independence, together with the

The Dictionary of Statistics of Bessarabia, p® lie

Capel, "The Roman People," The Nineteenth Century and 
After, Vole 126 (September,1937), P« 307«



enclavement of the Moldavians under Russian rules Giobam declared 
that in 1812 11 the Romanian people of Bessarabia were annexed (to Russia) s 
but they have never submitted® They: have continued a passive struggle
but of an extraordinary tenacitye They have astonished by their re-
' ' ' ■ : : ' ' : '■ ■ ' :: ' 0  , • sistance even their most bitterly hostile e n e m i e s T h e  tehew
masters" succeeded in Russifying a part of the landed class s but the
bulk of the Romanian population —  the peasants —  remained unchangede
The harsh methods of Russification forced the peasants into secrecy
and isolation* This Isolation or enclavement reinforced the .
age-old cultural traditions and sense of identity* and allowed the
Moldavians to retain their culture > despite all Russian attempts at

: hi - ' ' ■ 'assimilation®
The peasants resented, everything forced upon thems for it was 

foreign tip their two-thousand-year-old. Latin culture® It should be 
remembered that over the centuries this latin culture had remained 
impenetrable to any foreign culture^ despite hard times and contact 
with other peoples* "When Dacia was in large measure abandoned by the

k2 ’ ,' • :Romanss the country had already been "Conquered by the Latin language

^%tefan Ciobanu, La Bessarabie* p* 99^
Mitrany9 The Balkans (Londong Oxford University Press3

1915)» P* 308* . . . :'
^D* Macreaj, "Desprez Originea si Structure Limbi Romans 

^bout. the .Origin and. Structure of the Romanian Language J 3 Limb a..
Romana«, Ho® U> July-ilugustj) 195H (Bucxiresti s Bditura jlcademiei Repub- 
lici Populare Romane3 pp® 15-18e Hereafter cited as Macrea®



■ ; . . 1*3 ■ ■ . ' • ' :and. civiligatioiia" By the seventh century5 tdien the Slavs came into
contact mth the Romanians^ f?the Romanian language had heen solidly ' 
, 1,1* . ' : : ■ • ' '.v. ; , : : ; ; . : ; ' . . V-
formed@M ' After the barbarian invasion- ended,, the Romanians re- - ' . -
occupied their Dacian territory,, lorga declared that %,s a rule the
Romanians have not lost the memory of the places where the pre»

[*3 .cursors of the actual race lived#"
The formation of the. new entitys Moldavia^ had little effect 

on the relationship of:the Moldavians to the other Romanian peoples»
For historic ally s geographically,, and eulturally;, the province comprised 
a part of the entire Romanian territory and the Romanian nation#
Bimitrie Cantemir« who lived in the seventeenth century, wrote that
"Moldavia is the land of Dacia of Trajan and the Moldavians are the
- • v ■ ; - - - . : ■ /- ' ' ' ' 1*5descendants of thp same Daco-Romans as the Romanians everywhere®15.
By 1812 the Romanians in Moldavia still retained their Batin cultural 
and linguistic characteristics, due to the fact that Moldavia enjoyed 
complete independence while under Turkish.protection® The non
interference of Turkey allowed the Moldavian national culture to

: , Mehedintiy ha, Roumaine a la,.Frontlere Qrientale de 1 'Europe
(Bucafest: 19#2), p« 1$® vV;':'. . ' ■■ .

^Macrea, p* 21, ■ ' ; ; '
lorga3 A History of Romania: hand. People, Civilisation® 

Trans® from the 2nd Enlarged edition by Joseph McCabe (Mew York* Dodd, 
Mead & Co®, 1926)3 p; 12®.

. ̂ Bimitrie. Cantemir 3 Hronicul Veohinei a Romano-Moldo- - .
Vlachilor 0he Chronicle of the Antiquity of the Romano-Moldo-Vlachs"! 
"(Saint Petersburg, 1717), p« 10ljT~ j,
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develop on the same basis as in Transylvania and ¥allachiaB , /

Despite the repression and persecution of the Moldavian
.language by the:tsars^ the ties nith the Romanians -were never lost. '
The Moldavians always maintained contact with their brothers over the
Fruth and in Transylvania <> Vasile Hanes wrote that everywhere, in
Bessarabia, "if you ask people if they ever had Romanian books under .
the Russians, they will tell you that besides church books, they had
what the Transylvanian, shepherds brought in6,r The policy of Rossi-- v
fication not only failed to assimilate the Moldavians —  despite the , -
censorship imposed in Bessarabia —  but it also intensified the re- x
sentment of everything Russian, and increased the people5s desire for
everything Romanian^ In 1911 an eyewitness reported:

In several ■Bessarabian .ehurches 1 have, seen the faithful ' .
. besieging the priest at the end of services begging him with 
tears in their eyes, and some even on their knees, to let 
them take and read the number of the "luminatorul" 1 « ’
from tdiich he read the sermon that morning» The priest 
usually gave it out to. one of the leading men in town, and
made out a list of those who should read it, in order!
nobody could keep it more than two days,,. And these readings 
in Moldavian Were genuine functions! crowds of all sorts of ‘ 
people thronged the house of the reader, and Could never get 
enough of liste nihg to the "articles in our Moldavian11:1 »

... It will be hard for me to forget the joy of some Bessarabian : - y- x
peasants when I gave them a copy of the magazine "Mashe • . ’
Obedinenie1? - (Our. Union in Russian) of June 12, 1911, in which 
(surreptitiously to all appearance) among the 32 pages were 
smuggled, on pp. 16-19, fine articles written in Moldavian 

« They read them and re-read them time and again®
They were.written in the conversational language which they 
themselves -used; and they all exclaimeds "Now the Russian

^Vasile Hanes, SufletuI Romanese in Bessarabia de A.stazi /The 
Romanian Soul in the Bessarabia of TodayjnBucurestir^919T7''pP®*~



teacher says that the Lord doesn’t allow Moldavian to be 
written down on paper, and look how nice it sounds here onpaper in • our own languagee”48

■S. century of Bussian rule could not suppress the national 
consciousness in Bessarabia, nor make.the Moldavians forget their ways

■ . : , ;v';- - ■■■ 'j,o' ' ; ' ' ■ -  ̂ / v.
and their former political organization* y Even stronger was the re
membrance of their historical past®. Gasso, professor and Minister of . 
Public Instruction under Nicholas I, asked, himself if these Eomanians 
had preserved the memory of their political vicissitudes in the course • 
of centuries®. They remembered, he declared, that in llj.10 the Molda- , 
vians9 in concert with the Poles, defeated the Teuton chevaliers at 
Tafineriberg, and that some years later Stephen the Great defeated the 
same Poles near Suceava® They remembered that at the end of the 
sixteenth century Michael the Brave forced the Turks over the Danube, 
and that a century later Serban Cantacuzinos allied with the Turks, 
attacked Vienna * They remembered the freguent battles between the 
neighboring states in which they took part, as in the battle of 
Bamnicu-Sarat in 1789, when the Bonianians fought in the ranks of the
Turkish and Austrian armies 'aind shed the blood of their Bomanian
brothers*, It would have been better for these Bomanian peasants, Casso
. declared, to. have forgotten all this fomented past and to recall that ■;
not so long ago they accompanied.the Bussians in the Balkans (1878)®

uToD® Moisiu, Stiri din Basarabia de Astazi flfews from 
Bessarabia, of. TodayJ jBucuresti, 19l5}"7 PP«.' 103-loE"® '- .,



But there were older people for whom the recent events (the Balkan 
War of l877-’78) faded away3 and who found joy in reviving the memories 
of old—  the tales and popular songs of Moldavia and Wallachia which 
recalled the glorious episodes of antiquity and the legendary heroesy 
and which made them in times of despair evoke poetically and with love 
and ardor the great Emperor Trajan̂ , he of immortal memory a5

It is because of these considerations that the Moldavians 
never lost their Romanian language and preserved their Romanian . 
character in spite of the Russification policy« One hundred arid six 
years of Russian rule did not break the close ties of the Bessarabian-* 
Moldavians with, their mother country^ and the Revolution of 1905-06 
strengthened these ties even more« World War I rapidly changed the 
course of events and the Russian Revolution was to benefit Bessarabia., 
Time was running out for the Russians and the salvation of Bessarabia 
was not far offs Rakovsky's words echoed a pfophency when he declared^ 
•'I expect the salvation of Bessarabia from the Russian Revolution^

^%assOs ppe 67-68®
^N. Titulescu, "Two Neighbours of Russia and Their Policies 1 

Romania arid .Bessarabia,.p« 802« " , , ... .



CHAPTER IV

' BESSARSBI&i; , THE IMPACT OF THE EABCH Ipl?-EEVOLUTIOH : '

At the 'beginning of the twentieth century Russia was a fer*= 
menting mass of human beings^ mostly peasants* who were exploited by 
landowners, bureaucrats, and concessionairess Absolutism still pre-? 
vailedj, public liberties were nonexistent5 and class privileges and 
distinctions flourished as in the Middle Ages, In both Russia and the 
Empire only the powerful had rights and privileges* The lives of the 
great mass of the Russian peoples contained no opportunities) instead^ 
the people were hemmed in/by barriers' against which they constantly 
struggleds only to fall back dispirited® The growing resentment of 
this system .was soon to have far=reaching consequences the 
Revolution of March I?!?* • ;

The war which broke.:vout in l9lL|. created the situation in which 
the revolution could take place successfully® The chief cause^ of, . ■ ' 
course5 was the discontent with the social system® Aiding it were the 
terrible food shortages resulting from the breakdown of the distribution 
system after the war began) the continual Russian military defeats s 
which lowered the morale of the people) the confusion and economic 
dislocation caused by the war) and5 equally important$ the refusal of 
the tsarist government to make any reforms or to grant any representative



government, i: , - .
The result was strikes and huge demonstrations which demanded 

changes in the government =, But the tsar and his ministerss protected : 
by armed troops* mocked and ignored the demands of the people* By the 
beginning of 1917 the situation reached its climax® When the workers 
of Petrograd* unarmed and unorganized* arose and demanded bread and 
freedom* the government answered with armed force* and the revolution 
became a realitye The ancient despotic rule was faced with the 
violence of revolutionary revenge-* The revolutibhists won* the 
Bomanovs surrendered, the autocratic power* and early in March 1917 
NicholasH abdicated* The Russian people* for the first time * began 
to breathe freely* and began to move forward to the realization and
consolidation; of proclaimed political liberties * the harvest of the
■ ' - ■ . - 2 ' : ' ■■■ ■; ' % ; - ■ 1 - ' / ■ ■ ' -' ' ' • ' struggle@ . - ■. V /

When Tsar Nicholas abdicated* the Russian Empire was left 
without a responsible head* S. provisional committee of the Duma, ruledV ' 'V ' ■" '■.. - v' ' : \ . ; :■ .■ ■ ' ' : 3 v - ■ -until Prince Lvov formed the first Provisional Government© On March 
17* 1917 this government made known in its declaration that one of the 
henceforth immovable principles of Russian policy was "the right of

Robert Paul Browder and Alexander Kerensky, The Russian 
Provisional Government * 1917, ■ Documents * Vol® 1 C-Stahf ords Stanf ord 
University Press* 1961)* ppo.’IB'-llbo Hereafter cited as Browder and 
Kerensky, Documentss -



' L
peoples to self-determination®” On March 27 {sic/ the government ’
. af firaed thats 1 : , " ■ ■ . v:. . :

Leaving to the will of the peoples in close union with 
our.Julies, the final resolution of all problems connected 
with the World ¥ar and its conclusion^ the Provisibnal 
Government considers it to be its right and its duty to
declare at this time that the aim of free Russia.is hot •

• dominion over other nationss or seizure of their national 
possessions or forcible occupation of foreign territories^ 
but the establishment of peace on the basis of the self-™
determination of peoples@5 i/;, - % . ,

- ' In-most of the borderlands the non-Russian nationalities prO“
ceeded5 like the Russians5 to organize national and local organs for
self-rule® But in Bessarabia the revolution came as.a shock® It found 
the Moldavians unprepared and with several hundred thousand-Moldavian 
soldiers serving on various Russian fronts® Their Contact with the 
demoralized Russian soldiers,-produced a desire fo return to their homes 
and see the war:terminated® They were anxious to achieve liberty and 
iandj they manifested the same Bolshevik tendencies as other soldiers 
of other nationalities 3 and they were psychologically ready for 
revolution® In Bessarabia^ however5 nationalism was relatively dormant, 
for here, as in Russia,, there were few men of high culture to lead the 
revolutionary movement» The real heroes of the Russian revolution, 
declared Professor Stefan Ciobanu, were the soldiers, the peasants, 
the non-coms, the teachers, and a few intellectualsG These same elements



were also the heroes of tiie national. Bessarabian revolutione
The Moldavians were initially slow to react to the Russian

revolution® The only Romanian newspaper^ CuvanfcMoldovenesc  ̂was
terrorized by Russian censorship and could not express nationalist
views® ' On March 5S 1917 it ahnounced the fall of the tsarist, regime®
The Moldavians remained unmoved while other non-Russian nationalities
were forming national organizations and addressing their demands of
self-determination.to the Russian Provisional Government® However^
Russian newspapers revealed that the revolution posed national problemsg
and stated .that all peoples have the right to organize a new life® This
factor gave the Moldavians courage to seek political change® The germs
©f revolution began to penetrate Bessarabias

The newspaperg Cuvant Moldovenescs expressed Moldavian wishes
and declared thats -

from now on we are not the slaves of the ancient regime s 
wdich for long years mocked at us in the most terrible 
manner® The old rule fell9 and on its debris will be. 
built a new life » ® ® ... This being sog all of us have 
to bow and with all bur heart, by obeyance and work, support 
and help the new regime in all its affairs and heavy burdense 
And now let us hope that the new rule in the Empire will also 
be to us the Moldavians a renewal of life and an awakening

i < A . ■ . ■ . : :: : -Stefan Ciobanu, Unirea Basarablei® Studiu si Docdmente
On Privlre La- Misc are a ■ Hati onala din B a^ar ab ia^nTSnii 1917 -1918 s II

Study and Documents with Regard to the
Rational Movement in Bessarabia in 1917-19l8%%Bucuresti: Gartea 
Romaneasca, 1929), pp® XXXIV-XXXJ® Hereafter cited as Stefan Giobam,
The Union of Bessarabias Study and Documents®

7Ibido g
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from the sleep of death in which the old regime kept us I '
The sun that rides over the Empire may also give a saving 

• - ray of light and freedom, to us Moldavianswho have been ,, 
innocent slaves for more than one hundred years»6

It was observed^ however5 that the Moldavians neglected acting 
upon national questions while the Poles advanced toward "political 
independence5!! and Jews and other peoples in Russia were gaining their 
rights® "Only the Moldavians remain, unmoved 0 ®. ® Should the

■ 1 ■' ’; , - y ■. • Q , ■ . ;Moldavians .remain slaves as before1? Ho» Mo, this cannot he ®]?l. "The 
new government has guaranteed fMational rights for alllm  The news^
paper Cuvant Moldovenesc cried: "Moldavians I Take the example of the
' ; ■ xi ■ - ' ■Latvians®" M„ Alexandria, a meniber of the Bessarabimi Biet^ sent a

telegram to the Russian Provisional Government declaring:
The Moldavian lation assembled in .its meeting to debate 

' the needs of the Moldavians from Bessarabia^ salutes the . ■ 
Provisional Government^ and expresses its full confidence 
in it® ■ " : ' ; •

The Moldavian Nation hopes that, being a new order and 
change of the living circumstances in Russia, the Moldavians jp 
from Bessarabia will enjoy all the civil and national rights®

Ĉuvant Moldovenescg No® 20, March 8, 1917» Stefan Globanu, 
The Union of Bessarabia® Btudy and Documents ,, pp® 3-U®

%uvant Moldovenesc, Noe 2ks. March 22, 1917* Stefan Giobanu, 
The Union of Bessarabia® Study and Documents, -p®, xxxvi@ .

^Cuvant Moldovenesc, No® 23, March 23, 1917 s -Stefan Ciobanu, 
The Unjon of Bessarabia» Study and Documents s p* Uo

^ Ouvant Moldovenesc, Noe 21, March 22, 1917 % Stefan Ciobam, 
■ The Union of Bessarabia® Study and Documents, p9 5a

^ Cuvant Moldovenesca -No®. .25, March 26, 1917* Stefan Ciobanu, 
'The Union"of Bessarabiaa Study and Documents  ̂p® 5® ' , ■ 1 ■ ■ -
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Is the revolution progressed^ the peoples of1 Bussia sought to

realize their national goals* In Bessarabia* however^ a lack of unity
was evident from the beginning* This fapt disturbed the editor of
Cuvant' Ifeldovenesos who appealed to the nation ; ;• ■

that we ourselves have to determine bur, own fate * e 0 s 
¥e have to lift high the flag on which is to be written ’ 
union * * 6 *.; We have to prepare for a hard struggle with 
our enemies who kept us more than one hundred years in the 
abyss of darkness and who now again would-keep us from 

/ drawing ourselves to light * V ® » Now or never we have to 
: prove to the world that we are a people worthy of our own
; -  ' , v  t.-:;. : :

Meanwhile the Ukrainian national movement demanded autonomy
and opened a school at ICiev where everything was taught in the Ukrainian
" ' lh ' - ' ; • . . 'language ® • This fact encouraged the Moldavians to follow their example *
The national awakening first became evident in the formation of the
National Moldavian Party in Chisinau under the presidency of Vasile
Stroescue In an article in the newspaper s Cuvant Mold ova ne sc g the
Party made known its plans9 declaring that : ■

* * « when the fate of all the peoples is decided in Bussia§ -
we the Moldavians do not have to remain silent* We are called 
upon to achieve pur dreams of free life^ according to our 
national qualities;* If Until now T# were innocent slaves of 
the Russian Empire, from, now on we are free and it is allowed 
to us to be what God made us -- Moldavians; or better said 
Romaniansa sons of Trajan and the followers of Stephen Yoda 
the Great®.' Qur sole duty is to make ourselves worthy of our 
ancestors and of freedom we received* Until we shall be our 
own masters in Our own country * * * until then we are not

-̂3ibidg,, pp® 6-7®
•^Cuvant Moldovenesc3 No* 26s March 29;9; 19l7t Stefan Giobam2 

The Union of Bessarabia® Study and Documentsj, p* xxxyii® - : ;;
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• worthy of our great.past ® »;« « We have to join hands and • ' 

fora from all Moldavian-souls a sole breath a national 
,Moldavian party which will fight for. the Moldavians1 auto- 
ho33grs that is for the right to have their own separate 
Moldavian governments to educate in their-Moldavian schools, 
to pray to God, in their Moldavian church, to argue their 
cases before the Moldavian courts and to live according to . 
the Moldavian peoples1 way and qualities0 ' -
• The party will have to struggle at the election of the 
constituent assembly where the Moldavians have to send only 
Moldavian deputies > who * » e will demand for the Moldavians 
the right of self-government® The party will also have to. 
fight in the elections for district and urban council and 
against the numerous foreigners who have gotten all the 
offices, the lands, the trades and the commerce in these 
Moldavian parts 6̂ 5 - ■ . -

ft the sametime political organizations were formed among 
Moldavian military units on the front in Eussiao Similar formations 
were organized in Poland and the Ukraine | the Moldavian officers and
Moldavian students In Russian universities followed suit and firmly
;• 16 - -sustained the views expressed by Guvant Mbldovenesc® The Moldavians

officers, students, soldiers, and citizens— - located in Odessa
' sent a telegram to the Bussian Government declaring $

The national assembly of officers, soldiers, students 
and. Moldavian citizens from Odessa salutes with warmth the

. ' Provisional Government and the new regime, as much in their
name as of those whom they represents Recognizing the price 
of the won liberty, the entire Moldavian people promises to 
support with all its strength the Provisional Government,

■ .sacrificing everything for its strength®; The Moldavian people
is confident that the national rights of more than 2: .millions
of Moldavians will be guaranteed in the next constituent- .
assembly

^ Cuvant Moldovenesc, No® 27, Bprdl.2, 1917« Stefan Giobam, 
The Union of Bessarabia® Study and Documents, pp® 7-8®

'V V ;
1 ■ , •. -^Cuvant Mbldovenesc, Ho c 27, April 2, 1917 s Stefan Globanu,
The Union of Bessarabia® Study and Documents, p® 10®
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While Moldavian telegrams poured into PetrogracL, the Moldavian . 
Eational Party published its program outlining the essential points 
concerning Bessarabia* namely that the Party "will fight along with 
other peoples of Russia for the national liberties of all*1 and “for 
the gaining of the largest administrative* judicial* ecclesiastical* 
academic and economic autonomy of Bessarabiaen The Party also pro
posed the establishment of a ̂ 'Provincial Diet***: the "Bfatul Tarii*** 
as the national legislative organ of Bessarabiaj the introduction of 
the Romanian language in administration* courts* and in schools of all 
levels * where Russian was to remain only a subj ect of study| an auto
nomous church with its Metropole and Moldavian Metropolitan* with the 
church services to be conducted in Romanian^ that the military terri
torial training be in Moldavianj; that the colonization of Bessarabia 
with Russians should stop immediately and the land be given to the 
peasants! and finally* that %he Moldavians beyond the Dniester be 
guaranteed the same national fights* on a cultural* ecclesiastical* 
political and.economic basis* as well as all the minority peoples in 
1 Bessarabia*18 : . 'r;" y "V:: V . : '''v;-' ; :

These Moldavian; national aspirations were similar to those of 
the Ukrainians expressed at the beginning of April 1917* and those of

. ' - ]_p -  -Batvia* Bithuania* Estonia 3 Bielorussia* and Georgia® The Moldavian

' '' ' 1A •.. • ■ ■■ - ' - , • , - ' '■Cuvant Moldovenesc* Eo« 2:8*" April 9* 1917« Stefan Giobanu*
The Bnjon of Bessarabia® Study and Documents, pp« 11-13® . '

■ ^ Guvant Moldovene.se* Woa 36* May 7 * 19171 Stefan Ciobanu* :
The Union of BessafabiaJ Study and Documents s pe xli6 , ' ,



National Party became the principal leader of the national movement in 
\ Bessarabia* Therefore? the Congress of the Union of the Cooperatives.
in- Bessarabiafheld on April 6 and 7 s 19173 repeated almost the same

' ’ ’ ' ■ 20 ’ •’ " . : essential points of the Partys and the Assembly of the Moldavians
 ̂from Bolgrad meeting, on April 11, 1917, adopted in its entirety the
program of the Moldavian National Party^ But the greatest Moldavian
assembly was held at Odessa on April 18, 19173 here, Sore than ten,
thousand soldiers and civilians participated. The assembly adopted

' : ' - V - : -'' ■ • " - - ■ ■ 22 'the Party's program, demanding “the greatest autonongr'5 for Bessarabia,
and resolved that ’Bessarabia being an agricultural country, all the 
land has to pass without payment into.the hands of the agriculturists,
who work it themselves, according to a law which will be instituted in
< \ : 23 : ' . . , - ' ; - ' . - ' ' : " ,:the Bfatul Tariie” . This type of idea was manifested continually by
various assemblies-in different villages, by various Moldavian

20Ibid*, ppe 21-23® '
2^Cuvant Moldovenesc, Noe 32, April 23, 1917?. Stefan Ciobanu,

The Union of Bessarabia® Study and Documents, pp® 17-18®
22Cuvant Moldovenesc.a No«,; 33 s A.pril26s 1917° Stef an Clbbanu,

The Union of Bessarabia® Study and Documents3 pp* 1^-20® ■
2%uvant Moldovenesc, Nofe 33 s May, 3 a 1917% Stefan Ciobanu, The 

Union of Bessarabia a Stody and Documents 9 pB 20a
2^Cuvant Moldovenesc, No* 3^5 April 36a 1917| No* 38, May lb, 

1917| No® Ho7 May .21, 1917) No, bl. May 2b, 1917j No® bb, June 3, 19173 
No® 72, August 20, 1917 $ Stefan Ciobanu,- The Union of Bessarabia® Study 
and Documents, pp® 26, 28, 29, bJ-rbb̂  \ ' :
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organizations^ : and by the Eparchy of Bessarabia®"- - Moldavian soldiers
from Odessa began to accentuate the wishes of the Moldavian people by
. ■. 27 ■ ■';demanding “complete autonomy for Bessarabia^,18 and that there nbe
.opened immediately the congress for the national self-determination of

; . ' ■" ■ 28 ■the Romanians of Bessarabiae5$ Other national military organizations 
from Barladj fighina3 and Ecaterinoslay issued similar resolutions^
•The Moldavian military unitss emulating Russian militaiy units 5 formed
executive councils of "Moldavian deputiess soldiers and officers3n

. ' 29 ■ ' -stressing the Bessarabian national idea®w
The progress made by the non-Russian peoples in the Russian 

Empire leading toward national autonomy provoked a disturbance in 
Russian governmental circlese The Provisional Government declared

^Bfe -Pe Gasacu5 Moldova dintre Pruth si Nistru, 1812-1918 
{Moldavia Between the Pruth and Dniester^ 1812-19187 (lasig Edltura 
Viata Romaneasca (n®d®X7 ppa” 2^"-20C~~See also Stefan Ciobanu5 The 
Union of Bessarabia® Study and Documents 3 pps 37-38® ■

^ nEparchia Chisinauluis,$ Ho* 18-19s 19173 pp® 83-89 and Cuvant 
MoldovenesC j, No® 39s May 17® 1917’ Stefan Oiobanu, The Union of 
Bessarabia® Study and Documents  ̂bP®' ■ ■ 9 '

^%r ® -Fe. CazacUa Moldavia Between the Pruth and Dniestera p®
202 o See also Stefan Oiobanu® The Union of - Bessarabia^ Study and 
Documentsj, p® 39# .

Stefan CiobanUji The Union of Bessarabia® Study and Documents3 
pp« 36-37O ' . ' '

09 zCuvant Moldovenesc5 Noe June 3,-1917} No* July 9s 
1917s No® July 185 1917s No0 61, July 2$,, 1917s No. 735 August 
22 g 1917s No® - 7kg August 27> 1917$ Stefan Ciobanus The Union of "
Bessarabia# Study and Documents ® pp® ;/ '



these' actions as chauvinistic and dangerous to the revolution^ and
sought, the support of the -peasantry by various social and agrarian
- . . ■ ■■ ■ 30 '■slogans in order to attract it to the centralist ideas In Russia,
however the Lvov Provisional Government itself declared that it had
no intention of dominating other nationalities and their possessions^
or to hold by violence their territoriess but desired ?$a peace without
annexations or indemnities and based on the right of nations to decide
their own affairss H

However, by this time the Lvov Provisional Government proved 
to be very inefficient and mistrusted by the Russian peoples5 and was 
influenced and. kept in power by the Petrograd Soviets At- the same 
time Lvov’s nationaland.international'.■policy was frustrated by the 
war aims of the Allies who. sought prolongation of war and final victory 
over Germanyj whereas the Sovietss where Lenin8 s Bolshevism penetrated; 
demanded an immediate peace and land reform^ But war5 .peace,: and the 
land-»reform issue remained secondary items to the non^Russian nation** 
alities who aspired toward autonomy and self-determinations ■ In this 
sense the national movement in Bessarabias which the Provisional

^During this turmoil the leading Moldavians of Bessarabias 
Inculet, Erhan, and Bogos, and others, were In Petersburg working for 
the interests of Bessarabia^ . D» Bogos,. La Raspantie*-Moldova de la 
Nistru jn Ani 1917-1918 [Kt the Crossroads 0 M̂oldavia from the Dniester 
in lglT-iPT^ "̂yCHisinaug Editura~SocT "Glasul Tarii^TLpSD j P® 35v 
Hereafter cited as Bogos® . ■ . , ' - •

. ^Mew York Times, May 20, 1917s b* 1® See, aiso MIhe Declara-,.,
tion; of, MaF57TG7s7r5f the New Coalition Government/8 in.Brdirder and 
Kerensky, Documents, Vol« III, p* 1277s : ..
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Government considered dangerous by its intentions of separation,, was

  ■ ’ , . . 52bound to alarm the Bussian centralist circles® ,
- Hoping that a reversion of the situation might be possibles the 

Bussian central and local Bessarabian adversariesj, such as Bussian 
functionaries^ the Bussiah press and their parties^ spread various 
rumors aimed at coercing, the Moldavian national movement to compromisee,' 
The Moldavian national newspaper9 Cuvant Moldovenesc ® revealed these 
rumorss declaring that Sf some of the evil-thinkers say that the Molda
vian party would consider oppressing foreigners speaking their native 
language in Bessarabia®, ■ This is not true I „ Andr again5 others, 
say that the National Party being Moldavian,, if is, not democratic
because democracy is international ® ® ® Others say that we are not

: , y  ’ ' ■ - ■■ . , V ' r ' h  "  ' . - - ' t  " ' '  3 3  '

happy with the Bussian Bevolution and with the new government®51
This counter-current to the idea of autonomy and self- 

determination found, support among the Bussians in Bessarabia and forced 
the Moldavians to defend themselves against the accusations brought 
against them on the question of separatism® They declared that the 
ties with Bussia were not broken just because the Moldavians .wished 
self-governments “but this tie will be a tie of an equals of a free 
countrys a brotherly tie of Moldavians with Bussians and with other

32- ‘ ’■ .Stefan Ciobanu-j The Union of Bessarabiao Study a M  ■
Documentss pp» xliii-xliv®. ,

•^Cuvant Moldovenescs No® 32s April 23s 1917* Btefan GiobanUs 
The Union of Bessarabia^ Study and Documentss p® xliv® , . ■
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•. . . ■ • .■ '■ 3h 'peoples living in: the immense reaches of Eussia®’1 The Russian

agitators began to confuse the uneducated Moldavian peasants, telling
them that autonomy meant that Bessarabia had to unite with Romania,-
where they would become slaves® However,-the propaganda for autonomy
was continually put forth by. the Ukrainian and Moldavian soldiers and

' 35 V . . : .students® ' , ' . ; ,
The Bessarabian peasants became confused to the point that they

decided to call a congress of their:own, concerning the question of
: autonomy® The 0 ongreSs was' held at Balti from July 18 to 20, 1917,
wherein it was resolved that'Russia would remain a democratic federative

' ■ ' ■ .V '.' - V ■ •. ; . ; ' 36 ■ • ' 'republic but that there would be no autonomy®
’ To combat the national idea of autonomy in Bessarabia, the Russian

government organized :a Bessarabian Peasants$ Congress at'Chisinau in May
'21~235 1917® The Russian government considered the Congress of great
importance, and sent two delegates to Chisinaug N0D» Sokolov, a lawyer
and vice-presideht of the Diet of deputies •=— soldiers and officers from
Retrograde and Pajov, a member of the same Diet® The Russian government
was also careful to gather a greater number of minority peasant delegates

. . ^^Ouvant Moldovenesc, No® 38, May lU, 1917« Stefan Ciobanu,
The Dnjon of .Bessarabla0 Study and Documents, p» xlv«

^^Guvant Moldovenesc3 Mo® 52, July 2, 1917" Stefan Ciobanu,
The Union of Bessarabia® Study and Documents® p® xLv®

^ Cuvant Moldovenesc, Ho® 55, July 11, 1917: Stefan Giobanu,
The; Union of Bessarabia® Study and Documents® p® xly®



than Moldavians at the Congress* T W s . the districts of Ismail and . '
■" ' . - < ' , ■: • 37 ' ' ■ - , ' ' : ' v : ■' /; '■Oetatea Alba sent 150 delegates each® The newspaper5 Guvant

Moldovenese j remarked in an article that {Sthus we5 the Moldavians^ 
who mcn&er two million in Bessarabiâ , had at the Congress fewer dele
gates than the 'Russiahss Bulgarians and Germans5 who all together

. ' ' ■ : ; 3 8  : : "  -  v  ■ '

hardly make half a million^*1 : : v'
: ' The scope of the Russian goverment “s intentions are easily

understood ;by the methods used to convoke this congress which was to 
decide the question of Bessarabian autonomy® "The Congress opened in a 
turbulent atmosphere« The minorities^ which were represented by the 
majority of the delegates5 accused the Moldavians of separatism® On 
the question of. the president 8s election^ the two hundred Moldavian 
delegates withdrew from the meeting hall and assembled independently 
in the hall of the Provincial Government where they elected their own 
presidium and began debating Bessarabian domestic and national 
affairs e3^ " ■' . "

This demonstration of Moldavian solidarity forced Sokolov and 
the Idissian representatives to change their tactics* They visited 
the Moldavian Assembly in order to bring to an end the turbulent 
atmosphere® ■ The Moldavians demanded autonomy for Bessarabia and

^ Cuvaat Moldovenesc ̂ No * U2 s May 28^ 1917 s Stefan Giobanus 
The Union of Bessarabia® Study and Documents, p» xlvi®'
' :  ̂ ^Ibid® \"/ " :: / : : V'.: ..■/:■ :■



rejected the accusation of separatismy which "was no more than an 111- 
tales invented "by some evil-seekers and evil-wishers of the Moldavian 
peopleeM . Sokolov consented to the Moldavian demand for autonomy and 
called on the Moldavian delegates for unity* The Congress then re- : 
assembled with the Moldavians participating* The agrarian question 
formed the basis of the discussions y and it was resolved that it be 
accomplished in the spirit of the Russian revolutionary-socialist pro-
; ’ la - . V:. - . ■; : ' ■ . .■ • ' .gram* ■ y - \ - :

The Peasants1 Congress left the Russian government ill:at ease, 
due to the state of things in Bessarabia and especially the tendencies 
toward autonomys which seemed relatively dangerous to the revolution 
and to the Russian• state» To further the revolution and combat • 
separatism^ the Russian government thereafter, supported a group of 
about fifty spirited Bessarabians in Retrograde who came to Bessarabiay 
declaring that "we have come to Bessarabia to fight not for the auto-

' . - ■ . : - ' . : ' : ^2 ;nongr of Bessarabidg but for the deepening of*the revolution®?1. But 
so strong was the plea for autonomy that these Bessarabians soon pro
nounced themselves in favor of it* On June 20s Breshko-Breshkovskaias 
11 the grandmother of the revolution^" came to Bessarabia to discourage 
the autonomist movementj she- was confronted^ however^ - only by demands y

^ Cuvant Moldovenesc j-Mo * j May 28 3 -1917 i S tef an Ciobanus 
The Union of Bessarabiae Study and Documents* pp® 3h'“35©

'^Bogosg p* 2̂«.y ' -y' i y - :; v :



for Bessarabiati antonoî r®
. Meanwhile ,, minority delegates' of the Peasants *: Congress sought 

a union of the Moldavian peasants with land-seeking peasant organiza- 
ttions in Russia@ This move forced the Mational Moldavian Party to 
adopt a socialist-revolutionary point of view regarding the agrarian 
question in Bessarabias The Party declared that all former royal5 
boyary and national estates would go to the peasants, who would be 
allowed to till the soil but not to own its The land would be owned;
-by the state | the boyars who owed money to banks would have to pay , \ 
their debts by forced sale of their landj everything was to be shared
in common and supervised by the Sfatul Tarii, the Bietj and finally,

 ̂ '' ' V —  : hk ' ' ■ 'the colonization of foreigners was to be stopped® '
Bevolutionary ideas grew constantly, and found national ex

pression also among intellectuals® Cultural life itself took on the 
tone of the revolution^ and between May 2$ and 28, 1917» a Moldavian 
teacher8s congress decided upon the gradual nationalization of all 
Moldavian schools, introduction of the Latin alphabet in writing, and '• 
organisation of the Bomanian language, and national history and •■ Y Y:'Y-Y Y ■ :: .\:;>'Y'. Y. :' h$: '■ ' Y/'-. /geography courses for. teaicherse; • But the nationalization of schools,

k, 7 "  v ; ■ . • ’ - : . . .
•̂ Stefan Globanu® The Union of Bessarabia® Study and Documents, 

p0 xiviii® Y • - : ■ : -
^ Cuvant Moldovenesc,, No® U3, May 31, 1917s Sfefan Ciobanu,

The Union of Bessarabia-a Study and Documents, pp® 39-^1*
Scoala Moldoveneasca, 1917, Noe 2, p® U5 and No® 1, p® 81© ;

: Stef an Cldbanuy^^YSion of Bessarabia* Study and Documents,. pp ® I4.I-I4.3»



like autonomy,.found great adversaries in the local Russian press and 
among Russian teachers» This5 in turn^ forced Moldavian military 
organizations to evolve to protect Moldavian national interests^

■ Moldavian military organizations appeared first in the Ukraine 
where they organized themselves as nationalist defenders of their cause© 
The Russian .Provisional Government opposed these organizations«, but it 
was ultimately forced to recognize in principle the right of nations to 
fora national armies*. Actually^ the Moldavian and other non-Russian 
nations proceeded to organize their national military units without 
even asking approval of'the Russian Provisional Governmente it was 
stated in the program of the Moldavian National Party that "Moldavians 
shall not be required to perform military service outside Bessarabia!
also militaiy training is to be conducted locally and in. the Moldavian

. • - ' /  ■  ̂ -

l a n g u a g e . Following the .example of other non-Russian peoples2 
Moldavian offitiers and soldiers serving at. the front and in Russia
organized councils or Soviets at 0dessas lkaterinoslav5 Tighinas
' ; ' ; . . ' . ■ . ' ■• . . . 1 : . : v ■ V- : :Bolgradg Sevastopol; Gherson3 Iassy5 and on the Romanian front®

^Cuvant MoldpvenesC) Mo© July 9s 1917j Mo© Jps September 
9S 1917 s pTTffNorj^-, May, 3)̂  1917 s Pv 20© Stefan G lobanu s The Union 
of of Bessarabia© Study and DocumehtSa Ppt SOa 99» '

^^Cuvant Moldovenescs No© 285 April 9s 1917* Stefan Globanus 
The Union of Bessarabia© Study and Documents s p© 12©

^^Cuvant Moldovenesc, No© 9hs July 9s 1917s also No© 58s July 
13s 1917s T̂°o 79s September 93 19175 : 803 September 7, 1917s No© 58,
July I8j 1917j No© 73s August 22, 1917j No© June 3, 1917| No© h9§ 
June 21s I9l7| No© 80, September 7, 1917I No© 56, July 13, 1917t Stefan 
GiobanusThe Union of Bessarabia* S tudy and Documents $ pp® 57-91s 93-=
59i 58-61® .. .5 " : Vv '
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By the end of July5 19175 these councils organized at Chisinau a 
central committee of the Moldavian officers• and soldiers1 deputies5 
with representatives from all the. councilsa. These organisations 
became the mcleus of the Moldavian national aimy® The military 
councils intensely desired autonomy for Bessarabia, and sought to 
elect Moldavian deputies to the future Russian Gonstituent Assembly 
promised by the Provisional Government* This idea was especially 
strongly sustained by the Moldavian: military: council'at Odessa' and 
the councils on the Romanian front« Si Odessa^ Simeon.Murafas a 
Moldavian lanyer5 organized a number of Moldavian divisionss and on
May 193 1917s an executive council was elected demanding the formation

; ; :■ b. v : :  90of companies under Moldavian officers and non-commissioned officers*
\ ' - ■ ' • : i :  ̂■ . : : .. ; &.Similar organizations, appeared in the military zone of Tighina and
' ' ' 5r . -:: . .7 V  ."-/Vi-. . . ' . . ; • ; ' . \at Chisinau* \ , - .;7 ’:: :, 77 A-■

Meanwhiles the military power of the Provisional Government
was shaken in Russia by the uprising at Kronstadt and Oranieribaum led
by Leon Trotsky bn July ks 1917® .As anarchy grew in Russia and on the

^%uvant Moldovenesc^ M o M a y  28  ̂1917: Stefan Clobamj 
The Union of Bessarablae Study and Documents., pe li8

^OCuvant Moldovenesc 3 Ho 6 July .3 s 1917? Stefan Ciobanua
The Union of Bessarabiae Study and Documents  ̂p0 li& • ' -

^̂ Guvant 14oldovenesc 3 Mo® 73* August 22 3 1917- Stefan Cidbagu, 
The Union of Bessarabia* Study and Documentss pp© 98-99#

^^Cuvant Moldovenesc3 Mo© hSs June 27. 1917» Stefan Ciobanuj,
The Union of Bessarabia^ Study and Documents, p® li» . ■ ■ ' ■ .. 7:



Bnssian front5 the Bassian gGTerrment was forced to allow national 
military formations to be organized in the Ukraine, later in Poland 
and elsewhere5 for the purpose of maintaining order, because it lost 
confidence in the Bussian•-arxnyv It:was for this reason, that the 
governor of Odessa, Horitb, ordered the organization of a batallion 
of Moldavians® In Bessarabia fifteen military detachments were formed 
to safeguard, personal and public property against Bussian deserters

' ■ . 53 . ' ' ;and pillagers e Each unit; was composed of one hundred Moldavians-, 
under the supervision of Inspector, A® Crihan, elected by the Bessarabian 
executive military ■ coimnittee at Odessa®, The units were sent to . 
Bessarabia to safeguard.the interests of the Moldavian revolutionary 
democracy and the organization of the,,Moldavian Socialist Bevolutionary
« v  Sk : , ■ ■■ ' 'v "'•Party* . : ; ■ : ; . ; • ' :

These military manifestations strengthened the national idea.of 
Bessarabian autonomy» The masses of Moldavians began to understand
that they were Bomanians ■with, their own language, that they had. an
' ' . ■; ■ ' v ' ' ' 1 . • • ' ' ' 55
historic al past of their own, and unique national characteristics#:.

This process of national awakening grew constantly in the minds
of the Moldavian peasants who had a simple ; but concrete understanding

-̂ Cuvant Moldovenesc, No« 72', August 20, 1917 s Stefan Ciobanu, 
The Union Of' Bessarabia® Study and Documents  ̂pp.® 75-76*

• ^Cuvant Moldovenesc, Ho» 56, July 13, 1917 * Stefan Ciobanu,
The Union of BessarabiaJ Study and Documents, p® lii® •;

• ^ Cuvant Moldovenesc, Ho® 59, July 20, 1917: Stefan Ciobanu,
The, Union of Bessarabia® Study, and .Bocuments, p® liii®
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that Bessarabian land belonged to the Bessarabian peasants^ that their 
language could not be scorned5 that: they were masters of their, own 
dwellings and countny^ and that they were not different from the
. Moldavians across the Pruth® The nationalistic 'tendency grew in

• ' ' ' • ' 56 - : ' . ■ ■ ' :intensity despite Eussian propaganda^ Moldavian soldiers gave an .
enthusiastic welcome to twelve hundred Transylvanian soldiers en route
to the Romanian front5 presenting ttiem mth. a flag on which would later
be written "The Union of M l  Ebmaniansn 5 the Transylvanians also

■ v ; -. ' . 5 -! ' ; ■! -v - '' . ' . ; ;r : ̂  \,received an icon to be set in the Cathedral of Alba lulia© ,
. . If Moldavian nationalism and the idea of autonomy and separa

tism in Bessarabia was constantly, met by’Russian opposition̂ , the 
Moldavians found respite in the support of other nations$ themselves 
. oppressed by Russiao They were fighting a common foe and were ready ■ 
to help each other win “autonomy*; The Moldavians received support 
from the Poles and Ukrainians in Bessarabia* M  the Polish national 
holiday celebrated in. Bessarabia on April 195 Mr® Gore s the representa
tive of the lational' Moldavian ‘Party3 saluted the, Polish people 5 •
declaring that the entire Moldavian nation . expressed joy over the new •
; independence of the - Polish people * The president of the Polish Society 
gratefully saluted the Moldavians and wished them the realization of

. : [X ' . . .. y. .  ̂ : . "Cuvant Moldovenesc j, lo« h$s June 6 S. 1917; Stefan C job ana ̂ 
The Union of Bessarabia^. Study' and Documents s pfilllr

. ^^Cuvant Moldovenesc.a Mb® b7$ June li4.9 1917$ Stefan Ciobanu5
. The Union 13^essarabia%^tudy and Documents5 p® liii®



■ . • ' ' , ■ ■ ! ■ - , : ■ , -/ ’ 
all their hope s * The Ukrainians also worked in full accord with the
Moldaviansj, calling in all their congresses .for the. autonomy of Bessaw
rabid® 'The. Ukrainians promised their support for the winning of
Bessarabian autonomy9 Mb the iill-Qrthodox: Ecclesiastical Congress
held in Moscow in June5 191?5 the Moldavians5 in full accord with the
. Ukrainians and the White Russians, demanded the t!religious and political
autonomy of Bessarabia"p the Congress decided "to help these peoples as

• . ' ■* ■' ■ ' . . ' : ' - 60 , ■much as possible to achieve their desired aims®"
At the All-Russian Congress of Soviets. and Workers! and 

Soldiers * Deputies, in the session of June 20, 19175 it was resolved 
that all nationalities in Russia would be guaranteed national rights 
and political autonomy, especially in those regions where the nation-* 
alities "differ by virtue of their ethnographic or socio-eoonomic 
characteristics*" The .Congress demanded that the Provisional Government 
publish a declaration recognising the "right of self-determination of 
hll peoples, including separation," to be realized immediately® ;

The All-Russian Congress of Soviets of Peasants1 Deputies

"%uvant Moldovenesc, Io« 33, April 26, 1917$ Stefan Giobanu, 
The Union of Bessarabia^ Study and Documents, p® liv*

^^Cuvant Moldovenesc, No®. 52, July 3, '1917* Stefan Giobanu,
The Union of Bessarabia® Study and Documents, p6 liv® - :

Cuvant Moldovenesc, lo® 59, July 20, 1917s Stefan Giobanu, ■ 
The Union of Bessarabia® S tudy and- Documents, . p® lv® '; ' ■ : ’

^Tlsvestia, No® 99, June 3, 1917, p® 6 in Browder and Kerenslcy,
Documents,‘lfole T7p* 33.8a, ■ -
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resolved that H the toiling peasantry.,. part of the great arngr of lab or 3 
strives for a just peace with none disinherited and injuredj. a peace 
without annexations and retributions, with the right of every nation^ 
no matter where, to decide its fate independentlyj in other wordsj a 
peace without annexations and indemnities and on condition of self-
determination of peoples

Consequently^ the first All-Russian Cbngress of Soviets re-
:■ ' ' : ' ' '■ . • /' 63 :peated precisely the same principles^ and the Petrograd Soviet .
- launched an appeal oh May 2̂  1917^ declaring':. -'T ' .

The Bussian Eevolutionaiy Democracy desires a general 
peace on a basis acceptable to. the workers of all countries^ 
who do not seek annexations5 who do not stand for robberies5 
who are equally interested in the free expression of the will 
of all nationss and the crushing of the might of international 

. imperialism* Peace without annexations and indemnities on the 
basis of the self-determination of peoples is the formula 
adopted without mental reservations by the proletarian mind 
and heart®... It furnishes a platform:on which the toiling masses 
of all the countries —  belligerent and neutral —  could and/ 
should.come to an understanding, in order to establish a 
lasting peace and-, with concerted effort, heal the wounds 
caused by the bloody war

These principles5 as advocated and favored by all the Russian 
masses, proved dangerous® It became obvious that political .autonomy, 
national rights,, self-determination, and separation of nationalities 
from Bus sia we re not welcomed by the: Bus Sian Provisional Government®

^ Delo Warodas No® 17, May 12, 1917, p.* 2 in Browder and 
Kerensky, Documents, Vol® II, pp* lllh~lll5>« .

^Bech *, Mo a 136, June 13, 1917, P« h in Browder and Kerensky, 
.Documents, Vole •II., p®, 1120®

• . rowder and Kerensky, Documents, Vol* II, p® 1172®



Confidence in the Eassian Provisional Government and in the Russian 
Revolution wanede Running parallel with social radicalism and extre
mist revolutionszy theories,, the nationalities of Russia moved from 
programs and theories to the organization of autonomous national life 
which the Provisional Government could not prevents



CHflFHSH V

' BESSiMBI&s AUTOHOMOUS DEMOCS&TIG EQWM1MS REPUBLIC

V ■ The March Revolution of 1917 overthrew tsarism,, but it inad
vertently prepared the way for the October-Revolution^ and the 
application of Marxist^Leninist pririeiples of revolutionary doetrinet 
In the ensuing confusion,, non-Russian peopless bent upon national 
self-determinations established National Councils to whom they en
trusted the destinies of their countries* The national movement in 
Bessarabias as in the Ukraine and other borderlandss proceeded to work 
for autonomy = > Meanwhile,5 the ■ Ukraine claimed parts of Bessarabian 

• territory and thereby hastened the establishment of the Democratic 
, Moldavian Republic*

The Ukrainian !,Radau' (Council) was recognized by the Bussian 
Provisional Government on July 3? 191?> as the supreme authority in the 
Ukraine 3 thus making it an autonomous state® Hardly was this act- 
achieved when the Ukrainian Rada convoked at Kiev a meeting composed 
of all provincial commissars and a representative from each provincial 
executive committee of the Ukraine o The Rada also unexpectedly sent a 
telegram to invite the Bessarabian Provincial Commissar to the meeting© 
On July 13s 1917s various representatives of Moldavian organizations 
assembled at . the : prihting office of the newspaper Ouvant Moldovenesc



■' ■ - ■.' - .  85 and studied the telegram® ■ They immediately obseived that 58the
Ukrainians ■wished that Bessarabia should be made a part of the auto-

• ■ .1
nomous U k r a i n e T h e  Moldavians came to the conclusion that there •
was great necessity for a central committee or a Sfatul Tarii (Diet)

■ • ■' ' ::. 2 ■ ■ - to represent the Moldavians of Bessarabia® Thereupon the Moldavian
national Party and other organizations urged the, Bessarabian Provincial
Commissar to make known to the Rad’a of the Ukraine that Bessarabia
would remain autonomous 5 tied to the Ukraine by friendly ties j and that
it was necessary to make clear the neighborly relations then and in the
future with the Russian Federative Republic by means of a congress of

\ - : ... V  ■ ■the Ukrainians and Bessarabian representativese
.: Thus a telegram was seht to the Ukrainian Rada stating $

- The Moldavian Executive Central Committee of the Soviet
of Officers and Soldiers3 learning that the Ukrainian Rada 
makes attempts to annex Bessarabia5 protests against such 
an anti-democratic s annexionist and destructive intention,, 
which is contrary to the principle of autodetermination of 
peoples® Bessarabia, on the basis of historic and ethno
graphic rights, and on the basis of its distinguished customs

: / -kluvant Moldovenesc3 No® July 20, 1917, in Stefan Ciobanu, 
Unirea Basarableie Studiu si'Documente On Privire La Mlscarea Uatlonala - 
Din Basarabia in Anii 1917-19l57~^i~TThe' Union of Bessarabiae^Study and■ 
Documents with Regard to the National Movement in Bessarabia in 1917** - v 
19$^" (Bucures ti % Carte a Romaneasca, 1929)," Po lvie Hereafter cited 
as Stefan Clobanu, The Union of Bessarabia® Study and Documents®

: : 2Ibid® ■ ■ , ; , ■: ■ ; : : ; ,
% r s P® Cazacu, Moldova, dintre Prut si Njstrus 1812-1918 

^Moldavia .Between the Pfuth and Dnieste,r7~lB3l2-19l8'J^IasiTFiiata .
> Romaneasca, 192JJJ^®'~217* See also Stefan Ciobanu, The Union of 
Bessarabia®- Study and Documents, p* 1^6 * Hereafter cited as Br6 • P®

. Cazacu, Moldavia Between the Pruth and Dniester, 1812-1918® , ,



and an economic situation^ has the imprescriptible right 
< for a complete autonomy,, In the name of the superior
• principles of right and righteousness, the representatives 

of all Moldavian organizations, assembled together, declare 
that they will fight through all means for the autonomy of 
Bessarabia on the basis of the principles proclaimed by the

• Revolution with-the assurance of the rights of minorities, 
and call on the Ukrainians for brotherly collaboration in 
the name of Ukrainian and Bessarabian autonomy and friendly 
conditions of n e i g h b o r s ’

A telegram of protest concerning the tendencies of the Ukraine 
was also sent by the Moldavian Military Committee from Odessa to the 
Russian Government ,,: This declared? , ’ .

The Committee;of the Moldavian-Officers and Soldiers , ■ 
Deputies from Odessa ® ® : has learned-about the telegram
of the Ukrainian Rada to the Bessarabian Provincial Commis
sar:,' and it becomes clear that the, Rada wishes that Bessarabia 
be incorporated into the future Ukrainea The Committee re- 

■ solved to protest against such an act, because Bessarabia :
. was autonomous between p.8l8 and 1836®.. o s o The Moldavian 
..... Soldiers, and Officers of the Mill tray district of Odessa and 
bf the Romanian front, unified in the Soviet, reject cate
gorically ary possibility of Ukrainian annexation of Bessa- .

•' rabia, and consider any Ukrainian pretensions as destructive 
« o o ' e Ary attempt of the Central Rada to .annex'Bessarabia 
is rdf used categorically by the Executive Moldavian Committee 
as imperialistj and against the right of autodetermination 
of the Moldavian people e The Moldavian Executive Committee 
considers the act of Rada as anti-democratic and in contra
diction with the declarations of the Provisional Government 
■and the Central Organs of the Russian Democracy in the person 
of the n5ovief of Soldiers and Peasants Deputies®*1 Having 
observed the tendencies of the Rada to enlarge the Ukrainian 

: borders at the expense of other nationalities of Bessarabia, 
the Moldavian Executive Committee begs the Provisional •
Governments-. la To explain by an official act to the Rada 
the illegality of its attempts to capture other nationalitiesj 
P* to recognize by an official act the autonomous rights of

%tefan Ciobanu, The Union of Bessarabia® Study and Documents, 
pp® 155-156, and Dr VP® Cazacu, Moldavia Between the Pruth and Dniester,
1812-1918, P® 217® . • :. . ' y



,. the Moldavian peoples5 not only m.thin the geographic 
boundaries of Bessarabia, but also those from the 
distriets along the-Dniester,-Cherson and Podolia, 
which, are inhabited in majority by Moldavians

If may be concluded that the .Bessarabians had a more legiti«= - 
mate claim upon the Moldavians over the Dniester than the Ukrainians 
had on'Bessarabia® Due to this fact, several assemblies of Moldavians 
protested energetically against the Ukrainian ill-will and as a 
result even the Bessarabian minorities changed their minds in the 
question of Bessarabians autonomy, maintaining that Bessarabia.had a
perfect right to autonomya 'In this'respect a’Jewish convention was

, ■ - -. ■ -- - &'■ - - convoked at Chisinau on July 2ns 191?® Moreover, a meeting was con
voked under the presidency ofTe Herta who discussed with the Provincial 
Commissar the. question of organizing the Sfatul Tarii® At the meeting 
the representatives of the minorities also participated and they 
supported: the Bessarabian national cause® At the same time the 
Provisional Government sent a telegram through its Minister of the 
Interior, Tzereteli, in which he proposed to the Moldavians "to dis
cuss on the spot the governing organ in Bessarabia®11̂
. , With this-telegram it became-evident that the Provisional

. ^Cuvant Moldovenesc, Mb* 59, July 20, 1917$ Stefan Giobanu, 
The Union of Bes.Sarabia@ Study and Documents, p«. lvi@

-̂Cuvant Moldbvenesc, Bbe hh, August hs 1917» Stefan Giobanu, 
The Union of Bessarabia® Study and Documents, pv lviit ' ;

- 7Cuvant Moldovenesc, No® 66, August 6, 1917 $ Stefan Giobanu,
The Union of Bessarabia® Study and Documents, pe Iviii®
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. Govermient recognized tiie right of autonbiigr for Bessarabia5 and the 
Ukrainian. Eada was obliged to send to the Moldavian National Partyj, 
to the Executive Provincial Committees and to the Provincial 
Commissarj a telegram stating that the Ukraine "never nursed the idea

. ' ' r '■ ' ' ' "  ' Aof taking Bessarabian territories^ or to tear aryr part from them®"
However̂ , the Eada seemed to have pretensions over the Hotin and Cetatea

V t 9 ' ■ ' •■■■■' : 'Alba districts® But Ukrainian pretensions over any part of Bessarabias
were completely void of foundation® Professor Boldur declared$

The Ukraine has no right to any part of Bessarabia^ for •
. history does not know-of one moment when.Bessarabia was 

politically under Ukrainian domination and ethnography does 
.; not bring any witness as to the extension of the Ukrainian 
nationality in the territory of Bessarabia® The presence 
in certain Bessarabian regions of strong agglomerations of 
Ukrainians since 1812 proves nothing® Independent of these 
considerationss the pretensions that the Ukraine raises 
relative to certain portions of Bessarabia are in contra- 
diction with the nature of the latter provincewhich forms 
a homogenous entity* The pretensions of the Ukraine are 
even less founded, when,they refer' to Bessarabia^ as a whole* . .

- . under the pretext of economical ties that unite the two ' 
countries o As a matter of f act5. Bessarabia was the granary ■ 
of Bussia,s or5 more preciselyof those provinces which 
consume more than they produce | but she never played this 
role, to the Ukraine® Bessarabia, which is an essentially 
agricultural countryj, was economically connected with the 
industrial centers of Greater Russia® But then,, this 
economical tie has nothing obligatory in its nature®10

®Ibid®

Boldur 5 Ea Bessarabie et les Eel at ions Eusso«Eoumaines 
(Pariss Librarie Universitaire^ 1927)>-.p« lS'9* ™~~~ —



These events smoothed the ground for Bessarabian autonomy,, 
which became more and more a vital necessity =— recognized even by its 
greatest adversaries«, In the meantime j, a new phase of nationalist 
activity began in Bessarabia® The Moldavian Socialist Bevolutionary 
Party gained strength and the Moldavian revolutionary powers became
diversified through the various, partiess due to the coming elections

'IXof the All-Russian Constituent Assembly,, On August 27/19175 a
sedond congress of peasant deputies was convoked at Chisinau where
- :2 2  • .the radical agrarian question was the central issuee • Lists were also

prepared for candidates for the Assembly^ among whom were listed 
members of the Moldavian Rational Party# The peasant deputies were 
certain to have the - advantage s enjoying as they did the support of the 
Provincial Soviet, of various peasant organizations from various dis
tricts, and of the armed forces@ Two lists of candidates consisted 
only of Moldavians, because of the union of the Moldavian National

■ , ■■■ ■■ ,  ̂1 : ; , ■: 1 ; . ’ ' . ' - ■ 'v- -, ' ■ . ' % '; The elections fbr deputies from all provinces was scheduled
for'September 17, • 1917, and the convocation of the Constituent Assembly 
for September 30, 1917® Voiia Maroda, 'No* 111, June 16, 1917, p« 1 in 
Bob’ert- Paul Browder . and Alexander F® Kerensky, The Russian Provisional 
Government, 1917, Documents, ?ol® I (Stanfords: Stanford University 
Press, 196177 Hereafter cited as Browder and Kerensky,
Documents® .The elections and the convocation were postponed until a 
later date, which was not set, because 11 the bourgeois parties believed 
that there were no grounds for hurrying,.with the convocation of the 
Constituent Assembly, and were calmly biding their time until the raging 
sea of the revolution would-calm down somewhat and assume its normal 
contours®*® Isvestla, No® 131, July 30, 1917, pp« 1-2s RabOchala Gazeta, 
••No* 122, August™2%T917, P»/ 1, Browder and Kerensky, Documents, Vol#I, 
p® 1514 , •„ . ■ - ;

' ^Ouvant Moldovenesc, No® 77, August 31, 1917 ‘ Stefan Ciobanu, r
The Union of Bessarabia® Study and Documents, p.* lixe ■
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Party5 the Union of the Cooperatives«, and the Moldavian Socialist" 
Revolutionary Party® These three parties and the leftist Workers 1
Popular Party supported^ besides agrarian and social reforms9 the

' ' • - . 13autonomy of Bessarabia in the Russian Federative Republic^ On
August l55 1917 in the urban elections, at Chisinau5 the Moldavian
Wational Party obtained six places in the City Council,, in spite of
the voting of Russian soldiers from the Chisinau zone0*^ This evidence '
confirmed the Moldavians' interest in the political life of Bessarabia

But the most important event took place between September 8
and lits 19175 when a Congress of ill Peoples of Russia met at Kiev®
At this Congress six Moldavian delegates participated and two of them .

l£were elected to the -Executive Council of the Congress* - The Congress 
resolved, that only through, friendly cooperation between all pf the 
nations of Russia, could advantages be obtained from Petersburg* The ■ 
Moldavian delegates5 as those of other nationalities^,expressed their 
dissatisfaction with the new regime for lack of action in satisfying 
the component nationalities * The delegates also discussed the war 
question* the deplorable disintegration and lack of discipline of the

•^Guvant Moldovenesc * No * 9k 3 October 27* 1917» Stefan Ciobanu* 
The Union, of Bessarabia* Study and Documents* ppV Also Ibid*,
HoZ 95V October^?* 1917j'~'lbldg *• Mo* 100* November 10* 1917* and 
Ardealul* .No®.' 75. Boyember 12’* .1917® . /

■ ~̂ C-uvant Moldovenesc * No» 68* August 10* 1917 : Stefan Ciobanu* 
The Union of Bessarabia® Study and Documents* pp«'.55-$6*s
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arffly.5 arid the .weakness of the govermeat>. whtch was unable to cheek 
the anarchy which was spreading everywhere in Homeric proportionse 
They decided to take the fate of their respective territories into 
their own hands since the Central Government could not be expected to 
take action® The Congress created a ’’Council of Hations” in.which each 
nation was represented'by two votes* The Council represented., in fact, 
an alliance of all nations in Russia* It was further resolved that 
Russia should be a federated democratic republic and that each nation 
should have the right to national autonomy., with a democratically 
elected'Constituent assembly responsible for its internal affairsj 
.. that the; minorities : should have equal rights* that the language of 
the respective state, was to be used officially^ with Russian to , 
serve.only'as a language of communication with the central government^ 
that the school, church, and court language of each state was to be 
the official language3 and the Russian that of the federation; that 
the Russian republic should be declared a democratic federation; that 
each autonomous republic should have its national army for self"defense5 
as they were without confidence in the, Russian army; that each nation 
should be represented in the Ministry of foreign Affairs of the Central
Government; and that these representatives would be included in the■ d ' - ■; : ^  ■ : ; . , .. . .
Russian delegation to the Peace Conference * Professor loncu, the. . 
Moldavian delegate from the National Moldavian Party., then reminded

^Dr* P® Cazacu, Moldavia Between the Pruth and Dniester^ 1812"
1918, pp® 22b"223*; " . .



the Congress that s. ' .
Many of you have heard of the.Moldavians5 but I believe 

■ that only a few of you know that a Moldavian nation (in 
Bessarabia) does not exist® The names “Moldavia11 and 
."Moldavians" are only territorial^ and not national} if we , 
call pur committees and organizations "Moldavian" we do it 
only from a tactical point of view, for the name. "Romanian"

- . sounds very harsh to our enemies. —  of whom yous too, have,
plenty and gives ground to accusations of separatism 
against us® You know under.what conditions Romania was 
.compelled to enter the World War®. You know that Romania 
has just as many interests in Transylvania as in Bessarabia®

. How the Romanian Question will be settled at the Peace 
■ ; Conference we do not know\> but we eanr: foretell that, if
, , this question is hot entirely solved according to the
: v.-': recognized principle of the "rights of nations the futureBessarabia may become a new Msace-iiprraine®^

The Romanians in Bessarabia were, disheartened because the 
Russian government had been led to believe that the Romanian element 
was actually of little importance in Bessarabia® It was assumed that 
while other nations in Russia were aspiring for autonomy, Bessarabia 
had no such aspirations® Professor loncu declared before the Congress 
that "though we are now friends of the Russian democracy we would 
. follow the dictates of our necessities, which know no limits, and
will become Separatists, should we be confronted with disillusion in

' f - ■ ’ ' ' . : IQ ' . . ■: ■ •our political aspirations This statement forecast the course
which Bessarabia was to follow, forced by necessity and by the right
to decide its own fate, in a period when the central,government could
not provide any security, and when Bessarabia struggled hard for its
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own existence<>
In the meantime« friction with the Ukraine developed anew due. 

to continued manifestations expressed by the Ukrainian Rada to annex 
Bessarabia a One of the leading Moldavians ̂ ■ I'irG VoGo Cristi5 went to 
Kiev to attempt to stop the Ukrainian move<> There he learned^ ■ however^ 
that the. question was already, resolved in the Council of Ministers in 
.Petroghad, and that the Ukraine was to be granted ten provinces as 
part of its autonomous territoryo Gristi went to Petrograd and dis
cussed the situation1 with Russian Provisional Government leaderso
They assured him Bessarabia; would; not be one of the provinces given

;  ' _    - ; .

over to the Ukraineo The Ukrainian ministerg Yinichenkos attested
to this fact by declaring later in an interview that he bad come up
bringing ten provinces in his brief case^ but was returning with only

;nine0:®°/A ,: -f■ :’;':: : . ■. 'f1'/'i . 1 ' - '

• it is interesting to. note the critical moments through which 
' Bessarabia was passing, and the stern national resistance put up by the 
Romanians against outside encroachments But while the Revolution 
-'■progressed in Bessarabia, in Russia it produced more drastic changes, 
by'lifting Kerensky to the presidency of the Russian Government on 
September 26,. 1917o In his manifesto to all Russia, Kerensky promised

■ ‘19X)o Bogos, La Raspanties Moldova de la K'istru in Anil 1917- 
. 1918 {At the CrossroiHiT'MolHaHa^r^Tihi^DmesterTrrTLpTT^PTHT”*”""''0Hsinaus Editura Soc7“'Glasul 'Tarii, 192k'),'/po " 59^ Heretf teF"cxted 
as BogPso , - - ' ' ■ ••

, % i d d  , ' ■ ; -'VV " ■ ' .



. that the Provisional Governmetit will $?recognizeMor all •nationalities 
the right of self-determination^ It. was observedj, however^ that ■ 
most of the Russian peoples had attained their autonomy through the 
Revolution,- without authorization from ,the Russian Provisional Govern™ 
ment® . Therefore, the government-of Kerensky was confronted, with 
difficult problems - of peace and-war, .and the dissolution of the Empire 
"into separate national units© His control of the situation in Russia - 
.and:on the front was lost when the Bolsheviks threatened his policy
by advocating immediate and separate peace,fi ^fraternization,11? and
- . - ■ ' ' .. ; • ; ; : . • . 22 " • ' - " - ' %roletarian revolution in all the countries©!1 - The first month -
of his,presidency ended- by his leaving the..country in the hands of the
Bolsheviks led by Lehin©, October 25, 1-917 (November 7) completely
changed- the situation© Lenin' declared in a speech that- sthe question
"of peace is a -burning one. today| therefore, the first act of the new '
Government which.is, to be formed is to offer .all nations a democratic
, - .  ' ' : - . d.'- - ; ■ 23 ■ -, ‘.vpeace ̂ based on no annexations and. no /indemnity®n . Lenin was asked 
to e^lain Tdiat he meant by annexation, and he declared that “he meant 
the forcible seizure of‘axiy': territory "in.-the 'past or in the present: '

' '- :- ̂ ^rank%lfW Gplder, DOcimehts -of'.Russian'HiStoiy, 19llk"l9l7 
: (New forkr'.The Century 0o©;,% 19271^ •P-6.7^S^^~°: ■ ? . •; ■■ / . .'/>
. ■ ; Virtual Truce/1 Pravda, So© 52, May. 9, 1917• Trans© from'

.11Gollebted..Works of Vll©. LeDini-- The. Revolhtl̂ ^̂  Bk© II, '
- pp© 61-63 in Browder and Kerensky,: documents, Vol© II,-. ppa 93h“35«,

;^New. York 'Times, 10, .'l9i7,;P» 1» - ' -



without consent of the' people.”; Leninis declaration answered plainly 
that Russia annexed Bessarabia in 1812 without the consent of the 
Moldavian people and against their protest® The Bolshevik Government 
even laid down the principles regarding the nationalities in.Russia1 
"1* Freedom and self-determination for the peoples of Russiaj 2® This. 
right of the Russian peoples: to their free self-determination to be.-/ 
extended even as far as separation and the foraing of independent 
States#" ." . x " ' , .;

The official declaration of these principles had great immediate 
effect on the peoples of Russia* On November 75 1917a the Ukraine pro*- 
claimed itself an autonomous republic® This act automatically cut 
Bessarabia from Russiaa isolating the province completelyP and 
breaking all ties with the Russian State® The Bessarabian Provincial 
Commissar received no more directives from Russian authorities, and 
confronted by such a situation® the Moldavians decided to take the fate 
of Bessarabia into their own hands# The first of the problems they 
proposed to solve was to organise the Sfatul Tarii- as the supreme organ; 
of the state# , V/. ,; i \/- . V  V : ; ' '
: On October . 203 1917s a. Congress of Moldavian-Soldiers was con-* .
voked at Chisinau# In the Congress five hundred delegates from all the ■ 
fronts and the Russian armies participated^; representing 250^000 
Moldavians. soldierse - Before tiae opemng. of the. Congress the

2iiIbida '■
Ibid«5 November 2k$ 1917s p® 2#

^ Cuvant Moldovenesea No® Sk3 October 27s 1917 * Stefan Ciobanu/ 
:The Union of Bessarabia* Study and Documentsp# Ixiii®



delegates paraded through the streets of Chisinau with Romanian flags® 
The Bessarabian people were aware of the importance of the Congress
which was to decide the fate of Bessarabia* The editors of the 
official newspaper9 Cwant Moldovenese 9 addressed the Congress in an

you5 and great is your responsibility before the history of 
the natione The country awoke from, its sleep of slavedoni 
and searches the road toward'freedom and righteousness « *. •« 
You$ the flower of the Moldavian people5 are called upon to 
decide its rights and interests *' •*. >' * We have to remenfcer 
that the Moldavians are the masters of this country,, and as

political autonomy5 her own army5 and one hundred cohorts3 each one

whether owned by the church5 monasteries5 the state g the drown, or 
private individuals, was to be nationalized and divided among-the

and contact was to be maintained with the Moldavians on the left side

editorial as followsi
Moldavian soldiers! Great are. the hopes of our nation in

■ masters, we must start by ourselves the order of common needs 
• in our country®^ u' y

The Congress Opened by electing its Council with Vaslle '
Cijevschi as presidents It then passed a series of resoltitions ,
' . The Congress Opened by electing its Council with Vaslle' 
Cijevschi as president® It then passed a series of resolutions 
strewing the following important points $ -Russia was declared to be a 
federative democratic republicf Bessarabia was to have territorial and

composed of one hundred soldiers to combat the prevailing anarchy) the 
Sfatul Tarll (Provincial Diet) was to be organized) all the land>

peasants) no further colonization’in Bessarabia was to be permitted)
instruction in the Romanian language was to be free and: obligatory)

^ Cuvant Moldovenesc,' Mo® 91, October 20, 1917° Stefan Ciobanu,
The Union of Bessarabia® Study and Documents, pe 87® . ,



of the Dniesterj, who were to have ten seats in the Sfatul Tariio This
Diet would be composed of 120 deputies divided thuss 81|.3 or 70.'per-*':
cent Moldavians^ and 363 or 36 percent the minor!tiese Of these s lilj.
Moldavian deputies were to be elected by the Congress^ 30 deputies
by the peasants s 10 by the Moldavian organizations^ 10 (besides ]20)
by the Moldavians over the Dniester? and 36 hy the minorities# This ;
apportionment was estimated on the basis of the population of Bessarabia
by nationalitiese The Congress also elected a Council under the presi-

20dency of Yasile Tantu5 for the organization of the Sfatul Tariu .
The. first Congress of the Moldavian soldiers coincided with the 

third Congress of the Ukrainian soldiers 3 who were themselves'aspiring 
to achieve their national aims* / On, that occasion.,: the;Congress of the : 
Moldavian' soldiers sent a ,telegram to the:third Ukrainian Congress held . 
in. Kiev., ■declaring that l!the first Congress of the Moldavian Soldierss 
* ■« „ addresses the UKrainians .td-th' a.;.hrptherly:; call': to sustain the 
Moldavian people in its struggle to achieve the autonomy of Bessarabia,

. ; ' : '. . 29promising in turn to the Ukraine its brotherly support*"
The decisions of the Congress of the Moldavian soldiers were 

well received by all the minorities, who preferred a Moldavian regime 
to a Bolshevik one * They promised to support the Moldavians in their 
organization of a Sfatul Tariio The Council elected for that purpose

/ ̂ %uvant. Mpldoyenesc, .No* 96, November 1, 1917: Stefan Ciobanu, 
The Union of Bessarabia* Study and Documents, ppo 88-91®,

^^Eievskaia Mysl, No a- 261)., November ks 1917: Stefan Ciobanu,
The Union of Bessarabia. c Study and Documents, pv 8Lu '
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announced its decision and invited all the deputies —  now 150 (105
Moldavians and U5 representatives.of the Minorities) to be present

■ ' : 30 ■’ ■ ■ ’■■■ , ' • • ' 'when the meeting convened6 On Hovember 21# 1917» the meeting for the
election of the Sfatul Tarii-was formally opened in Chisinau in the
pfesence of 95 deputies and tiie .representatives of various organisa- / 
tions® ■ During ceremonies •in the' cathedralj, the Russian Bishop.:, Gabriel^ 
suiprised and delighted the gathering by singing the Te Deum in the 
Romanian language® the end of the service he addressed the people '
in Romanian, saying, ,fl congratulate the Moldavians on achieving auto- :

... v ■ . 3i , ■nonqy* May God help* Long live the Sfatul Tarii®!l
Following the church service the meeting opened in a high school 

where the delegates unanimously elected Ion C® Inculet, former professor
at the -University of St® Petersburg, as the president of the Sfatul

■ 32 ■ ■ . - ' . . . : ■ ' ' • ■ . 'Tarii® In his opening speech, Incuiet reminded the delegates:
The Russian Republic is in great dangera- The lack of a 

central authority, and the anarchy which spread over the - /.
whole country, menaces the destruction of the entire state®
The only salvation of the Republic is the organization of 
its various parts for a future great federation® Through 

;' the historic course of'events a situation has.developed such - 
. that only the various parts of the Republic, can create• ; ,
organized power, and, together with other organized parts ,:

8%rdealul, Mo® 8, Hbvember 19, 1917: Stefan Ciobanu, The 
Union of Bessarabia® Study and Documents5 p® 93® ' 1 ■

33-Posar Al Cahcelariel Sfatulul TariiTGfficial Document of the 
Staff of the Sf atul Tariil ® Stefan .Ciobanu, The Union of Bessarabia®' 
Study and Documents,, p6 93«: , .

32Ibido, pp® 91-95
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of the Eepublic3 be â le. to hfrest the complete destrue- 
tion of the State andsave the gains of the Revolutione 
Bessarabia also has to be organized5 and who knows3,perhaps 
in the near future^ by establishing; order in the state ands 
according to the principle of complete autodetermination of . 
peoples gained through tpe Revolution, Bessarabia will have 
to become a democratic republic, forming an indivisible part 
of the great Russian Federative Democratic - Republic® Until 

. the convocation of the Bessarabian constituency „■ > Sfatul 
Tarii. has to become the superior authority in Bessarabia, 
composed of representatives of democratic organizations, of 
organs of autodetermihation, of political parties, and 
representatives of nationalities that occupy the territory 
of Bessarabia* Sfatul Tarii is confronted with colossal 
problemse It will have to direct its attention to the 

■ anarchy which grows more and more in the country * «. ♦ „
Sfatul Tarii has to preserve the country from complete ruin®
Its obligation , „ * is to prepare and convoke the Bessarabian 
constituency, elected on the basis of universal, equal, direct 
suffrages We-have firm faith that the moment comes, when all 
the land and liberty have to be given to the working people*
The sacred words 1 "land and liberty,"1 which were on the lips 
of all the friends of democracy and which became rooted deeply 
in the souls of the peasants, are about to be achieved* Until 
a law can be wrought » > ® Sfatul Tarii has to » ... . dispel the 
agrarian anarchy „ , ® to take upon itself the organisation 
for the distribution of food stuffs and clothing ® «,' * • the 
organization of the points of supply * > » to take, measures 
that all the land e » « will be sown « » * because Bessarabia, 
one of the richest provinces in cereals, may become by February. 
without bread® The Sfatul Tarii has to guarantee Complete 
liberty to the public organs of auto^administration 0 « • to. 
direct.the life of the country by laws ® . . and to ensure that 
the legislative measures follow the course of necessary contact 
with the conscience of the rights of the people, guaranteeing 
the freedom of speech, of individual, of thought, of assemblies, ; 
of home® The Sfatul Tarii has to take all the measures for the 
protection.of all these true goals of the civil life, and 
guarantee also the national, rights of the minorities in a free 
Bessarabia where no domination has place®33

• • The ideas expressed by the President of the Sfatul Tarii con-.
tained nothing Bolshevik but. father everything democratic, national 
and in the interests of the peasants, ■whose spirit dominated the whole

33ibida,'pp® 95-97



of Bessarabiao. He expressed the possibility of saving Eussia and that 
Bessarabia might continue as an autonomous member® But in spite of 
Inculet’s statements<, various Moldavian speakers expressed a hope for 
union with Romania* It should be . remembered. tha.t at this moment Erhan 
arid Inculet were still the Official representatives of the Soviet of 
St® Petersburg;? which had not yet been replaced*. The Sfatul Tariiy 
created by the will of the people^ received salutations and recognition 
by all legal authorities of Bessarabia 'and by the entire population^ 
ilhen .the Russian Provisional Goyernment' was overthrown, the. peoples of . ; 
Russia took the, fate of their Countries into their own hands, and by 
the dictates of their own will established national councils as the 
sovereign authoritySimilar to the Sfahul Tarii were the Ukrainian 
Rada, the White Russian Rada, the lithuanian lariba, etc* $lThose who 
impugn this Met as unconstitutional,11 declared G Clark, "must face , 
the unconstitutionality of every other organ of legislation in Russia"
at that time® No Constitutional Convention had yet replaced the will ,
; ' '' ' ■ . ' 3k ■ ' ■ 'of the Czar, hitherto the legal source of all power*”

The Sfatul Tarii was a democratic organ where no nationality 
was misrepresented® It not only realized the unity of the people in 
Bessarabia, but it sought' to protect them from vandalism and com
munist anarchy and it prepared a new agrarian system to benefit all 
the peasants® After its constitution the Sfatul Tarii declared that

3llCeU® Clark, Bessarabia, Russia and Romania on the Black Sea . :
(Dodd, Mead and Company^ 1927}, p®~T5o"®: ' '



,!the Sfatnl Tarii has the highest power in Bessarabia^ and is the 
highest organ of government until the Bessarabian Popular Assembly

35 'will be convoked®1* As the supreme political authority of Bessarabia^
the Sfatul Tarii made a declaration of autonomy t

Moldavians and brother nationalities of Bessarabia I The 
Russian Republic is in great danger® The absence of central 
authority and disorder throughout the country, which is ex
hausted by its struggle with the foreign enemy, is bringing 
the whole republic to destruction®

In this appalling situation, the only way of salvation 
for.the Democratic Russian Republic is for its people to 
unite and take their fate into their own hands s establishing 
their national governments within the boundaries of the 
countries in which they dwells

By virtue of this fundamental principle and having in 
.view the establishment of public order and the confirmation 
of the rights secured by the Revolution,, Bessarabia, oh the 
basis'of her historic past, proclaims herself, from this day 
forward, the Democratic Moldavian Republic, entering into the 
structure of the Federative .Democratic Russian Republic, as a 
partner with equal rights* .

Until the calling of the popular assembly of the Moldavian 
Republic, which is to be elected"by all the people by direct, 
equal and secret vote, after the system of proportional 
representation, the highest authority of the Democratic 
Moldavian Republic is the Sfatul Tarii, constituted by the 

, representatives of all the democratic revolutionary organ
izations, of the different nationalities, and of the zemstvos 
and town administrations®

The . Executive Power in the Democratic Moldavian Republic 
is. lodged in the Council of General .Directors, responsible 

, only to the Sfatul Tariie In view of the desires of. the 
peoples living in the territory of the Moldavian Republic, 
the Sfatul Tarii has in view tot

I® Call in the shortest possible time the Popular Assembly 
of the Moldavian Republic, chosen by universal, direct, equal 
and secret vote, according;to the system of proportional 
representation®

2« Distribute to the people all the land, without payment,
■ on the .basis of equitable utilization®

-̂ Cuvant Moldoyenesc, lfo6 109, December 3, 19l7» Stefan Ciobanu,
The Union of Bessarabia® Study and Documents, pa 126®
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Pending - the. .enactwit of a law ■ regulating the transfer of 
land .;to, the -yworhihg: classesy %nd in - order that there may 

: tie ho 'disorders.3' and ho wtiste of the riches of the soilj,
■ thevlatid not aetually t-rorked by the owner in person^

■ together the stpck' â di farm fools«, shall pass under 
the. charge df/land comrannitiesj .newly elected oh ̂a demo- .

: cratic tiasise / '//:../■■ : ’v//-;-' : ,/ ; ' ' •': : 1
’ v The Bfatnl. faril -stiall enact detailed ordinances re- : : ̂
.. gardihg the: hanner -ih which, the land is to pass under the / 
charge of the committees^ and how they are to regulate the : 
working- of the/ land* . . . - ; '
. Forests^ bodies of water5 ■ the riches of the sutisoil5 

. experimental-station lands nurseries s tieet-sugar land#, . as 
- , well' as: vineyards#/ meadows "belonging to. the tioyars# the /
/':hpnasterles# the Church and the Crown domains# and; finally.. /
' ail' the residehces of the boyars# tieing the people 's . '
uhiversal/property# shall pass'into the charge of the
.General Land Committee of the' Moldavian Reputiiie,® '/:

' , / ' 3a .Organise the task of supplying' the people with food#
■ and with commodities of the first necessity# regulating the
, .labor of. the, workers# raising their pay and. establishing in 
^11 enterprises- the eight hour d^r# and constituting'national . 
control/of mahufacturers and. of reyenues oyer all the terri- ,
: tory ' of the'. Moldavian/Bepublic ® . .. - / ■

The.Sfatul Tarii intends to work-out a system of measures 
/ regarding. the demobilization of .the armies and the war , .
factories^.- /■';:' -p'/ f' ■;. .' : ■ - ;.'.// - . .y ' '. ■ ' ".' :./;/

'he Bstablish'- direct elections in the local self-governing 
' institutibns#■ not as yet elected# on the basis of universal# 
direct# equal# secret voting# with proportional represents- 
tipn#.and fully guaranteeing.the normal course of these . ;.

■ institutions*. / ; /  t ' yt -: /. t;/;.■-/./' /:'/ . - /'/:.;/
/ Defend all the liberties won by the Revolution# as; well 

. as freedom, of: speech# /of .; the press# of beliefs# of thought# 
of union# of assembly# and of striking# and guarantee the 

. . inviolability of the individual and,his home# and.insure p. :■ 
Immediate 'justice for every people# : / . ' /

60 Abolish for all time-the-death penalty; in-the terri-- 
tory of the Moldavian Republic 0 . . b \ ;''' /: . .
u-: te/̂ ecure- the full rights for every .nationality living .
. oh the lands of . the /Moldavian Republic.# , giving them, personal#
/ national and cultural autonomy# , . - : ", /- / . ̂ '

/'8e Inaugurate all efforts to' instruct: all the peoples of ' 
the Moldavian .Republic# on the/basis of autonomy and ' 1 . . ; - 
nationality#:, //y/// v-b//: ; ; .'■/ :-/ -: , ' "':./> ,.
' . Form;immediately national:regiments tdth .soldiers born :' '
..on Bessarabian soil for the' defense of the national resources
■ from./rapine during'the period of the any demobilization# and
; for the. salvation of the countiy from the-most terrible anarchy®
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10= Take measures for immediate conclusion of peace with- 

out annexation,of foreign territories and without war in
demnities,,, giving the-' peoples the right to decide their own 
fate. Peace should be concluded by an understanding with 
the Allies and with all the peoples of the Federated Demo
cratic Bus sian' Republic e „

Moldavians and brother peoples of the Moldavian Republic I 
' In this awful moment5 when we are standing on the verge of 

the.abyss5 of ' anarchy3 of the shedding of brotherly blood, of 
poverty3 famine, and cold, Sfatul Tarii calls you round about 
it, that you may exert all your powers for the decisive 

■ struggle, together with all the,peoples of the Moldavian 
Republic, to support it with every effort/ and to protect .the 

■ Russian Constitutional Assembly^ The Sfatul Tarii calls upon 
. ■ ■ the Moldavians and, upon all the affiliated peoples of Bessa- .

• rabia. to labor: valiantly for the .common, weal, thus ’establishing 
y v a hew life on the foundation Of freedom, justice and fraternity®

, ■ Only thus shall w® bring'.our .country through, and keep the
' . .great Russian'Bemocratic Republic from perishinga36 , .

The Democratic Moldavian Republic was born on December 2, 1917j'
at a time when Russian anarchy was at its height, and when as yet the
Bolsheviks'were not fully recognized, yThe Democratic Moldavian Re
public, planned by,its leaders to form a part of the Federated 
Democratic Russian Republic, was in'great confusion for such a 
federation did not exist®It was'therefore the right of Bessarabia, 
to declare independence® Consequently, Bessarabia was referred to as 
the Autonomous Moldavian Republic, with borders on the Dniester and 
the Pruth.6 By an official telegram, the Sfatul Tarii informed the 
Soviet in Petrograd and all the autonomous republics formerly of the 
Russian Empire, that: • . . .

On December 2, by the declaration of the superior council 
of the.country, Sfatul Tarii, Bessarabia is proclaimed the

^ Cuvant Moldovenesc, ’ No = 110, December 6, 19175 Stefan Ciobanu,
The Union of Bessarabia® Study and Documents, ppI 129"-132«
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Democratic Moldavian Ee.publiĉ  as a meitber with eq,ual ' 
rights in the Democratic Russian Federative Republics 
The Moldavian Republic announces this act« .Until the 
Constitutional Assembly is convoked of the Moldavian 
Republic5 the.supreme authority in Bessarabia is vested 
in the Superior Council5 Sfatul Tarii5 which is the sole 
organ x-riLth full powers in the .Moldavian Republic«, The 
Sfatul Tarii is composed of representatives of soldiers., 
of peasants^ of workerss of socialist partiess and of 
organs of self-administration^3 7 . ■ •

On December 7g 1917s the government of the Democratic Moldavian
Republic was formed under . the presidency of "PeVe Erhan who, by a
decree, made a public announcements • ■

To all the citizens of the Moldavian Republic!
. According to the decisions of the Sfatul Tarii, the ■
superior organ of the. Moldavian Republic, the Council'of , 
the Directors was formed and invested with full executive.

. and administrative powers In the country*
. . In the Council of Directors entered?

The President of the Council of.Directors, and Director 
of' Agriculture,. P®Ue. Erhan®... . ... ■ ;

•Director of the Interior^ .V«G* Gristi* ■ ; ■
’ ■ : Director of Public Instruction, - St » -Ciobanue, '

Director of Finance, TeG0 Ioncue 
■Director of Railroads, Post Office, Telegraph and
.■ . Telephone, Bosie-Codreanue . . .

. • ' Director of War and Mavy, TSP„ Cojocaru®
• Director of'Justice aud Cults, MoG,, Savencoo .
Director of Industry, C ommerce. and Public Workd, V 6I« 

Grunfelde , . •
Director of Foreign Affairs, laGo Pelivan* -

• ». • The decree receives legal power from the moment of • •*
its publication®

.President of the Council of Directors, Pa Erhan 
, for the Secretary of the Council of Directors, I<&Ioncue38

8^Dosarul Cancelariei Sfatului Tarii, Ho6-3, Vole I, Ane 1917~
• 1919 c Be dint a din 3 Decembrie 1917%Do« 10 fDfficial Document of the 
Staff of the Sfatul Tarii, Boe 3, Vol* I, 1917"1919, Sess. Do® 10, De
cember 3, 1917J Stefan Ciobanu, The Union of Bessarabia, p, 155e -

■ ^^-Sfatul Tarii, Mo®-16, December lU, 1917 s Stefan Ciobanu,.
The Union of .Bessarablaa.’Study and Documents, pp» lUj-li-di-e
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The creation of the Sxatul Tarii and the proclamation of the 

Democratic Moldavian Republic were approved unanimously by the entire 
population of Bessarabiao. Thus the nation declared its full support 
of the Sfatul Tafii* local authorities 3:. eommissars of the districts,
the schoolss the court and the Tribunal pf Chisinau, all recognized the
' Vt' ' ' ■ ■■ , .ho’ : . . ■ : ’ ■ ' .Sfatul Tarii arid the Republice :'

Considering the..circuaistanees in which the Russian Empire 
. existed in, 1917* it'should be noted that the Russian Revolution was 
the salvation of'the non-Russian peoples, who had been subdued and 
incorporated in the past® its the Empire disintegrated, the Provisional 
Government of both Lvov and .Kerensky, seemed unable to control the 
situation which was made more: menacing by the propaganda; of the 
Bolsheviks who wanted peace and exploited'the War for their own 
purposeso The paradoxical result not prily: caused Russia to fall into 
the hand's of Bolshevik revolutionaries, but created a vacuum which 
isolated trie borderlands.o • Ukrainian; threats drove the Bessarabians' 
to take the fate of their country into their own hands» . They demanded 
self-determinatiori and declared Bessarabia an autonomous province» ■

^Dosarul Canoelariei Sfatuluj Tarii, Prpcesele Verbale ale 
. sedintelor, Vol® I,' No ®. 3 = • Procesul^verbal, No0 Ih, din 9 Decembrje.
1917® Ministerul de Interneq Dosarul, No* '3, f® 256 [Official Document 
of Sfatul Tarii, the Minutes of the Sessions, Vol* -1, No * ■ 3.| The Minutes 
of the Session, No® .liu December 9, 1917T~Trie Ministiy of the Interior, , 
Official Document, No* 3^ p® '256j V  Stefan Ciobanu, The Union of . ■ 
Bessarabia® Study and Documnts, pp* l̂ -riri®

^0Ibid® ‘ ; ■ ’



Bessarabia followed the example of neighboring provinces and became: 
the Autonomous Democratic Moldavian Republic ® But ̂ faced with threats 
of anarchy and Bolshevism^ this particular republic was destined to 
survive for only fifty-two dayss Replacing it5 however 5 was an even 
stronger entity3- the Independent Moldavian Republic»
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Bessarabian nationalist forces eonsolid.ated and dec3-ared 
/Bessarabia an Mtonomotis Demoeratie Moldavian Republic on December 
2,, 1917® Widespread, anarchyj, hostility of the Bolsheviks toward 
Bessarabia^ the Allied intervention^ and events in the Ukraine 

■ forced the Bessarabians to declare an Independent. Moldavian Republic» 
As early as 1915 Benin reached the conclusion that the • 

European War would end in a social revolution^ especially in the 
industriaiized West® He envisioned this revolution as a transformer 
tion of ^exterior wars of peoples16 into an ^internal war of classes916 
and urgedg therefore,, all true revolutionists in the world 65to promote 
the defeat of their oen fatherlandsj,61 especially tsarist Russia where 
one. of. the most bhrbarous and fe a'ctiohary. governme nts ruled® : ’ - . /
' ■ It became evident that the Bolsheviks exploited the weakness'
of the declining authority of the Provisional Government and even of 
•the principles of the revolution by which the non-Russian peoples had 
established' their councils for self-rule9 .and which they had done in

■ Alexander Fa Kerensky, The Catastrophe (Hew York: D@ Appleton 
and Gonpany, 1927); P®. 227® . / . .

' 107 / / .;■ ■ ' ; - .



order to maintain publie order and defend their respective territories 
against external enemieSo By the end of 1917 these non^Russian peoples 
had achieved, -even sovereignty itself, and. 'functioned alone but mot yet ;

; . . _ _ ; # ' / - ' ; " ■ “ g . "• ;■ ' ■ ; - .. ' • ■ ; ..‘'fV" . : ' -,
apart from a Russian Federation0 But a Russian Federation^ although 
e©atemplateds did not existb The Bessarabians and other non-̂ Rassian 
peoples considered establishing a federal government̂ , refusing to
reeogaise the Bolshevik government in spite ©f their t^llingness ta
. V ’ . ■, '. ■ .. 3 " . - : - '■ ■ ' .©©operate in the initial periodo Their attitude, soon ©hanged when
'they/discovered the intentions of the Bolshevik govermaento For the 
Bolsheviks net\ onJ,y, refused t©' respeet. the principles ;©f the revolution 
but tried to spread their authori^r and utilise social.forees in order 
to izopose the dictatorship of the proletariat over non-=Russian provinces
..■■/;> . . •■■/.'.... L ' ' - . . ■ .. ■ ' ,

of .the..'Tsarist:- I i p i r e e , ' , , >
■. " The Bolshevtics also counted on a- rising of the proletariat of. 
the. Gentral Powerss only to find their, calculations wrengo The Central 
Powers tried by every means to put Russia, out of the war s© that they 
could then turn; with full force toward the. West0 In July l91?. the 
Armans almost aeoomplished their plang completely paralysing Russia0

. %o Pipess The Formation of the Soviet Uniona Communism and
■ -Po ■■ Hereafter eited as Pipes0 ̂ //. '. . .. " -
, - %-0 Popovicis The .Pelitical..Status, of Bessarabia .CWashingtons
DoGo & Ransdello sIne0 c, . IPgljg p= Ih?o/. hsreafte/r. eited as Popovicio See ■ 
also, John Ba. Re'shetar &. dra«. The, %ralml#h Revolution^. 1917-1920@ & .. /
Study, in Eatienalism t6^ih®©t@ns' /h"̂  ̂tvSrineeton University iPr®sss -. ■ - .
lEErSriB7»:. '/ : , ■ : V



Hairing prostrated Hussias the Central Powers turned" toward Romania^ 
lussla’s ally5 and hy December 1917s Romania^ because -she reeelved 
no help from Russia^ was forced out of the war by Sermaryo Wallaehia 
was destined to endure two years: of German rule s and the -Romanian 
governments the courts and the armed forees evacuated that provinee.̂  

retreating into Moldavia where thousands, of refugees, also found pre*= 
teetiono ; From J.as^g the Romanians entered into negotiations with the 
Germans and concluded an armistice at Fdesani on December .1917s

. followed by negotiations e arried on at- Buftea®. Remania was as.

;■■ ■.. '^Romania remained neutral until l^Ms and in August of that - ';
years Bratianu concluded a secret treaty with Great Britain^ Franses 
Italy and Russias by which . Romania was . to. receive Bueovims $ransylvania§
■ Baaat and beyondo Article ^ pledged the contracting parties, to eonelude - 
!Sno separate or general peace except j ointly and simu3Aane©usly9 M and 

- 'Article 6 promised -Romania wthe same rights as her; allieso88 HeWoTo .•
. Tenperleys edQ $ \ i8$he Seelet.. Treaty with Romania^: in;A History of the v -
. Peace Sonferenee; of .Paris.s Vole IF (London? Henry Frowde. and Bodder 'and '
Btoughtoms.Iggljg Appendix 11^.ppQ Ll6«17o Hereafter cited as Temperleys 
A History .of the Peace Conference^ :; . ,--

®The collapse of the Russian front in July 1917 threatened 
Romaniaj, 'who "declared war - on the Gentral Powers' on the side of the" Allies© 
In July and August 1917a at Marasti and Marasestis the Germans suffered 
complete defeatj, but because; of the disintegration of the Russian armies 
and the adventof" the .Bolsheviks; Romania found itself in' the gravest 
situation© ; ©n this1 oeeasion Kerensky expressed his -good.: intention . .

. toward the Romanian people^ declaring ' that m©f those whe suffered , great 
trials I mist say that if © o a they thet Romanian: pcopln - have #  ' : :.
abandon, their'natlye land,,-' they will. find sufficient:' room and. hospitality 
within the borders of our'country®w ■ Robert Paul Browder and Alexander 
F© Kerensky, The Russian, Provisional Government 1917q BocumentSa Vole ■
:' 111: ( S t a n f t ® f  ■'
cited. as Browder and Kerenslgya-Rocuaenfee.̂; . • " y , , •,,.Li';..'v'; v: /

7lhe preliminary "negotiations, with the Gentral Powers were 
-sighed at . Buftea on March 5# 1918 © Romahla was Condemned to- economic . 
servitude and to'.-reduced 'territorial: I'soyeheign̂ f©' the - .whole: .liiie ■ - of" ■ «.:
Carpathians went to Hungaiy.j, and Dobrogea. was divided between the
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; incapable of .resistance as Bussia: had been^ and bitterly- accepted the * 
German-imposed.. terms®.
. Prior to the retreat of the Romanians into Moldavia-,and

Bessarabias epidemics threatened the Moldavians there* The great loss 
of life induced the American Bed Cross to send a special mission via 
Vladivostock which arrived at Jassy on September 16 <, 1917* In its 
report the mission declared that it was greatly impressed by the 
spirit and order and courage, of. the Romanians«, Everywhere they saw 
exemplary discipline and conscientiousness at work5 and people who 
were unwilling to submit or to be subdued by any enemy —  Ge.-rrqanjor'iRusLsî a.s 
epidemics or f a m i n e B u t  in addition to the epidemics ravaging the 
Moldavians and an insufficiency of the necessities of life5 there were
.hundreds of Russian soldiers everywhere5 hungry and idle s a burden on

: : , ' 'i0 : i- ' .. ‘ .the1 impoverished Romanian people« ’
- Anarchy in Bessarabia began after October 1917;, when the 

. Bolsheviks, took power and the Russian .any became . completely de
moralized and disbanded® Until December of that year Russian deserters

jlustro-Germans and Bulgaria* Romania was further crippled by the war
indemnitiess thus being reduced to the utmost impotence» In return,
however, the Central Powers were to. compensate her with-Bessarabia*
'The full treaty was signed at Bucharest on May 8, 1918 * Temps rley, A
.History of the Peace Conference,. Vol® III, pp* kh~50e , •

8Sid,,. Vol* IV, pp»;2l6-19.e : :
^nMisiunea Cruci Rosi Araericane in Romania,*1 The Mission of 

the American Red cross in Romania,JT Romaniae American..Romanian 
Monthly Review, Vol® I, Mo® 9 (Chicago, April 1918), p0 ,210•

10Ibld®, pV 211®. ' : ■ '



from, the ;front passed .through, Bessarabla5 pillaging^; burning5, stealing:, 
and killing Moldaviansj arid destroying the property of the boyars® 
Bolshevik-ariarchi.st propaganda soon reached the peasants and encouraged 
them to follow the savage example of the Rus sian deserters„ The 
situation became' so intolerable that the peasants'from Russia and 
Podolia, with their'familiesmoved in to settle on the estates of the 
boyars in Bessarabia 0 Alarmed by this situation, the Moldavians, 
flooded the Sfatul Tarii with telegrams asking it to take measures 
and arrest the anarchy ravaging in Bessarabia® The Sfatul Tarii 
assembled in the midst of this calamity, and made all efforts to meet
the threatening' situation by dispatching its available Moldavian .

. ■' 12national armed units where needed® The Chief of Staff of the Molda
vian Armed Forces, 3D. Bogos, sought to organize more Moldavian regi-* 
ments, only to discover Bolsehvik elements among the soldierss
Drastic measures were at once taken to. eliminate these ill-inspired
- . ' 13 - ' ' . ' - ' ' . ■ .©lsin.02iijS © .

■̂ "BeC« Davis, "Bessarabia - A Land of Promise," Contemporary, 
Vole .122 (October, 1922) , p6 192.®

•^Official Document of the Ministry of the Interior, Mo= 1, and,
63, 62, 10571^ 7200, 5oi7"W;"2B5, 287, 205,
and Ii.02® Stefan Ciobanu, Hnirea Basarabiei* Studiu si Docufnente cu 
Prlviere La Miscarea hationala in Basarabia in.Anil 1917-1918, Il« 
ĵ he Union,,of Bessarabia® Study and Documents with Regard to the National 
Movement in Bessarabia in 1917-19.18 J , pp« 167-179» Hereafter cited as . 
Stefan Ciobanu, The Union of Bessarabia® Study and Documents* . -

^ D  e Bogos, La Haspanfie * Moldova de la Mistru in 'Anii 1917- 
1918 f&t the Crossroads; Moldavia from the Dniester in 1917-1918% 
"(Chisinau: Glasul Tarii, 192ET7-®7%«”77® Hereafter cited as Bogos# ...
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These complications were further increased "by the fact' that

■, the Ukrainian Eada ordered, complete disbandment of all troops as part.
of the preparations for making peace with the Central Powers« The
Moldavian Eepublio was informed of these events and was invited to
send representatives to the Peace Conference at Brest-ld-tovsko The
; &ldavians accepted the Ukrainian invitation and the delegates sent -
to the Conference'were1 instructed as follows s . : '

' ■ " lo M l  the contracting parties shall recognize the D e l e \
: gates as repfesentatives of the Moldavian Popular Republic

having equal rights in the Conferencee 
: 20 The Delegation must insist on the inclusion in the

. preliminazy peace project of a compact guaranteeing full
; autonomy to the Moldavian .Republic«, in the boundaries of
■ the former Province of Bessarabia, in force until the 
calling of the Popular Assembly of the Moldavian Republic, .
which must decide the further historic course of the.

. :■ country9
3® -The territories of the Moldavian Republic in the

boundaries of the former Province of Bessarabia, are indivisible, 
and no part of the Moldavian Republic is to be alienated to the 
benefit of another government*
, do Until the meeting of the Popular Assembly the Representa

tives of the Moldavian Republic stand absolutely by the plat
form adopted in the Declaration of the Sfatul Tarii of '

: December 2, 1917a ■
The Delegation recognizes the Soviet of Commissioners 

of the People only as the Government of Great Russia, and 
all dealings with the Soviet of Commissioners of the People 
are to be regarded from that standpoint*

6* The Delegation must insist on the installation of a 
direct wire from Brest to Chisinau, and. after each session 
of the Conference, they.must immediately present,the state 
of affairs to the Council of General Directors®

. . 7 ® All the items in these - instructions are of an im
perative feategoricj character, and may not be altered 
without consent of the Council of.Directors

Erapensky, l5Deux Ministres du Cabinet Eoumain,"
• Publications de la'Delegation Bessarablenne (Paris, January 15, 1920), 
'• pp* .168-69® — . , -
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. M>. Brest=*Ldti;bvsk the Peace Conf erence stated that, both the 

Central Foyers and Bussia “cherish no Resign of conquest and that they 
desire -to- conclude a peace without annexations .*.■.» ,* Bn And the 
principles of the Bolshevik government were restated^ 'recognizing the 
11 right of all peoples without exception, living in Bussia, to self- 
determination ineluding even separation e ,* • deciding freely the
question of their, union with one or another State or of. forming

- ' . 15 - ■independent stateson 'Howevef, Lenin soon found out that these
principles were in reality a weapon against his aims, and, therefore,
he tried to modify the. principles of the .revolution, proposing, a 
federative union of states on the Soviet pattern, hut- without e%- 
planation of his-statements© These measufes, however, brought to
light the real intentions of Lenin which completely contradicted his
' ' ' . ' ' own statements.̂  ■ "

Motwifhstanding this, Lithuania and Finland proclaimed their 
independence in December, 1917, and Latvia followed suite Poland was 
Occupied by Germans, but was officially recognized as independent, and 
Estonia became independent in February, 1918© Other non-Eussian 
provinces rejected the Soviet regime and formed their autonomous 
governments —  something, which Lenin had never contemplated — . thus

~̂3Jane Segras3 ed«, Soviet Dbcuments bn Foreign Policy, Vol0 
1 (London: .Oxford University"Tress,t*1.9'5ITs p. 23*

%ipes, pp. .110-12:0 ' -  ̂ - ̂  V '  / . . -
• 17lbidaf Po 135® ' .; -
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presenting grave obstacles.to the 'Bolsheviks8 desire to preserve the 
Russian lands® But his design to exploit the national problem in 
Russia and achieve- his social revolution failed® Thereupon, he and . 
■ his associates revealed that they had no respect for the principles 
of the revolution and began to utilise social forces.hostile to the 
non^Russian peoples® -Evidently there vfas no difference between Lenin1 s 
interpretation and application of the principles of the revolution and 
those of the deposed tsarist regime —  the same violent methods, were 
again apparent® :

In November, 1917, the notorious Dr® Roshal, member of the 
Kronstadt Soviet was sent to Chisinau to intensify Bolshevik action 
against the Moldavians® He summoned the Bolshevik Soviet of Chisinau, 
the Moldavian Military Commissar, V®. CijeyscM, and the Chief of Staff 
of the Moldavian Armed Forces, D® Logos® Roshal accused the latter 
two' of being leaders of a counter-revolution® The Moldavian leaders 
soon learned .of Roshal1s intentions'and became cautious in; their ■ ,

But Roshalis arrival had some effects in Bessarabia® Local 
Bolshevik committees were at once apparent, and disorder and a dis
regard of the Sfatul- Tarii intensified the existing conditions® As 
the Sfatul Tarii lacked funds and armed support, two missions were 
immediately sent to Jassy to request the Romanian government to send

l8Ibido, pp® 107-10®
^ogos, pp® 93*-9k» ; / .



Transylvanian troops to. restore order„ But both missions were headed 
■ off Toy Bolsheviks at Soeola0w<?

Meanwhile it was discovered that %shal intended to cohvert 
the Eussian Militaiy Headquarters Staff to complete Bolshevism^ He 
vigorously attempted to overthrow General Shcherbachev and replace 
him . as Chief of Staff of the Eussian Armies on the Eomanian front®
But Eoshal’s attempts faileds because a Romanian division was alerted

> ■ . ‘ '•/ - . '■ " ", ' 21 . ' ; in Jassys and because the General had a Edmanian bodyguard*
Failing to overthrow the Eussian General^ Roshal planned to 

assassinate him0 -M. plot was headed by a Bolshevik officer named 
AxenoVc, but it also failed© This fact alarmed the Romanian author
ities s and Boshal and his assistants were arrested and imprisoned®
Thus the life of the Eussian General .was saved and the Bolshevik threat 
at Jassy ended® But it still persisted on the front and ■ Odessa was 
already in Bolshevik hands® From there they threatened the Bessa- 
rabians and the supplies of. the Allies in Bessarabia®--

- As the agitation of the Bolsheviks increased the anarchy in 
Bessarabia^ Pelivan and Gristi5 both .members of the Council of 
Directors 5 went to J as sy to explain to the Romanian. government that

. — i— — — ;
2QIbid0, pp® . 95-968 : . '•
2̂ Dr« P® CazacUj, The Truth About the Question of Bessarabia 

(Bucurestis Culture lationala5 1926)jP® 153© Hereafter"cited as Dr®
Be CazacUj The Truth About the Question of Bessarabiae ■
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only the Eomanian Anigr could save the situation -in Bessarabia. They 
requested military helpa Tiinen they returned to Chisinau5 the 
Bolsheviks there, attacked them and began to spread false rumors of 
separatism in order to agitate the populations Thereupon,, the 
ErsLdent of the Sfatul Tarii, Mre incule,t5 tried to appease the popu
lation by declaring'that the rumors of separatism were false and

■ ■ ' ■ ''23 - ' ' . .. ' ■ ,without ary foundations
However5 the Moidaviah General- Directors continued to insist 

that the Eomanian itray be called to establish order. in Bessarabia ® '
To this effect a telegram was sent to the Romanian Minister of War at , - 
Jassy3 in which the General Directors requested that a Transylvanian
regiment be sent, to Chisinau and be instructed to be at the disposition

■ ' ' ' 2kof the President of the Council of the Moldavian Republic o But the
efforts of the General Directors were in vain as the troops were not 
sente • Thereupon,, Mre Inculet sent a telegram to General Shcherbachev 
at the Russian Headquarters at Jassy'requesting troops to restore 
ordere But the General had insufficient troops at his disposalj aware 
of his actions and against his will5 he was obliged to extend a request 
to the. Allied Romanian Government to dispatch Romanian troops to 
Bessarabia*^ ' ■: - •

. ^%ogoss pp® 101-2® ■ •
^Stefan Giobanus The Dnion of Bessarabia® -Study and Documents 9

p® 183® . . . , , . _ . ■ .... ...
D̂r® P® Cazacu5 The Truth About the Question of Bessarabia, p®

k3® • ■ .



In spite of the General's request3 the Romanian government 
hesitated, to,consider the dispatching of troopse There forces were 
needed for defense against the Germans asithe Russian Army became im- 
; potent and' the Bolsheviks would not cooperate; and furthermore ̂ the 
. Romanian, government would not act unless authorized officially "by the 
Mliesa2^ • . ■ ■

The hesitation of the Romanian government to send troops drove 
the popufetion of Bessarahia to despair5 and the commissars of the 
districts and the citizens of Bessarabia requested the Sfatul Tarii 
to intervene and provide troops to save the country from the devasta
tion of anarchists and Bolsheviks = This state of affairs augmented 
the difficulties for the Sfatul Tarii and the Council of Ministerss
who were short of funds and lacked an army which was capable and

■ ' 27 ' 'trusted to cope with the anarchy®
; . The General Directors made all efforts possible to get a
Transylvanian detachment from Kiev., as there was no other alternative* 
On January 6S 19185 some Transylvanian troops reached Chisinau but were 
forced to retreat as the Bolsheviks opened fire on the soldiers® 
Consequentlys the Bolsheviks began to search for the Moldavian General 
Directors to execute them5 but their search failed as the Directors 
were under the protection of the Moldavians® Ciugureanu9 the President 
of the District ■ Zemstvo of .Ghlsinau^ urged Tantua Buruiana and Minciunas



members of the Sfatul Tarii/ to precede to Jas^ and request-immediate 
■Eemanian militaiy helpe This news5 howevers aroused resentment among 
those who .were still clinging to the hope of a Bessarabian. Autonomous : 
State in.,a Federated Russian Republics On January1 63 19183: lira Inculets 
the President of the Sfatul Tariis .and.;&*-Erhan> the President of the
Council of Ministers3 sent a telegram to Jassy demanding that the

: • ■ ' ■ : V ■. 29Romanian government send no troops for fear of a threat of civil ware
Nevertheless^ the GeneralBBirectqrs decided to send another 

telegram to Jassy3 pointing but the real state of affairs to the ,
Romanian government,, Professor loneu and Pelivan nndertodk the task 
hut did not succeed in reaching the post office since the Bolsheviks 
were searching for theme • Thereupon on January 85 19185 Pelivan in
person headed a delegation leaving for Jassy to urge the Allies to send
■ , . :-- 30troops and restore order in Bessarabiao .

Meanwhile the anarchy increased and the Bolsheviks murdered 
four members of the Sfatul Tariie The Red terror spread throughout 
Bessarabia and the Bolsheviks began to destroy the supply warehouses 
and the railroads which were essential to the Allies for defense against 
the Germans a This fact alarmed the Allies who immediately ordered the 
Romanian government to dispatch Romanian troops into Bessarabia*- - To
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this effect the French. Minister., in Eomania was authorized hy the Allies 
to issue the following documents

'Legation of France In Boiaania» Jassy5 Janaaiy 1918«
From the Minister of France in Eomania to the Consnl of '
France at Chisinau* •
Mr« Sarret - ,
The Colonel of llbia transmitted to me the request of 

the Council of General Directors., asking.for a written 
guarantee from us as.well as from our. Allies 5 setting forth 
the object of the entry of the Eomanian troops into Bessa- 
rabiac. : .

, . illl. rry colleagues s Ministers of the Allied Powers5 and ■
. : myself 5 are authorized to - state to you officially that the 
entry of the Eomanian troops into Bessarabia is purely-a 
military measure5. having as its object the assurance of the 
normal functioning of the. "hinterland** of the Eusso*»Bomanian 
front j, in confomity with the rules established by a H , 
belligerentse

Thus the entry of the Eomanian troops .into Bessarabia has 
no influence either on the present political situation of■ 
Bessarabia,, nor.on the fate of this country in the future® •

I authorize you to coimmnicate this to the Council of the 
■ General Directors, and,- if they desire,.: to transmit them a- 
. certified copy of this note® , '

(S.eSoMinister . of Frame in Eomania,
- - de'Saint /iulairee31

The action taken by the Allies authorizing the Eomanian troops 
to enter Bessarabia appeared quite logical even to the White- and Bed

. 22Bussians, for }!the land was infested with Anarchy and Bolshevism,1* 
admitted Miliukov<> 11 The Russian Revolution has opened the gate not

■' ^ loWo Krupensky3 I/Occupation Roumaine en Bessarabie« Documents0 
■Deuxieme Edition' (Pariss.’fmprimerie Lahure, 1920T,"ppl SO-Sle Hereafter 
cited as Krupensky, L 8Occupation Roumaine en Bessarabie e- Documentsa -

^^Payel H0. Miliukov, The Case- for Bessarabia (Londons Ballantyne 
& Go o . Ltd* (n0d0.), po li-la Hereaf ter cited , as Miliukovo '
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■ ' 33 - ' ' ' . ,of liberty but of anarchy*'' Therefore^ "the entry of the ^ymanian

■ ■ : " : - ' . . - 31).'troopss" declared Professor Boldw, l%as ,a':necessity0'r Bessarabia '
was unable to defend itself against anarchy^^and the only possible

: . ' . . :■ 3d , ' .; ' -
help was from the Romanian forces*^ The "Romanian forcessu declared 
Miliukov5 "were asked to come in order to save the country from further

• 36 ' 'chaos and mass acres«" Bakovsky himself attested to this fact, 
declaring that "the. anarchy increased in formidable proportions and 
the introduction, of: the Romanian Army in Bessarabia appeared quite. ' 
naturals in order to defend the home front and to guard the service
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ '  3?of the Bomanian military provisions®" The Romanian forces "entered 

Bessarabias" declared Miliukov, "under the auspices of the Allied 
representatives and with the consent of the leaders of the Sfatul 
Tarii®" Through their representative ambassadors3 the Allied Powers 
assured the Bessarabians that the Romanian Army had no other object 
but to guard their supplies and preserve order® To this effect"it

M. Le Baron Beyenss "L'Avenir de Be tits istatss La Boumanie 5."' 
Bevue des Deux HondeSs Tome Quarante-troisieme (Paris,® 1918) s p® 336®.

. ■ . ̂ A 0 Bolduf y La'Bessarable-et Les: Belations Busso-Boumaines ,:
. (Paris : Librairie" Bniyersitaire s 1927} s :p5”l56®’ ’ . .

^No lorga, A History of Romania5 land^ People 5 Civilisation® 
Translated from the SecontT^larged' ldxbion' by Joseph McCabe .. (lew York: 
Boddj, Mead and Company9 1926) s p® 261® Hereafter cited as lorga®

^Miliukovs. p® 11®
. , , ^^Christian G® Bakovsky9 Romania and. Bessarabia (London: ¥CBC
Coaxes s .1925)5 p® 22®. ; ' :' • • / . .

^MdliukbVg p® 11® , . ;
, ^^Ibldea- =® 38®
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is imperative to quote the Romanian commmique which stated;

Following the intervention of the.Sfatul Tarii of Chisinau., 
the .Russian General Headquarters requests us to insure order 
in Bessarabia by’ sending Romanian troops there e.
. It is most neoessazy that we respond to this invitation of 

the Russian Commanding: Officer and of the Moldavian- Republic j, 
as the revolting bands of the Russian Army are stopping the \ 
trains carrying provisions for' the R;bmanian and Russian 
Armiess and burning and devastating the food stores estab™

• - .lished by us in complete agreement with the Russian Govern
ment and the Russian Headquarterss in' the zone which was. 

r assigned to us in Bessarabia^ ; h 
v : Furthermore s at Chisinau9 these bands have disarmed and '

ridiculed the detachment of Transylvanians sent from Kiev at 
the request of the 'Ukrainian Headquarters to protect the food 
supplies in that eity„ Many of them were murdered^ Likewise., 
they have arrested our officers on the Interallied Commission 
instituted to purchase provisions, as well as our representa
tive (i)0 Lucasievici) accredited to the Moldavian Republic®.

Under such circumstances it became absolutely necessary to 
protect the Ghisinau-Unhgheni railway, and to reestablish 
order in the. •region designated to supply our troops, whose ■.'

■ . population,., terrorized by murders and. plunder of the rioting ,
. Russian bands, have implored the help of the Romanian Army0 

■ ’ The operations designated to re-establish peace are
developing in conformity with the orders issued'®.

As the Allies comforted the authorities of the Moldavian Re- 
. public and assured them that the Romanian troops would not interfere 
in their affairs, the Romanian troops proceeded toward Bessarabia^ 
When the hews spread that the Romanian troops were approaching, the .

. Bolsheviks, after efforts ■ to do as much harm as possible, decamped and 
crossed the, Dniester

_ Dr, P»Cazacu, Moldova djntre Brut si Mistru, 1812-1918
M̂oldavia Between the Pruth and Dniester, 1812-1918? (Iasij -Sditura 
7i at a Romaneasc a (,n%d®),, p® 276 o. Hereafter cited ds Dr® P® Cazacu, 
Moldavia Between the Pruth and Dniester,: 1612-19189 . ■ , ,

^Dr® P0 Cazacu, The Truth About the Question of Bessarabia,
Po ' . . 1 ' • .. ' '
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On January 125 1918  ̂President Ineulet infomed the Bessarabian 

people that the Allied troops were advancing wto defend, the railroads« 
ah indispensable necessity for the .Bassians Eomanian* and Ukrainian 
Armies on the1 front5 and to defend the supplies;and the transports 1 
with provisions deposited on the territory of Bessarabia«"- He assured 
the people that *the Romanians would not interfere in the internal 
affairs of Bessarabia, to which France, and the other Allies have also

/ given assurance®n He asked the people to aid the.Romanian troops and
• ' : ■ '■ ■ lt2 " 'declared that any shooting would be severely punished©

On January 13, 1918, the Romanian forces entered Chisinau® On 
January lU the Romanian commander. General Brosteam, arrived, and the 
next day President Ineulet and. President Erhan welcomed the Romanian 
Armies and their commanderi Ineulet delivered a short speech as , 
f ollows : . . ' ■ ■ •: ;

Gentlemen. I heartily salute General Brosteanu, representa- 
tive of the Romanian: armies, who honors us by appearing before 
the Sfatul lariio The difficult.circumstances under which we 

' have.lived,.and the.even greater difficulties which were awaiting 
us on account of the disorder existing in the cities'and villages, 
are all known to all of us e , 0 « . In the Sfatul Tarii « «..■ e we 
have explained that the purpose of the Romanian army is to 
defend the. railroads and the food stores, which are their 
property. These troops do not have1 any political aim ® « • ®
The Bolshevik1seizure'of the1 railroads had placed the Romanian 
armies in the .greatest danger by cutting off their food and 
ammunition supply here» The Btavca could not allow that the. - 

■ . armies continue in this predicament«, We have appealed,to the 
Romanian army in order to insure1 the ^Hinterland’1 for the 
front, to prevent, the telegrams from being retained, and the 
food stores from being devastated. Romania, as well as France

k%rdealul. So <> I*j January 13, 1918: Stefan Ciobanu, The Union
of Bessarabia. Study and .documents, pp. 190~91e , ' v



, « : e and General Brostearai * .»' c guaranteed all our liberties 0
Let■uss thens receive with outstretched. armSg- our brothers^ who 

: come for this puipose. and tender them a heartfelt w e l c o m e .
• General Brosteahu was delighted with the honor and reception 

; given him3. and. in his address to the Moldavians he bade them dismiss 
any.'fear of losing their recently won libertiesa He declared, that 
'“some of the citizens' of the Eepubllc are in doubt and fear for their 
liberty® - I am bound to declare to you that Bomania herself is in too 
difficult a situation to have any thoughts of conflict or conquests 
« • ® You remain free to arrange your life and activities the way 
you think best® 'We will not hinder you in the organization of your

- After the .departure of the. General5 Mr® -Inculet addressed the 
Sfatul, Tariis declaring, that "I hope - that the words of the General
have dispelled the' fears which some of you may have entertained » * . ®

: -' :. ' \  ;•.; ■: - ■ , , '  ". , . . ^  . : ..

.. - Therefore s: L say that „ ® o your fears should; disappear®” ;
Consequently the Sfatul larii resolved at the same session to 

send a telegram saluting the Romanian Parliament and demonstrating 
"our friendly and brotherly sentiments for Romania . . and « ® * the
whole Romanian people ,, visited by so many adversities®." The. Sfatul. .

■ Tarii expressed its hopes that the activities of the Romanian 
• Parliament would be fruitful and that its efforts would insure the .

P» Cazacu, Moldavia Between the Pruth and Dniester3 1812-
:1918> p® 2?0o ' ' ; - " ■ .



12h
' internal happiness of Romania and the Romanian people "as well as the
interests of̂ ..the1 Slliesamong whom we have the honor to consider

• ■ h.6 ' / ■■■■■'. ■' ■■ . ' 'onr selves a" The Romanian Parliament replied to the Bfatul Tarii
with gratification for their "thoughts, and sentiments5 which bring 
. us ciMses one to the other . . » Let us hope that these ties of
brotherly friendship between two countries with the same people will
help to strengthen more the spiritual ties which never ceased to exist''

" " '' ■ ii7 ' •' ' ' ' „ : ■ - ' Vbetween u s ' , /
While the Romanian armies entered into Bessarabia/ some

Bolshevik remnants began to agitate the Bessarabian population̂ ,
especially .the 'peasants j telling them that in Romania the .peasants:.had .
no rights and liberty and were slavesj and they-asserted that anti-,

- ij.8semitism flourished in Romania® Certainly the Bessarabians knew 
how much credit to give to these false statement s. 9 
. But these and other false statements reached the ears of the

Romanian C ornmande r-in-Chief 5 General Prezan5, who declared that from 
all parts those "ill-intentioned"' people (the Bolsheviks) tell the

^Ardealul3 Hoe $<, January l65 1918a -Also the Official Document 
of the. Office of the Bfatul Tarii3 hog 31 Vol* .Xj the Minutes of . the 
gessions Official Document, ,.H&> 31a January l5a .1918® , Btefan Ciobanua , 
The Bmion of' Bessarabia® Study: and Bocumentss PP® l58=-59® :

^The Official Document of the Office of the Sfatul Tariia 'lb®
3a Vol® Ij. The- Minutes of the Session., Document lo® 35a~J^uiry*B2s 
1918; also Cuvant Moldovehesca Mo® 13a February li.a 1918 s Stefan - 
Ciobanu9 The Union of Bessarabia.® Study and Documentsa p® 139®

. Popovicig. p* 139%"' ' - ;: . .



IfeidarianS; all sorts of falsehoods gust to distort their, minds and 
destroy their self-determined.concept of seeing unbiased the differenee 
between good and bad<, He told them that the Eomnian armies crossed 
the frath with orders t© restore order and peace . is Bessarabia^ and 
to ^protect the lives and possessions of ‘ the population against the 
malefactorsos The entrance of the Bomanian troops Into Bessarabia 
8igrieved the wrongdoers as it did those being sold to your enemies 
. and ourss find■a, 'great field for their activities in your countrys and 
who know that from mow on they will not be at liberty to devastate 
your county" into a wildernesso# These ^wrongdoers81 tried to dissemi
nate hatred among the Moldavians 9 telling them that the Bomanians went 
t© Bessarabia t© take possession of the country and the. lands of the 
people^ to bring back the old lords who made the Moldavians serfs g 
and t© deprive them of their national and poMtieal rights won by the 
revolutions General Presam assured the Moldavians that M such intentions 

' are far from us9® and asked them, t© disbelieve, sueh ncunning words®18'
He added that the Bomanian army would not interfere in Bessarabian ' 
affairs and that-after peace, and order was established and the MoIda™ - 
viams had organized their armed for-eej, ’’the Romanian soldiers will 
return to their homesc,M: He concluded that should aiy of the soldiers 
deviate from ^good behavior^tbring your complaint immediately to the 
first commanding officer3, with the assurance that justice will be done 

■:::ijm^diate3y^ 1 ' .. f

^•^Krupenskys 1,8Occupation Boumaine en Bessarabieo Documents ̂ PP©
- - #e''.also' Ghvant.'Mt^otehesha -
Ho« Januagr 18 a 1916 in Bfef an Giobanug The Hnion of Bessarabiao 
Study and documents @ pp t 19h=^4



The Eomanian arngr had̂ , therefore5 . the strictest orders in 
, regard to its; entrance in.to BessaraMa®. Some of toe landowners 
advanced requests to the army to restore their lands then in the hands 
of the peasantSo General Brosteanu declared that “the Romanian Army 
will not interfere, in the past and present affairs between the land-- 
owners and the peasants®11̂  Furthermore5 the Romanian Military Head
quarters issued an order strictly forbidding any interference "In the 
affairs between the landowners and peasantsThe landowners could not
address the Romanian Army in regard to the disturbances between them
■ : : 5i :and'the peasants* They had to "address their local governments^"

&s toe Romanian 4IW followed exactly the. object of its entry 
into. Bessarabia^ the population began to breathe freely* being assured 
that the R olshevik menace and anarchy would soon end® The people 
placed their full confidence in the Romanian troops, which, with Mlded 
armies of ...Europe 3 formed "the great and sacred brotherhood for the 
liberation of the little peoples from the tyranny of big peoples®"

Sfter the Romanian troops arrived in Bessarabia/ peace and 
order were soon restored and the Bessarabians continued to work and 
organize themselves according to their own dictates® But it became

^ Cuvant Moldovenesc 3 Ho® March 11/ 1918:: Stefan Ciobanu3 
The Union of Bessarabia „ Stuĉ r and Documents 3 p® 197» ■

^̂ Guvant Moldovenesc 3 Ho® 175 February l5s 1918 s Stefan Giobanus 
The Union of Bessarabiao #tudy and documents 3 pp0 19$-96«>

. ’ ̂ i.rdealul3:. Ho® 6^ January ,l83 1918: Stefan Oiobanu3 The Union
of Bessarabia®"Study and Documents 3 pp® 198-99*
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.apparent that a governmental; crisis/ 'brought about by the minority 
representatives in the.-Sfatnl Tarii^ was.inevitable0 . Ihey had 
supported the Bessarabian' government in its requests for the Romanian 
aragr and had given a sign of confidence in the government*. But seme ' 
extremists among them created a diversion and brought about changes in 
the government* On January 195 19185 a new government was formed under
■,the. presidency of Mr® Ciugureanus an enthusiastic nationalist* Mr*
„ ■ ' ' . , , • '■ ' ' . .. . V : .53 ; : 1 f .:'; . " ' ■ ' ,Jirhan remained ..Minister of Public Instruction* , In his opening
address to the newly formed government^ Mr* Giugureanu voiced the
sentiments of his colleagues by declaring1

It is probable that the Parliament is interested in my
particular viewpoint on public matters* From the moment 
that I was able to think? I believed in revolutionary social- • 
-ism, and from this point of view I still regard all national 
questions which this party conceived within a large federal
ized autonomy* I have' lived many years in .Russia, .where I . ■

, . studied, and have hot lost all connection with it* We were
all educated in the spirit of the Russian classicss which
we■greatly value, and our.minds, therefores are directed by 

. Russian thoughto. But can we talk now about Russian, orienta- '
• tion? However painful, it is nevertheless a fact that Russia 

no longer exists, that it is being, dismembered, and that this 
. process goes deeper and deeper* How, it seems to me that the 
only possible orientation is Bessarabian-Moldavians We must 
think only of helping our selves * ... \ '

We face many- great problems and have no time to disagreea 
Don't you understand that we are on the verge of a great 
abyss? If we will, not have.- a-Parliament, this place will 
not remain emptyj it will be filled immediately*Keep this

^Bogos, pV HRs
/iugureanu-referred here to Bolsheviks, who by clever 

methods liked to take advantage of a situation and Install a government 
of their own,' against the wishes of the people®



In' mifid and be ready to compromise^ for only by making concessions 
in trivial matters id.ll you be able to accomplish great things*"#

Giugureanu pointed out that the, Romanian army was leaving after
ft fulfilled its mission* Therefore it was all the more .necessary to
organize a Moldavian a mgr or the anarchy would again begine He also
pointed out the economic crisis5 which was demonstrated by the fact
that hospitals and schools were closing due to a lack of money5 and
the government's inability5 complicated by demagoguess to raise a

- ' ■■ : 5 6  ■ ■ ■ " . ;

• foreign loans ' ' ■ .
fhe Moldavians 'faced great difficulties and fears as the 

. situation, in Bessarabia was veiy insecure e But they were' reassured, 
by the support of the consuls of France5 Great Britain, and the United. • 
Btates that Bessarabia.; could not fail and should become an independent
Moldavian RepWliGe^’pV ' ' . ■ . ; . . '

. There were still troubled waters as anarchy had not been'al
together crushed and the Ukraine had already been declared by its Rada.
. ; ...' ' ' gg' V: ; 1 , ./ ■ ■ - ' .
an. independent State© . . . i'

^^Dro PCazacU;, Moldavia Between the Pruth and Dniester, 1812— 
19183'pp o 276—77@
' l ibido, Po 2783 ;

^B0g0S5 pe 121.e ' • ., 1dg " ' " : ' ' - - ’ . ■• The forces of Wrangle and Denikin were yet to struggle
against Bolshevism in the south5 and .in. the west the Germans seemed 
closer than ever to achieving. their victory,, Facing these threats 
the.Romanian troops could not fail to remain in Bessarabia, a fact 
which even the Allies realized was logical® .



The Moldavians made all possible efforts to meet the infinite 
diffieifLties m t h  which, they Were faced., and to seek a way' out of them® - 
-In his speech 'of Januaiy 22s 19l8s lur0 Erhan declared that the Ukraine . 
had attained complete independence as desired by its people and its 
statesmen^ 1 The war in the north and south and the complications caused 
by the Bolsheviks had not stopped the; Ukrainians from showing political 
maturitys - He pointed but"that "the government of the Moldavian Republic 
analyzing the attitude of our Republic toward these events 5 has con~ 
eluded 0 » =. [that] since the Ukraine is independent s the Moldavian 
Republic cannot remain dependent » „ ® lest it be annexed by somebody^" 
He emphasized what the. precious liberty and self-government won through 
revolution meant*; and concluded that. 11 steps must be taken in order that 
our Republic may become independente" He, declared that these were "the 
opinions of the representatives of the Allied Powers ands considering 
the grave situation of the Moldavian Republic5 "we are convinced," he 
continued* "that without a declaration of independence we cannot exist®" 
The members of the Sfatul Tarii and of the Moldavian Bloc* together.
with-the.minorities* expressed the same views and all were in favor

■: ■ ' 60 of. declaring Bessarabia an independent Moldavian Republico
By^ virtue- of these considerations* and because Bessarabia, was 

■ a state ̂between two independent states =— the Ukraine and Romania —  '

Dr® P. Cazacu*; Moldavia Between the Pruth and Dniester, 1812.- 
I9I83 p» ,280c ' . ' , > ; ; ; , . ■



and also 'because the Moldavian Republic had become an ally of Romania 
and of the Allied Rowers against the Germans and the B olshevilcs3 the 
independence of the Moldavian Republic5 -Bessarabia, was in effect 
achieved,. On January 2̂ , 1918, Moldavians of Bessarabia proclaimed.
the independence of the Moldavian Republic, which the Sfatul Tarii
: '- ' ' - . ' ' ■ ' 61 ' ■ ■ declared officially by the following acts

■ Moldavians and brotherly peoples of the Moldavian Republic I 
The Great Russian Revolution has brought us out of the dark

ness of slavedom in which we lived for such a long time, to the 
road of liberty, righteousness, -and-brotherhood!' Through the 
sacrifice and hardship of,all. of you, our country has fulfilled 

: its right; won by the Revolution to. decide alone its fate and 
has declared itself a free democratic republics

Fraternized through the blood lost under.the banners of the . 
Revolution, we have shown our. firm desire to live in union with 
the republics that have been established on the former terri
toryof the Russian Empire, forming together the great demo
cratic Russian Federative Republic e ■: '

But the times are changeable and the political circum
stances of today hinder completely the establishment of this 
union* The Ukrainian Democratic Republic, our neighbor beyond 
the Dniester, has proclaimed itself independent, thus separa- • 
ting us completely from Russia and the republics established 
within its former boundaries; • ; - : ,

In such circumstances we are also ,forced to proclaim, united 
.. ; by the will of the people, the free democratic Moldavian Re

public , self-governed and independent, having .itself; the' right ; 
to decide its fate in the'future, v , .

The proclamation of independence is a political necessity 
of the times, because the Moldavian Republic cannot expect the 
governing of its life from anybody else,- and the peoples of the 
Republic have to understand that the future depends only on 

; them* This future can only be fulfilled through the high. ■ 
government the Sfatul Tarii and the government established •

■, 7 . by it —  the Council of Ministerŝ .. ' . ' b • ;
The Independent' Moldavian. Republic declares peace as its 

scope, and friendly understanding in its political and economic- 
life with all the remote' and neighboring countries, and war as

January'2li. was the anniversary of the historic day forty*- 
eight years before when the ’‘Union of the Principality"' was made, thus 
celebrating a double historical events , ~ 1



the greatest eneitgr of peoples and eGuntid.es. Therefore2 
in its foreign policys the Independent Moldavian Republic 
will seek as soon as possible the conclusion of a demo
cratic peace in understanding with all the allies$

In its domestic affairs5 the Independent Moldavian 
Republic will guarantee full lights to all nationalities ̂ 
and will continue as heretofore the' strengthening of the 
liberties won by revolution and announced by the declara
tion of the Sfatul Tarii on December 2) 1917«

Moreover5 the" Sf atul Tarii and the Council of Ministers 
of the Moldavian Republic will endeavor to call as soon as 
possible a popular assembly based on popular votes^ which 
will explicitly decide the interior governing of the country 
and its ties of union with other countries^ if this is re
quired by the welfare of the peoples of our republic e

Secondly,, the Sfatul Tarii and the Council of Ministers of 
the' 'Independent Moldavian 'Republic will decide s as soon as , 
possibleg the agrarian question® ; The'land,Will pass to the 
agriculturists without pay on the basis of honest division, 
as was specified in the declaration Of December 2® '

In addition, the Sfatul Tarii and the Government of the 
Moldavian Republic, have in view to work out, as soon as 
possible, a.whole list of customs and measures, which will 
satisfy the present needs - of the countiy, aiming to bring it 
. out from.the abyss of darkness,- of poverty and famine®

Moldavians and brotherly peoples' of. the .Moldavian Republic I 
¥e are at the most significant turn of our histoiy I- The 

future of the country depends on your consciousness and your 
wisdom® ' The arrival of the brotherly Romanian armies to the 
territory of our Republic was established a favorable state
■ for industrious work and order in all the spheres of life© . 
■The Romanian armies came to defend the railroads and the food
supplies for the front® But their existence on our territory 
helps us in;establishing 'order in the ■ country,'and. from today 
' on the' fruit of labor of every citizen of the Republic is; 
guaranteed against: the greed 'of the Malefactors®

The Romanian armies do not have any other object than this® 
All.the rumors that the Romanians have come to occupy our 
country: and to conquer us are contrary to the truth, and are 
spread by the enemies . of our Republic,, because the, Romanian ' 
armies do not menace our independence, .our freedom, and the 
rights won by the Revolution® ’ Guaranteeing: this are Francê : •
Sngland and the United States and their witnesses, as well 
as the declarations of the Romanian plenipotentiaries.©

Moldavians and brotherly peoples of the Moldavian Republic ! 
/. Being "confident that the building, of our life will not be . 
touched by anybody and that nothing will menace our indepen
dence and liberties won by Revolution, we call on you tq unite
■ for a peaceful and, quiet work'for the good and the welfare of



; ' ■ . ' ' • ; . ■ ■ 132
all the peoples of the .Independent DemoGratiG ̂Moldavian ;
Bepuhlie:5Independent fore-rer®; ' ' -V 62

. - : Sfatul Tarily Jannaiy 2li::5 1919 ■
. - . This historic act was received -with great joy and enthusiasm by

all the people of Bessarabia® The leaders of the Independent Ukraine
welcomed the news that Bessarabia had become an' Independent Moldavian
• ■Republic 5 ..and at Kiev Mr0 Vinichenko "delivered a speech in which he
saluted Romania as a new ally0n At the same time the Romanian
representative at Kiev, General Coanda,,. was /.infoamed .officially' that':
"the Ukraine was glad that the Romanian Armies went into Bessarabia to
restore order" and end the anarchy with which the Ukrainians were still
'■ , : ' 63 ' ' : " • ' "-■■■ V ■ . ' ■ : ; ;struggling*" ; ; - ,■ ; - ' z: • . ... ''
' ■ : \ 1 ' ' ' ■ \ / / ■ '. ,,V : 61i ... • ' ’ ': . Thusa as !,a consequence, of the Ukrainian exaDple5iE:- Bessarabia ■’
was declared an Independent Moldavian Republic s approved by its people 5 
and recognized by the Allies> at a' time when the fate of Europe was 
Still meaaced by the '0entral Powers on one hand and B olshevlsm on. the
other® "The 'independence of Bessarabia was the direct egression of

' ’ '■ , .; , . ’. - ■- the will of the countoy. and the result of the national movements"
This national movement continued its work toward the final goal -~~ 
the* union of Bessarabia with. Romania®.

^ C.uvant MoldovenesCa No, .10s. Januaẑ r 2$s 1918 j the Minutes of 
the Session of the Sfatul Tarii, Document No, 36, March 23, 1918 and the 
Official Document of the. Office of the Sfatul Tarii, No® 3s Vol® II: 
Stefan Ciobanu, The Union of Bessarabia® Study, and Documents, pp® lU8“5l®

. ^Popovici, pe 170® . ’ ' ' .; *.
f^Miliukov, p®'.11®. . .•. . . '

:: ■ • 6%oidur, "p®. itf# : ' ; :, • • . r.-,
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;; ; ' B E S S i m W -  - I I S  E E U H Q H ^iifllH  E O m i &  ' ' V. . . . V

'Bessarabia became the Independent Moldavian Bepublic on 
January 2bs 1918« - For. a brief period the1 new state had an opportunity 
' to make its way alone®. But serious problems quickly faced the new 
nation® The'government's inability to raise taxes, create a militia, 
negotiate foreign loans, or enforce its decrees, and the unsettled 
question, of 'the method of agrarian reform —  all the se menaced the *■ 
continued existence of the new republic e In addition to these domes
tic difficulties, a storm of problems created by external forces was 
. also 'gathering® The Bolsheviks, appalled at the course the revolution 
: was taking outside of Bussia, Were, attempting to thwart the will of i 
the Moldavians.for self-deteMiination® Hoping to create sufficient 
chaos so that they could take over, the Bolsheviks sent an ultimatum 
to Bomania to. evacuate Bessarabia® ' At the same time, the' Ukrainians 
renewed their attempts to annex parts of Bessarabia® The gravity of 
these problems, and the likelihood that Bessarabia would be swallowed 
by the Ukraine or the Bolsheviks unless help was forthcoming, were to 

: lead in a short time 'to- reunion;idth Bbmahia®
When the Bomanian Army entered Bessarabia at the request of the 

Bessarabian authorities and of the Allies, its duties were restricted



: . . . ■■: .. • • ' ' ■ ; yit
to • guarding militazy supplies and establishing order«, In the domestic 
affairs of Bessarabiawhether politic al> social or economic s the a mgr. 
was ■ to .’remin .neutf alo: To this .effect several orders were repeatedly , 
issued, and enforced6 Nevertheless^ various requests were addressed "by 
the landowners.to the Romanian Armies to compel, the peasants to return 
their lands» The Bomanian intgr was forbidden to participate in such 
mattersc Howeverthe “anarchists11 and the “enem.es' of the Independent . 
Moldavian Eepublic,*1 spread various false rumors that “the Bomanian '
Amgr [hadj. cbme to Bessarabia to destroy the liberties won by the people
of the Republic and to.take the land from the peasants and give it

■ ' . ' ■" ' : 1 ' back to 'the landowners^"
; . r To avoid any incidents 5 General Istrati sent militaiy order : •

'lip*-332; oh February 103 1918s to all the Bomanian troops in Bessarabia,
stating that “we must recognise that the state of affairs existing
before the entrance of the Bomanian Armies into Bessarabia cannot be
changed,, ' For all the acts that . happened before^ the. landowners must
. . • :. V: ; ’ " ■ V ' ,. ■ ' ' ' "■ ■■ 2  • , : . .. ■' ' . ' ■ " '.seek redress.1 from the local authorities

• 'Although the landowners continued their attempts to regain their

B . a ,  p. 293;.
in Stefan. OiobanUj Unirea Basarab'iei3 Btudiu Si Bocumente Cu Privlre. la -: 
Mscarea Hatlonaia ■ Bin Ba.sarabia in Anii 1917'^9lB ̂ 11 yf%he Dnion of . 
Bessarabia* Study and Documents with Regard, to the' National Movement in 
Bessarabia, 1917“1918J-(Bucurestii''Cartea Bomaneasca, 1929)^ pp* 185-86 
Hereafter cited as Stefan Giobanu, The Union of Bessarabia^ Study and . 
Documentso
: 2Ibid0 /, "■ '■ . . " .. .. ... ' :



lands ? their eff orts' were useless«, Had they been in Russia proper 
they would have lost their lives as well as their lands* And in 
'Eoinania the boyars had also submitted to expropriation, their lands 
being given to the peasants0 ' /; ■ : / i , '

Relations bet>reen landoimers and peasants, became even more 
strained when the Sfatul Tarii issued a decree whereby all the lands 
the forests,, the subsoil properties5 and’the bodies of water passed to 
the government without pay« In order to get the land in cultivation^
the Sfatul Tarii authorized the peasants to use the land until the ■
• v • ' ■ : ' - p .. . " , ; ' ' ' ” ' ' . -agrarian reform, was decided. upon® ■

#nd there were other even.greater difficulties confronting
■ Bessarabia’ The. majority of the officials who had held office in the'
government service prior to the .revolution were non-Moldavian® When
the tsarist regime .fell they were hostile toward the new establishment,,
land, although requested to remain in office, they deserted'instead,
leaving..'the public service in a state of disorganizations

When the Bolsheviks took power,' Bessarabia was cut off from, the.
Treasury of Moscow, .'and the public officials - could draw no more salaries.®

.' There, were no banks in Bessarabia to substitute the governmental funds, , .

; • Clark, 'Bessarabia, Eussia and Romania on the Black Sea
(Boston: Dodd, Mead & Go,, 1927), P» 191a : Hereafter cited as CeUe- Clark®

’̂ Stefan Globanu, The.Union of Bessarabia® Study and Documents, 
p» ixxvii® , . . v 1 • , . .

• ' %*• Popovici, The Political Jgtatus of 'Bessarabia■ (Washington, D. 
,C0:;S; Ransdell, lnc:et 193TT7~P^ 175» Hereafter cited as Popovicis ...
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and since the land had been expropriated^ and the method of agrarian 
reform was still pgndinĝ . it seemed impossible to raise taxes from 
which to serriee the public needse The budget was non-existent and ■
the deficit'mounting o’ ■Furthermore, it was impossible to maintain

' - ' . . 6  
a militia to enforce the decrees0

The fact that the Eomanian i-naies did not interfere in the
affairs of the Republic■gave some' Bolshevik.remnants the.opportunity •
to take advantage of the unstable situation by., staging .demonstrations
and spreading - false rumors that the land would be taken away from the
peasants and that pogroms would be, instituted against the Jewsa But
the Moldavian peasants' soon discovered kin'ship with the Eomanian
soldiers, whose coming,they were at first led to fear* The discovery
of the common bonds of Batin civilization and language, and other
■ : :: i :' '■ . : 8 . ' '' ■ ■ ; .ancestral characteristics united them* The Jews who constituted in
great, majority the business classes, found in the Romanian soldiers

' ' . - ' ' ' • ■ ", ■ " 9 '"saviors from the pogroms then raging in; the Ukraine,®" Their fears
were dispelled and they became convinced that the Romanian Armies

. . ■' IV', ■ ■. . ' ' ■' .
insured the safety of their lives and property and made: it possible
' ' , " " ' - ' ' . 20 ■ ' . v ,„ , ■ ' , ’for them to continue their commerce®

 ̂ 6rbid®, ' ' , • '
■ . Glark, p« ,1#* : ■ ' : . .1 ^

Do Hitrany3 .Greater Romania (London; Bodder and. Stoughton,: 
191?) s p» Ji9* " ■ ‘ ■ : ' • .

: '■ 9 :■ : '■ ' ■ ■■ ' ' ■■ ; -■■ yCeUo Clark, pp®. 190-91.
■ ■ "y^Pdpovici,;p> 1 .. ' , . ;■
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. ■ These domestic, affairs were topped by more discouraging and
actually threatening external affairse Although peace and order had - 
been established in Bessarabia, the Bolsheviks became installed at 
Odessa and planned attacks on Romanise, This fact became more evident 
ifrhen the .Bolshevik gbyernment of Retrograde determined, to stir up the 
situation even more5 sent Mro' Rakpvsky to Odessa, as the head of a ; v 
"high commission," nith orders to. combat the Ukrainian and the Romanian 
counter 'revolutionse To this:effect the'commission began its activities
.■with the- arrest of Romanian Parliamentarians and. officials, in refuge '
/ I - g  h,:: /■ - ,, iV;
at Odessa when the Germans invaded Romania»
■ ■ This event brought the Romanian representatives. and the . .. . 
Bolshevik emissaries to open discussions which resulted in an "arrnis- 
tice" on Pebruaiy 16, .191d« . It was agreed that. the. conditions under .
' which peace was to be restored would be announced by the representative' 
of the French Military commission. Gap tain Reichshammer, who was to. act 
as mediatpro. Upon his arrival from Jassy, Captain Reichshammer 
declared,: however, that he had limited powers as to the creation, of a y 
mixed Romanian-Russian Commission for the: purpose of clearing up the'

, - ^Popovici,. p« 171, . ... .
■ Pe •Oaaacu, Moldova djntre Prut si Eistru, , 1812-1918

^Moldavia Between the Pruth and Dniester, 1812-1918J"Tlasis Editura 
Viata RomaSasc%]'^n=d6]i^p%"^GF« hereafter cited as. Bre P0 Cazacu, 
Moldavia Between.the Pruth and Dniester, 1812-19180 . , •
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C pnsequentl^s; the Bolshevik Go'rerment of Russia openly menaced . 

Roaiania 1/ri.th war and was in fact engaged in practical hostilities 
against here The Bolsheviks accused Romania of being hostile to the 
Bolshevik tendencies and against the Russian Revolution^" They 

■ also, declared that the "reyolutipnaiy- troops are dying of hunger and : 
throwing away their arms® . In withdrawing, to the rear ■they are exposed 
to artillery fire® In all these "bloody crimes one of the leading- roles
is taken by the Gommander-ln~Chief on the Romanian front., Shcherbachev®11
' 1 ' ■■ - - llj. :They arrested the. "Romanian ambassador*1; and sent an ultimatum to Romania

to the following effect?.' . y
le jBll diplomatic relations with Romania are • severed®. The. 

Romanian Embassy^ and in general all agents of the Romanian 
authoritieŝ , are to leave the country by the shortest route®
. .. S.® .The Romanian gold reserve .held in Moscow is not; to be :
■ touched by the Romaniah aligardhy®. The Soviet Government _ ̂ 
assumes responsibility for the safe-keeping of this reserve - : ' :
and will hand ■ it over, to: the Romanian nation {jpeopleJ 0 

3® The former Gommander-in-Ghief on the Romanian front5 
; Shcherbachev5 who has risen against the revolution^ is de- : 
clared an enemy of the people and an outlaw®**-"

^Vasile Steica^ The Romanians and Their Lands a II (Pittsburgh, 
Pa«a Pittsburg Printing Gompa3^^919j%"p* W e  ; . •

^The arrest, of Romanian ambassador Diamahdi was followed 
immediately by the most vigorous protests from all. the diplomatic . 
corpss - Alfred LBP»'Bennis.s "Romania *s Grip on Bessarabia^" Current 
History,.Vol®' 19^ Ro®: S (February^ 192R) a p® 7.86, '
. _ ^%bqut '.#80 jiOOOgOOS; of the .Romanian Treasury was transported
to Russia during, the war to save it from the Germans® Ibid, p* 786* :

■ ahe DegraSs ; (edo, ).3 Go vie t Documents on Ro reign Policy, 1917 - 
192k 3 Tolo I (London? -Oxford University Presss 1951) 3 p» 1x6®. Hereafter 
cited as Degras, Soviet Documentse *■ . .



; the Bolsheviks hoped and were 86deeply eonvlneed that the inter*” .
national workers 8 revolutioh was close at hand* and the complete -triumph
of the socialist proletariat assured̂ , notwithstanding that, the im~
' perialists- of a U  eonntries would not hesitate t© use - the- most barbarous
means t© suppress the socialist movement0Wi But sueh hopes were never
"reUllsedo ' . - ■ ,/ ■> •;

' • Meaniiliile ether .negotiations had taken plaee on Januazy W s

1918s between the representative of the Alliess Mr0 Faseioti2 Italian ■ .
, Gonsul at '.Odessa and Minister at Jassys and the Bumehered =>'» another
Bolshevik' organigatien.with' headquarters at Odessa0 The sttbjeeS of' the
aegotiatlons was the ̂ evacuation of the Romanian Hritgr from Bessarabia Q
Mr# Faseioti anBomced to the Rumoherod that the Romanian government ■■
accepted their proposal that a eojnmitteei,; composed of three Allied
representativeŝ , three of the Rusiehered̂  and three from the Romanian ■
govemnento examine the situation and the question under litigation©
While'these negotiations were in progressg the Bnmeherod arrested, and
treated inhumanly the,Romanian: representatives 0 Beeause the Rumeherod \-
Md'iriSiated^its: own agfeetieht̂ . Ifc®.:Faseioti was fbreed t© send the
following mote remihding .that, group that . : . . y

as regards Bessarabia <, the intervention of the Romanian troops 
' ’ is a military operation without ary politioal character s under-=

taken in complete agreement with the-Allies and the Bessarabian ,'
authorities5 with the manifestly: human purpose of insuring the 
provisioning of the Russianand Romanian:troopss as well as the 

■ ' eivilian population©^*” : * ' ' - " ■

' :17ibido, Po 65©. y y : : . yYvyy.' . , 1 . ; ■ .. .. •'.
. ’ ^%r© P© Cazacm0 Moldavia Between the Pruth andJMiesters . 1812°» •

.19181, p©: 285© .. y.'. '''i;.



■ Despite these events s however^ an: agreement was reached when 
the French arid English military missions at .Odessa mediated for a peace
ful settlement0 This came to be known as the nS.ve.rescri-Eakovsky Agree- 
mento11 Tlie Eumcherod offered the following proposals: .

Eomania would withdraw most troops from Bessarabia within two 
months«, evacuate Tighina /.and Sebriani3 arid reduce "its armd.es to 10S00Q 
menj the-local militia worild police the cd.ties and Tillages. After 
evacuation the Russian Army would occupy all evacuated points. The 
Bomanian military commander-in-chief would not interfere, in local 
affairs^ nor act hostile to the Soviets® The produce of Bessarabia not 
needed- for the local population would be reserved for the Bomanian 
population® A commission, composed of Eussiari3 Romanian., French,
English, and American representatives would adjudicate all litigation 
between Russians and Romanians® And, lastly, if the Romanian Army was 
forced tq retreat, it would find refuge and supplies in Russiae"^

The Romanian government replied in, a friendly manner that all 
.the proposals were accepted, except the ■evacuation of/Tighina® It. 
proposed that the exchange of■prisoners (the. Romanians arrested,by the 
■Rumcherod: and- Some Bolsheviks arrested by the Romanians) be effected 
without delay® Fuhthe rmore,'/ Allied .commissions we re to be established 
. at Odessa, Kiev, Moscowy. and Retro grad in Russia, and Jassy and Galatz 
.in Romania® These commissions were to adjudicate all disputes® And

. .^LeOnard Shapiro,' (ed®)., Soviet. Treaty Series, Vol® I, 1917- 
’ 1928 (Washington,.'DeC®1 Georgetown/University Press, 1950), p® 22®



lastly, the illlled. commissions could purchase any products' and pro-
l. ■ . - ■ ' 20 ,.visions indispensable to the Romanian refugees in.Russia, .

The .Romanian'Counter-proposals :vrere 'accepted hy the Soviets,
and a Canadian colonel, Boyle, was entrusted ifith the task of ex- ■
' ' '■ : 21 - ’ - - - f ■ ' ' • ■ ,changing, prisonersa - The Romanian government accepted the Soviet
declaratioh which declared; the, conflict between the Russians and
. . ;■■■ . 22 ' V:' ' -.f : ' ■ . ' ' iRomania clo'seda ■ The'jforereseu-Rakovsky: Agreement was supposed to go

into effect on March 12/ 1918, but the German invasion of the Ukraine ■ •
, ' ■ ' 23 " : ' - . ■ 'prevented it/ . .

' ' ; ■ ; The situation had changed radically when, on February 9, 1918,
' ' ' ' ' - . ' 2i|the Ukraine signed a separate peace with- Germany at Brest-Litovske

The Ukraine declared the Dniester as its western frontier, which then •
became'Bessarabia!s 'eastern frontier^ Due to Bolshevik machinations ;
in the Ukraine, the Germans occupied' Kiev on March 2, 1918, and soon the
whole: Ukraine fell into their hands’. The collapse of the Ukraine proved
fatal for'Romania®' The terms imposed bh her were erushingly severe®

Cited by A0 Boldur in La Bessarabie et les Relations Russo- 
Roumaines (Paris s Librarie U'niversitaire, .1927), Appendix^ pp® 383-86, 
Hereafter cited as. Boldur® . • ' ■ :

■ ' 22ibid,9 p. 383, - . . .. . .. ; ■>::
2%e.gras, Soviet Documents, Vol, I," pp, 66-67,

. " 2 Ĵohn-;S, Reshetar, J'r, The. Ukrainian Revolution, 1917-1920:
&■ Study in Nationalism '(Prlhcetbn, M,-? Pfihceton University Press,
W 2 T ^ ,. 188-90. . . , : " - ;

. 2^Popovici, p, 172, ' •



The peace was to be signed at Bucharest on March 185 1918,' where the - 
. new Independent Moldavian. Eep-dblic was also invited to send delegates 
to participate in the Peace of Bucharest between Romania and the Central 
,Powers, This invitation accorded,'Bessarabia a significant recognition® 
The Bessarabian''delegates to Bucharest were lir, Incnlet, Mr* Halippa, ; 
and $5rv 0iugureamie In Pebruary 1918 they* went to Romania, and were b 
received with special distinction. There they learned from General 
Averbsen,. the President of .if he, .Council, of .Ministers« and a Bessarabian 

.. by birth, that the Anstrians proposed to divide, Bessarabia with '
Romania, The Premier rejected such a,proposal and.stood up for the
. ' ' .. ; 27 ' . ; • -- '■ "; independence of the Moldavian Republic ® ,

•These events, increased the. desife • for the union,of Bessarabia ,,
,with Romania, and accelerated efforts to that end,. Pelivan declared
that * . ' ;■ ■ ' : . ,. . '

The idea .'of union with Romania was not. that, of one person .....
■ or eisgily one social class, or again df the^Sfatul Tarii,11 as; 

some of onf enemies, pretended. If. had been,the wish of veiy 
mary generations during the whole of the nineteenth century,
•from.the annexation to the fall of the Russian Empire, That 
idea had never been abandoned by the Moldavian patriots of 

. .. Bessarabia* The' great historical events which took place in 
Moldavia and Wallachia between I8l2. and the present day ,did ■

- not pass unnoticed, in Bessarabias, in spite of the Chinese Wall '.
into which Russia had turned the River Pruth, which separated 

. the brothers on the- right from those on the left* 2.8

" 2fi ■' ' ' • . . • , ; , , , ■. Actually, the Austrian forces occupied the north of Bessa-
rabia until the latter part/of 1918* ' .■ fb.. '
: ,; ?7C.U» Glark^p* 'b • : ' - • . V ; ' •.

Ion G. Pelivan, The Union of: Bessarabia. With her Mother 
G ountry Romania (Bucarestt Carte a Romaneasca, S,A, pp*. 3U-35®
Hereafter cited as Pelivan,' The Union of Bessarabia.®



. However., although the Moldavians were of one mind concerning
union, with Romania^ various groups desired, the union for different . 
reasons® While -the Bessarabian delegates' were in Bucharest at the •
Peace Conference5 the Romanian government received a very significant 
document® It was presented by Po Sinanditio« the president of the Union 
of the' Great Landowners from Bessarabia, and. former member of the: 
Imperial Duma and mayor of Chisinauj V* Anghels ex-president of the 
• Orhei, Zemstvo j Ms G-lavces ■ex-president of the Chisinau Zemstvo j D..
: Semogradof f 3 ex-president of the provincial zemstvo j and many other • 
men of distinction in Bessarabia® The documehts supported by data, . 
was issued for the purpose of ^making known the real political and
agrarian situation in Bessarabia^" It declared ,that irhan and '

. 29 ' " ■ '  > "  ' - : : "'' v" i " "• ' "Inculet . ■ . . / ‘ • - .
. have proclaimed an independent republic and have seized control 
of the situation, promising the masses the confiscation of .

. , estates and property, to be turned over to them without any ■
/ bompensatiohj, the destrhction of 'the bourgeoisie, and the 

' grant-of an anarchic iiberty5 : without respect 'for the laws, x '>■
. rights, and lives of their fellow citizens:®:, ». . The 
Romanian Arnsr ,® .-® has intervened and calmed the disorders , 
{anarchyjf which had arisen® The administration * .» e re- • ‘
ceived the-coming of the Romanian Army with pleasurej but 
beneath the.surface it continues to conduct a revolutionary 

h campaign- ® :, V „ [anĉ  the distribution td the peasants of the •
■ ; Boyars’ property without compeHsation -® ® ® «, This state of 

. affairs‘cannot last long® It endangers both the future of 
Bessarabia and its tendency , toward union with Romania ® . • ®

: y ' .. %bth Brhan and inculet were' sent from 'Petrograd by the Pro
visional Government tb Chisinau to intensify the. revolution® - However, 
they both became leaders of the province and in actuality aided the 
Bessarabian revolution and the movement towards union with Romania®' '



. ; : ' ■ ' ■; ; . m
We therefore "beg > « that - our protests raay seem .Justified

'r ; .and that Eomanla5 with vwhich iidthout aî 7 reservation we
desire to be united̂ . tti:aj? give. ris ..speedy'support3 coy.nsels , 
and moral and material assistance 5 to' do away mthfa 
revolutionary statns^O drganized "by a bogus administration 
and a bogus Sfatul Tariisvl .
\ , Numerous other documents evidence a similar state of mind for , •

the' whole province® The teachers of Bessarabia voiced their eonviction 
• that only by. union with Ikmania would the' culture of the people of ' 
Bessarabia enjoy the blessed, fruits. Only then would the people feel " 
happy — - when all the Romanians were united in Romania^ "the Mother of
; • : ’ 32 ' ' ;"" ■ ". . ' ■■ ■

, all Romanian's lu ' The students^ toos inspired, by the great events5 
expressed their ardent desire to unite with “our true Mother^ Romania^15' 
which nalone would lead us on the right and true way and which would 
help' all the,Romanian peoples to a.great futuresn Other groups of 
Bessarabians also exclaimed that their salvation was only by a union 
. in a single country,». a new Romanias "This new Romania. wiH be made by 
all of us and it, 'will be' pui’s-*?5', ■ Inspired by a strong nationalism they 
saw no other more urgent ideal to be fulfilled: "For the making of

. -^Here the document refers to the e%propriation of the lands ,as v: : 
it existed' in Russia6 ''f t, ' ' f ' '. . ' ' f . f y,/

^lilnisterul de Interne«, Dosarul far a rlumar Ptlinistiy of Interior 9 
Document Without dfanberl in Dr® -P® Cazacu3 Moldavia Between the Pruth 
1 and. Dniester a iSlZ-ipTSj, pp® ■ See ■ also Stefan Giobanus The Union
of Bessarabiao Study and Documents a pp0 216-20®

: " :'y'; f''.'' ' ' \  " ''- v Romania Moua,;̂ Mo® 2̂  February 23 1917; Guvant Moldovenesc9 Mo> : 
lb5 February 7 <> 1917s ’"Stefan Giobanu.5 The Union of Bessarabiac Study and 
Documentsj pp& 203- O b ' ■■ ,•

^^Ardealul, No® 7a January 219 1918: Stefan Ciobanu^ The Union ,
of Bessarabia^ Study and Documents, pp® 206-09® ;f . ,
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this Eoiaania we shall >rorlc5- for its making we. shall live5 and for its
- ■ ' '' ' ■ ’ ' ' ■ ' ' 3)4 : ; ' ' ' .' 'making we shall die, if it is necessaryeH. The Central Committee of
the. Eomanian Students from* BessaraMa made the following declarations

. Our country3 Bessarahiaj, is a "Eomaniah country^ exactly as'
• the other countries over the ,Pruths inhabited by our brothers.e

. . One hundred and six years ago Bessarabia was torn away from
the bosom of our mother / Moldavia, and given into the hands of 
foreigners who have oppressed and mocked us as they wanted^ and ' - 
taken every right, of national- and human life, away from us® .

' -' Under the Russian rale we did not have school3 church$ language,
we did not have anything that a people needs to make progress@
The lands have been taken from us and given to the foreign 
colonists» The rights we had in the former Moldavia have been 
taken away from us, little by little«, by the newcomers among

. - us « =. „ v, ■ We5 the Romanian students; from Bessarabia5 under-
. stahding the/grievous state of things^ want to.Work for its 
correction® We are determined to start the fight against ■ •

-/ everything that has been and is evil in our national life®
We are convinced that the salvation of our people is only in 
the uhioh of all our sons in a united country® We do not 
expect anything'anymore from the foreigners® We place•all our 

■ hope in life together with'our Romanian brothers® • We; do not
v ; want, a federative Russia^ because Russia has. given us,in the 

course of one hundred years, only,darkness and the sabre) and 
now in the time of freedom, anarchy® We want a Romania of allRomanians®35 ■

Then came the writers^ declaring, that. the sacred hour had comes to see 
the light through the tsarist darkness and to unite again as in the time 
of Stephen the Great® They pointed out that for centuries the ■ Molda
vians had suffered together. and "that now again the cursed River Pruth 
had become a bridge which would unite the same' people p. wi th the same 
culture and. language9 and that they would remain united forever®

V ' . ^^Romania Moua  ̂Ho.®, 8, January Rh-., 1918: Stefan Clobanus The. 
Union of Bessarabia® Study and Documents, pp® 20lt.-P̂ ® ’ •

^^Romania Houa, Ho® d9 January 29̂ . 1918: Stefan Ciobanus The 
Union of Bessarabia®' Study and Documents  ̂pp» 210-11® .

Romania Houa a. Ho® 113. 'February ■ 15 1918) Cuvant Moldovenesc s Ho® 113 ;JanuafyRE2yrI9l8!s Stef an C iobanuas- ̂The- - Unihh': of"' Bessara5Ia«b 
Study and Documentss pp®• 211-13®..,
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Nor did. the peasants remain voiceless* ,Theyy too^ were alert 

and expressed •their .momiig dentiments^ ' On March' 2> 191o5 the peasants 
from the district of Balti demanded of their Zemstvo that • they wanted 
union with {Romania, '.They pointed out; that they had "been torn away from 
their mother country one hundred and six years before* that Romania had- 
given them help> delivered them from 'the "Russian tyfannyJ,Si and saved . 
them from anarchy* But. "knowing that the Romanian JLrmy had to leaves 

and being too weak and impotent to govern themselvess and fearing that . 
they would fall again under a foreign rule which would make them slaves^ 
they declared that "we have determined^, in the. name of our district of 
Baltic to unite with our dear mother=cpuntrys Romania^ with which we 
wish to share as brothers all our future life and needs« as in the time 
of the Moldavia of Stephen the .Great if‘• They asked the Zemstvo to send .. 
their, petition te the Sfatul Tarii, and without delay to make known 

their wishes, to the whole country —- that they. wanted and demanded % 
union with Romania5 a right which they had won through the Revolution 

of 1917»37, ' ■■ 'V ' . ' ; ;■■■ '
On .March 3 j 19185 the Zemstvo of the District of Balti, by

■' ' . . ; :: '' ' ■ ■ . ■ . 38 ’ ■ ' 'unanimous vote, declared for the union with Romania* : On March 6,
1918, the Union of the Agriculturist Proprietors of Bessarabia sent a 
delegation to Jassy,' .headed by .Panteleimon 7, Sinandino, with a

. 37Romania Noua, Ho, U8,. March 17, 19183 Guvant Moldovenese, No®
27, -March 22, 19181 Stef an' Ciobanu, The Union of Bessarabia, Study and 
Documents,-pp,.213-llu . -

, ^^Romania Noua, N6* h8, March 17,. 1918j Guvant Moldoyenesc, No®
■ 27, March 2 2 j~TTIBT^^e fan- Ciobanu, The Union of”Bess araETa* Study and 
Documents, pp® Zlh-l&e ' . '
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memorandum to be presented.to King Ferdinand,.demanding the union of
' ' ' \ ;: " : \ 39 - ' '' i .. .' . . ;'■;■■■■■. , ■ : . . 'Sessarabia with Romania* Other delegations followed to Jassy„ On
March 13, 1918, the Zemstvo of the district of Soroca, in a convention
, with the city- government, clergy, landowners, teaching staff, and
citizens, voted, unanimously for the following documents

The Moldavian pebple, established .nearly 20 centuries ago 
by their forefathers, the Bomans, have been divided by the 
Dniester and the Pruth from their brothers! The principles 
of the; Great Revolution of the peoples of the former Russian 

' • Empire proclaimed the liberty and equality of all individuals 
' before the. law, add also proclaimed the liberty of the nation
alities to dispose alone, of their fate and of; their present. ’ ■.

. . and . future governing®: , On December 2,'1917 a Bessarabia, by the 
same principles,'proclaimed the self-governing Independent 

' Moldavian Republic * ' "
Considering that the life and the economic and cultural 

progress of a people is in direct relation with the living 
force and aptitudes given by Godj that' in union is strength,
-and that where there are two the strength increases |
. . ' Considering that in the course. Of ,19 centuries Bessarabia 

• has always forme'd - a body - with Moldavia on the west of the 
■ Pruth, and that its fate has' always been .tied to that of the 
- Danubian Principalities, with which we have shared the same 
sufferings, tasted the same happiness5 and had the same needsj 

Considering that in 1812, following the bloody disturbances • 
of all the European peoples, Bessarabia, was torn away, without 
its consent,, frdm the political and ethnographic trunk of its 

... original nations : . , • ? ;  ,W . 1 , \ , ’ . ■. " ; .
Considering the high example given by the young Kingdom of ', . ; 

Romania in the short time since' it has been recognized as an 
' independent state, attracting by its work and Order the ad- 

'miration and love of all the peoples of the world, and even 
the respect of the common enemyj fthereforej 

. - /: V We proclaim today in solemn mood and before God and the
. whole world that we .declare the union of Bessarabia with the 
Kingdom:.of Romania, under whose constitutional regime of 
democratic moharchyand protection of ' laws, we see our national- 
existence safe,, and our economic and cultural"progress insureds

Din Archiva d-Pui Panteleimon Viet® Dinandino £~The Archive of 
Mr® Panteleimon VietBinandlno'3 1 Stefan Ciobanu, The Union of 
Bessarabia* Dtudy and:Documents, pp®.' 220-22a , . - . . -
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¥e appeal to the Sfattil Tarii and' to . all. constituent 

assemblies from, all of Bessarabia -- from Ho tin to Ismail —  _ 
to unite by their vote to onr proclamation^ and to send 
delegations mth representatives from all the regional and 
proprietor assemblies to lay before the Throne'of Romania '

... our homage and devotion, and faith to King Ferdinand Is
King of all Romanians*h0 . .

i , Such actions brought union nearer ‘ reality» The Sfatul Tarii - 
was affected.by these and similar actions^ and even those, who did not - 
favor union were forced to accept' the inevitable„ The movement was 
even more powerfully aided: by unexpected new Ukrainian activities# ,
T® Gulubovichs the Premier and Minister of Foreign Affairs of the 
Ukrainian Independent Republics addressed a telegram to the German, . ' 
Austrian^ Turk5 Bulgarian, and Romanian governments5 stating that the ....

: participation of the Ukrainian goverhment at the Peace Conference of ;.
. Bucharest had to be accepted^ inasmuch as the government of the ,
Ukraine expressed pretensions over the Hotin district in the. norths

: ' V " \ ... ' H  ' ■and Getatea Alba in.the souths both parts of Bessarabiae '
: ■ .' On March 165 1918, the' Bessarabian government . sent a telegram 

of protest to the Ukrainian government, explaining that 15the Government 
of the Independent Moldavian Republic 'considers that it alone, without 
azy outside interference, has the right to represent and defend the

^Cuvant Moldoveneso,.. Ifo» 28, March 26, 1918 s Stefan Ciobanu,
The Union of Bessarabia^ Study and Bocuments, pp» 222-25'%,

^Procesul-verbal al sedintei Sfatului Tarii din 16 Martie, .' 
1918, Hra 62, Dosarul Gancelarici Bfatului Tarii, Nr»'3«- jfThe Minutes of 
the Session of .the Sfatul Tarii, Mo. 62, March 16, 1918, the Official 
. Document of the Office of ■ the Sfatul Tarii, No e 3 J:S Stefan Ciobanu,
The - Union of Bessarabia* Study and Documents, p« 160® ■



' - : :• ' ■ ' ■ ' • . k2  - ■State's interests of the Independent Holdairian EepubliCs18 Following
this telegram a strong note of protest, was sent to the Ukrainian govern
ment by the ’Sfatnl :farii9 declaring that the'tendencies of the Ukraine 
to express pretensions over the Heiin and Getatea Alba distriets were 
against, the right of self determination of the Moldavianpeople and 

■ ail the peoples living in the territory of Bessarabia The Sfatul ; 
Tarii reminded the Ukrainian government and the Rada of the proclama
tion of the Independent Moldavian Repnblie on Jamary 2kp 191B § of 
whieh all other republicSj, including the Ukrainian Republic g had been y 
informed by telegramo The Sfatul Tarii also reminded the Ukraine that 
at Brest~Litovsk Viniehetico and Sholghin had sustained energetically » 
the independence of the Moldavian Republic g and offered assistance 
only when the Moldavian Republic authorised such an aetiono Therefore s 
the Ukraine9 at the Peace Conference,, would defend only its own ; ;
interests! the interests of the Moldavian Beptibli© eould only be 
represented by its otra official government and Sfatul Tariio The 
Ukrainian, tendencies and actions expressing pretensions oyer Bessarabia 
were unjust aetsy and against 'the. historic past of Bessarabia as. well = 
as its economic interests*. Having this in view» the Sfatul Tariig re®: 
■presenting, all the nationalities of Bessarabia^ expressed unanimously :a 
strong protest against the Intentions of the Ukraine g and eoneludedi .

^ ?rocesul°verbal al sedintei' Sfatului Tarii@ Nr<3 62g Nr<> 3s 
Yolo . 29 Ministerul. de Interne's JDosaruls •Ir'o' 53 -f»- 1^3° fThe Mnutes of '' 
the vBeasion' of ythe:'@faWl '-■ Tariio , .̂ .s' :&>o: 3 a: Yol@ 11 of the Ministry
(tf ~Intei^ Noa , p0 ■ Stefan Gl©banus The Union of
Bessarabiao ^tudy and documents3 ppoi
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The Sfatul Tarii declares strongly that it is the will of'

■ v all,theipeoples inhahiting Bessarabia to see the -Htildavian
' Beptiblie 'independent and Indivisible^ and any moves, wherever

they may come from, against the independence and indivisibility 
of the Moldavian Republic, between the Dniester, the Pruth, the .

. . Black Sea and the former boundaries of the Bessarabian province, 
are considered a violation against the right of auto- ,

. determination of:a people who. wpn its rights trhough so many
. sacrifices,/ The Bfatul Tarii egresses its firm assurance and 
faith that the liberated Ukrainian people'would not want to 
strangle politically and economically the free peoples.of the 
Moldavian Republic . . .

This uncalled-for step of the Ukraine had a strong effect on 
Bessarabia^, The, delegates who were to go to Bucharest were given- 
special instructions —  that, at the Peace Conference, they were to 
make sure that all the contracting parties recognize them as pleni
potentiary representatives of the Moldavian Republic and equal members 
of the conferencej. and. that,in the project;of; the peace treaty a 
special paragraph be introduced to •guarantee the independence and self- 
government of the Moldavian Republic in its former boundaries of Pruth, 
DhiesterDanube,: Black Seay .and the former boundary pd.th.Austriaj that 
the territory of Bessarabia be declared indivisible and that no part of 
it could be torn away by any state| and finally,. that the government of 
the Moldavian Republic, in view of the above, support itself exclusively 

■ on the basis of the, declaration of the Sfatul Tarii .of January 21}., 1918e ,

^ Anexa la procesul-verbal, Mr, 62, din l6 Martie 1918. Dosarul 
Cancelaricl Sfatului Tarii, Mr9 3, anul 1917-193 Vol. II , . ./The Annex ' 
to .the Minutes of the.Session, Hp.:62, March 16, 1918* The Official . •
Document .of the Office, of the Sfatul Tarii, No; -3, Vol. .11, 1917-19^ w" .' 
Stefan Ciobanu, The Union of Bessarabia. Study and Documents, pp. 162-61}..

^Ministerul de; Interne, Dosarul, hr. f ° î he Ministzy
of Interior, Document,. Wo. £3. pl ihlfj >' '-Stefan Ciobanu, The Union of 
Bessarabia. Study and Documents, pp. l61}.-65» , - ■



: Ttiese: events tjbreatene'd the existence "of Bessarabia which <
lacked, an armed, force to repulse the Ukrainian troops in, case they 
' crossed, the bordere Added to this was the situation in Romania, 
which Obviously did not fail to affect Bessarabia's position. On 
March 203 1^18a Inculet and Cingureariu went to Jassy5' where they found 
the new Romanian Ministry5 under Marghilomana determined to sign the 
peace with the A.ustro-G-ermans. This news greatly alarmed the Bessarabian 
.leaders* They felt that the'only way.to save Bessarabia, from being dis
membered was to unite it with Romania./ The new Romanian Premier^ 
Marghilomana'informed Inculet and Gingureanu that he had received the 
aforesaid petitions., but ;that without the consent of the Sfatul Tarii 
and the government of the Independent- Moldavian Republic, he. could not . 
give them any consideration*- Inculet thereupon consulted the French 
ambassador at Jassy and other dignitaries of the Alliess. and became 
convinced, of. the .wisdom of such an action that union with Romania ' .
was the only solution' to save Bessarabia® .. On March 235. 1918a 
Constantine. Sterea the Bessarabian'editor , of the paper numna, joined 
Inculet and Gingureanu on their return to Chisinau to lay the matter 
before..the ; gfatul' Tarii*4 On March 2da 19l85 Premier Harghiloman .' , ‘ \
■ ■ v' -i. : . ' . '• ■ ■" : : . '■■■■: ...• . ne -and other invited Romanian dignitaries 3 arrived at Chisinau*

■ On March 27a 19183 at Usl5 the President of the- Sfatul. - . '

- . ' %  *Uf Clarky pp®,'l9W3«  ̂ V ' ' . ' . ' ' '
' ̂ Ministerul the Interne 3 Dosar fara numar flhe Ministry of • 

Interior 3 Document Without Number J* .Stef an. Ciobanu5 The Union of 
Bessarabia* ■Study and Documentss pe Sltl® . , ; '



Tarilg ..Pro loOe .^ctietg opened the solemn meeting in the presence of 
all the members, bf the 8fatnl Tarii and of the Government of the
• Independent Moldavian Hepublies the Romanian Premiers 'Marghil©mans M r .
/ ■ ' '■' • h? : . 1Store g and several • Romanian ministers and Army Generals 0

' -. : After saluting all ■ the representatives^ I-fre Ineulet; declared
that ®the meeting of today o o o mlX/be a historic meeting for our : - -
nation̂ ,-for our peopleo 1le have to put forth all our efforts to come

: ■ ’ .v • - - ij.8 ■ ' - . ■■ . ’ ' •out of it m-th honor s in this historic moaento88
■ v - / Then he introduced. Premier. liargMl©mans: who . opened the session

with an eloquent address^ pointing out the necessity of union from an
international point of view0 He also pointed out that nothing would
: change the administrative order in Bessarabiao The Sfatul Tarii was •
to eontinueits efforts tosolve the agrarian question according to
the - needs. of Bessarahlae The political liberties as well.' as the free<=.
doms guaranteed • by the constitution of Bessarabia would be guaranteed .
forever^ ‘not only-:: to Moldavians.̂  hut to all minority groups as well® ■ ■
Pollomng his. speeeha the Premier and his representatives withdrew from
the Jahll so that the Bessarabian Diet could deliberate freely0

Bosarul: e.ancelarIel Sfatului Tarii din Bessarabieg Anul 1917« 
1919s Sro 3s %1« Ilo Proeesul verbals Ifey 63o EThe Official Document of 
the Office of the 5fat\3. Tarli of Bessarabia^ No0 39 Yol* lls .1917=1919 
the Mjimtes of the Bessions hp Stef an .GiohanUs The Union of
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■ After their virithdrax-jal3 Deputy Cijevschi, and President Inculet

saluted Professor Stefes who delivered' an impassioned speech,, declaring:
' ; In the life of a man3 and,in the- history- of a, people;S there 
are. not many moments like this* I am proud and happy that you 

: hMve given -me' the'opportunity of taking up the struggle for the
rights and the freedom of Bessarabia^ whoge son I am® lm>

, • prisoned in Siberian dungeons: by a tyrant^ I return today to 
, ‘ . the., soil of my native land under the bright light of the free- - 

dom which you have gained by your blood® . We are called today 
' : to make an'historic decision^ for which we need a clear mind

and a clear conscience® The iron will of history has laid a 
. responsibility on our shoulders which you cannot put aside®
, Hone but you can . speak5 and. have the, right to speak3 in the 
. name of Bessarabia®. ¥e' are called here in that elemental '•
. process which pulverizes bastilles and creates new life® The 

- ' devolution brought us here.® , You have here lighted a torch which
has burnt'all the feudal parchments3 which has annihilated all 
the privileges of caste3 and you remain a people whose founda
tions rest on nothing but the farm and intellectual labor® You 

. must even cariy that .torch over yonder, to consume dry rot and
injustice3 to defend the whole 'Romanian people in.this5 the most , ' ■

. critical moment of history® Today, we proclaim the - rights of the 
Revolution for Romanians® I thank you for the honor you have 
done me® It is a heavy burden for mej but though I have reached 

. the sixth decade of my life3 I am still eager to dash into the 
struggle with the same energy and faith as in my youthy when the 

' . gates of the dungeon, opened before me 8 51.'
Speaking thus in Romanian, Professor Stere turned to the Russian-, 

speaking - members, and spoke - in Russian> tlying to still their fears that 
Romania , would dominate them® He reiterated the hope that the radicalism 
of Bessarabia would affect deeply the people in Romania itself® Then .
again speaking in Romanian to the. Peasants’ Party, he alluded to the '■ 
statement made by one of the Russian deputies, that if Bessafabia , 
united with Romania all the Russian intelligentsia would leave

^The tsar®- 
%bld®, ,pp® 22^-30®



" . ■ : -j-. ' .

.Bessarabia, .remarkings ' • . ..
How slight must be the bond irhich Jtmites such a man with. 

this countiy! He is hot like: a. Bomanian Bessarabian, born. :
and brought up here," ;iihere have boiled and melted .all those ; ' .
element’s from which was born the" Romanian people. We are from 
. here, we have .nowhere else to go, and no one has the right to 

- - "drive us out»% .. , . .... " - :
. Following the speech of Professor Stere, President Inculet .:

asked the deputies of the different groups to discuss their wishes,
, ■ ■ - - ■ 53.following which their resolutions would be put to a vote®

Deputy Buzdugan, representing the Hati.bnai Moldavian Party
■ ' r : ■. ' -.I:,,;.' - ’ . ' ' ' ' ■ ' ' : 55 .declared unanimously for the union of - Bessarabia with Romania® ...

.Deputy Cljevschi read the declaration in Russian also® -Deputy Tigancos
- ■ - ; ■. '' ; ■ : ' 56 " ■ V ■ w  .-representing the Peasants’ Party declared that his party was unani- •

V* " ' +V, . ' : ^ • " . ; ■mously i or the unxon® ,. . ■
■ Deputy fon Lesch, representing the Germ'a.n~speaking group, de

clared that his faction would abstain from voting until a caucus of his

^2Ibid.., pp.®- 230-32®

^The Act of Union.will be cited ultimately®
^^Dosarul Cancelariei Sfatului Tarii din Basarabla, Anul 1517- 

-1919, Hr. 5," Vol« II,® Procesul. verbal. Hr® 3» flhe Official Document 
of the Office of the Bfatul Tarii of Bessarabia, Ho® 3, Vol..11, 1517“ 
19193 The Minutes of the Session, No*- 3J. * ■' Stefan. Ciobanu,' The Union 
... of Bessarabia® • .Study and Documents,, P® 232®

, - This faction'represented the. majority of the population of
Bessarabia® Ibid., p. 233°

■ %bid®, p. 233« -



party was ealled to decide© The camctis was held iiomediatelys imder
' ; V v 1 :. 0$the ehaiman,ship. of .-Br© Haasê , and the proposed unloH was sppreved©

Deputy MiriskOTp representing the Bulgarians and (?agautzs declared
that he abstained from voting until the Constituent Assembly
The representative of the tilcrain.ianŝ  -Deputy A©©© Osmolovsl<ys refused
'■"'1 ' -  6 0 -  ' : ■ i- '■ / . ; ■ ■ ■ . /  ' ■to vote, for union© The representatives: of the Poles s Deputy
DudehievieZj, rose and declared in Russians •

It,'is veiy hard for :mes gentlemen^ on this solemn days an: ■ 
occasion without a peers it Is Very hard for me to 'balk im 
the language of the people who for so many years have oppressed 
the spirit of the Eomanian people of B es sarabia <, as they have 
oppressed the Poles© I . should like to. speak in my own 

. language 9 Po3J.shg but you gentlemen would not Understand it| ' .; .,
i shotid. like to ii^eak in'your/language^ Eomanian^ but 1 ’do 
not know it© On this, great day 1 salute warmly the un£orta~ 
nates and at the same time the fortunate united Moldavian :
peeples which at last may isaite with -the •Romniaa' people.j,

. ■ tied by blood© . In the . name pf the -Polish .natioHali'Sy I : : ; ■
' ■ support the project of the union of Bessarabia with Romaniaj, '

as the Moldavians propose and desire it9 who are the abort** 
ginal inhabitants of this country©^*

.. ; 'The EUsslan/representatlveg. Deputy GreeuloVj, felt: that a
' ‘f - V — '" ->:■ ■ ' ■■ , . ;
GonstitueSt Assenbly should be held firsts and then the resolution :
■ ■ ' a- i' I v ^ a- - , ; ■: a . . ..

for union be brought abbut© :: After a short 'reeessg proposed by
Deputy Tiganeo$ th©1 'session- continued its. debates0 - As a faetion . -. - -
. had preViousiy-broken aw^ from. the.'Pe.as£̂ ts5 Bloek^ Its

, V - . r - v l̂ ^ . . V ; ; !; v : A  :r . . ' . v

■'V  ^Ibido^.po 2 3 5 o  : • A V  ■ A - ■ A . .A-;';'-' :

' ^The: desire for the ebnventiens expressed also by the;®Ulgarian:':
representativej, was' a move for:: delaying the proeeas of union in order 
thats as they hopeds a union with Soviet Russia might eome about© -See 
g ©Uo Giarfcs p© m © ,  ; -



Deputyg To Barea^ declared for um
Consequentlys President IneuleS asked the deputies' whether

the voting would be open or seereto On a vote to deeid.e9 8̂2 deputies

You9; with mamjiiity of votes have trasted me at the head of the 
SfatuX Tarii| and with. hoBesty as a" true revolutionaiy and ■ 
deraoeratj, I werked for the. good of the; people ..o-;&. o' ® Gentle= 
men9 nntil.I was 15 yearseld3 I was a peasants and the 
Interests of the peasant^- are. dear to me0 Every one of ny 
steps - is penetrated by love for peasants and every one of ngr 
steps has been dictated by the interests and; necessities .©£ .

; . the peasant#*.. - I have, alw^s been/ and . have never; \ v •
divoreed iiyself from it9 and nows in this erneial raoment̂  I . , 1
shall not divorce n̂ rself from ite Yon know weH iry ideas _

■ and their . evolution9 and; 1 declare to :you9 that now every# / 
thing is done for the interests of our. peasanfzy6“°

y -.: Then he announced the. votes'as, fellows#@6 deputies voted for
the union of Bessarabia with Romania; 3 deputies opposed union; 36
deputies :abstained; and 13 deputies were absent* Following this
aBnouneementj, the-;Secretary ©f the: Sfatul Tariig. Mr* Bû dugazij, read ;
the historic Set of Unions ' /
, - y In .the: name,; of the Bessarabian people s the Sfatul Tarii . " ' , 

- ' declares: .v: .'-j '.; 'l
The Democratic Moldavian Republie (Ba.sarabia) s within

.-v;--̂ fetefan'.C±®bahh9. op*., clt* 9 p» 233q

were for an open. vote 9 ; 27 - were opposed3 and 16 . abstained*. Before 
results of the balloting were declared^ President Ineulet: stated?

With deep emotion I shall announce the result of the voting,

Before the



its boundaries of the Pruths the Dniester̂ , the Daatiaê  the 
Blaek Sea and the former Austrian. frontiera tom by Russia 
over one hundred, and six years ago from the body of Old 
Moldaviag by virtue of historie right and: the rights of 
nationalities9 and basing, itself- on: the principle that 
eaeh people should decide; its. fate 9. from, today on and: 
for ever unites nith Its mother countxŷ , Eomania© '

This union takes place under the folloTeiing conditions? 
lo The present Sfatul Tarii. continues in existence for 

determining and carrying into effect the agrarian reform 
according to the needs and. demands of the peoplej these 
decisions' shall be recognised by the Eomanian Governraento 

20 Bessarabia retains her provincial autonomys having, 
a. Sf atul Tarii9 to be elected in the future by universal^ 
equals directs and secret suffrages /with an executive 
organizations. and its own administratioHo

3o The Sfatul Tarii shall have.jurisdictions a) over 
the voting of local budgets! te) the control of. the execu» 
tiveorgans of the Zemstvos and municipal administrations^
@] the nomination of all local administrative organizations9 
but high state officials shall be confirmed by the govern
ments . - . -■ ' . ' . " ;

Ito The recruiting of the. army is in principle to' rest on 
a territorial basiso "

Current laws and .organizations (Zemstvos and municipal) 
shall- remain in force and may be changed by the Romanian , 
Parliament only after participation of the Bessarabian 
representatives in the diseussionso

6<> Bespeet for the rights of minorities of Bessarabia, is 
guaranteedo

to The representatives of Bessarabia are to enter-the 
BOmanian Gomeil .of: Ministers.! they shall be named ho® by 
the present Sfatul Tarii2 but in the future shall be taken 
from, among the Bessarabian representatives in the Eomanian 
Parliament6 -

80 Bessarabia shall send to the Eomanian Parliament a . 
number of representatives fn proportion to her populationg 
chosen on the basis of universal9 equal9 direet9 and secret 
suffrage p . V ' - , ; ' . . ' ' 1

9o All. the elections in Bessarabia for the villagesa 
communes9 citiess ZemstvoS9. and the parliament shall be 
based on universal2 equalg direets and secret suffragee 
10o Personal liberty9 freedom of,the press9 of speeeh3 of 

belief9 of assembly9 and of all common libertiess shall be - 
guaranteed by the: Constitution. . .. ' , .. ■ ' ■ ■ ' .
lie Ml: illegal: acts penetrated for political motives 

during.the recent troublous times are pardonedp 
Bpon Bessarabia.- uniting mth. Eomania^ like a daughter with 

her mother9 the Romanian Parliament shall decide the immediate



ealliBg of a Gonstitiational Gonventieiag in liiieh shall, take 
part, a proportionate number of Bessarabian representatives ;

... ehosefi equalg direotj, and seere.t suffrages io ' ' '
. decide together with the rest the inscription in the
Constitution of the principles and guarantees.mentioned 

:V;ab0W4F ; ,

Bessarabia^. the Tote ©f its eonstituted authority and by the
will of its people j was now part ©f Bomaniaa^^ - President Inculet in=> . .
rited the Romanian Premiers Mr0 Marghilomang and his representatives
t© acknowledge the result ©f the voteso The act of union was. re-read
and Inculet asked the Premier if he aooepted the conditions of the
tmioBo if ter declaring the acceptance before, the Bessarabian assembly^
the Premier declareds 58In the. name of the Romanian people and of His '
Majesty the ICings Ferdinand. Is I acknowledge the union of Bessarabia

,2'' : ■  , V : y/; ' .: V : - ' ■ ̂ 70 .' 'with Romania from now on and forever I Long live Greater Romania P?
Tmailt'aous applause greeted this, historic deelarations. and ovations
by the deputies and the public were -'given President I0C o Ineuletg
Prime Minister Cingureanus. and the Foreign Affairs Minis ter.s. Pelivan071

^ Inyeglstratg Presldentia Qonslliului de Mlnistrid 9 Aprilie 
1 9 1 8 0 % 6  /'#sarul 13 @ 1918oirThe Presideney of the Gouncil of 
Ministers#. The fefclof,Bnioac,- j "^^13^9s 1918» 
File~NoT^L3/I9i8jj(Guvant MoldoveSses Moo 303 April, la 1918° Stefan 
. ClobanUa The Ilnlon of BesSarabia%"%Study and Documents s, ppe 239°hO° See 
also Romania Before the Peace. Conference.g ̂Aots of Union (Phriss 
' et B ' ■ ■

fEmmanuel de Martenne s dn Temoigmge FraBcais sur la Situation 
©m Bessarab!© (ParisImprimerie Babois et Bauers 1919)a ppo MLh® ' See, 
also" IbidoV Choses Vues en'Bessarabi©a Revue de. ..Baris (Oetober ls. 1919)s ' 
pp# l?g7% ■ . ' / : 1 ..

7%osarul cancelariei Sfatului Taril din Basarabiaa Anul 1917= 
1919a. Hr©. 3a ?oIo;.11#, Proeesul verbals W #  T The" Official Document of 
the Gfflce ,bf, the Sfatal Tarii of Bessarabia^ .'Bo@ 3$ Volo. II@ 1917”19191

^ Bbc6emt.' Stefan Ciobanus The Prdon
of Bessarabia^ Study and Documents^ pe

. ^^nitorul..J0flcldl-9 1309:a March 30' and April 12s 19l8<



For a week Bess^aMa. gave Itself up to celebrailond, Elaag 
Ferdinand sent a telegram to Ineulet and Cinguream expressing M s  , 
h.appiness that ,?a wonderful dream has "been fulfilled/* mid that
^after one hundred years”' the Bessarabians had come back to their

■■ ■■ ■ • ;72' " .. - : ' ' ■ ;  :/ . / ' ' - 8emother»countrjo$6 The King promulgated the Act pf ¥m.ons whieh was
v ■ ' - ■' ' - . ' : t, . v : . ..... " .73inrested with the Great Seal and published in the Honitorul . Ofieialo

At the sametimes by a royal decree2 and the report of the
President of the Council of tliMsters hoo 6§/5>l8a I'fco Immlet and Mr©

.. : ' "■ . '. : ' ' ' . . . '' 7k ■ ■Gingureanu were . named Ministers without portfolio^ and a new M©lda=
vian Gouneil of Ministers was decreed under the presidency ©f Dr® P0 
GasacUj with Ion Gostins N®Nd Godreams. Stefan Giobanus Vlad GMoreseUg
Gheorghe Grosus Emanoil G'atelie 9 Isa® Gherman and Arcadia GsmoloTsehig
" .V ' • 75 ' ' - ' : : ' " . ■ ■ : ' ■■■as members®. .:- . ■ ■ : ; . . . ■ .

On March 3©5 1918s King Ferdinand^ the C|u8ens and the entire
royal family attended the Te Deum in the Gathedral of Ghisinau® -After
the service., the Bessarabian and the Romanian dignitaries passed into

Parte a Ofieiala® Iasis .29Martiel9l8s ppo 3769a70o fMonitorul' Oficialt 
Mo® 309s larch.3©. arid ■ April 12s 1918« ' Ihe - Official Part33as^a larch. 
29s 19l8s:ppo 3769°7Q. in Stefan Giobann.0 The IJMon^oFBessarabia® ■ 
Gtudy and Documents^ p© tltS© " . ' , ' . ,. . : ' '

,0 9 Pp : f  ... :.. ̂ . :
v ̂ ^Mpmtoral Oficialj Mr® 85 din 10 Aprxlie 1918® Partea Oficiala 

.$romulgare a Actulhi hMrdy' -Mr© 8h2o.. f Monitorul -Oficial 3 No0 85 ApriT~10a
1918o The Promulgation of: the. M t' ,of 
Stefan, Giobanug The Union of B<

a Official ■Parti®
Study and Documents2 pp® 2

O £) Po 2
: ^%onitorul Oficialg Mo® 8® April IQ a 1918 a p® 9k t> Stef am
Giobanus The Hnion of Bessarabiae Study and Documents ® pp© 2̂ 1-=>$2o :
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the Eetropolitaa -Palaee 9 where the King toasted the honor of the 
Bessarabiansa praising their patriotism.and love for their mother 
. eomtiye Romaniao ' i8ife eelebrate todays61 he saids ,88the fulfillment of 
a dreams which for long lay in the hearts of all -Romanians, from both 
siies of the Bretho Erom i frontierg you hate made a bridge ̂ uniting 
>ri-th the mother eountsyo68 Mro Ineulet replieds

:I am happy ' that in the . position of a representative of 
the Romanian people from Bessarahiaj, I have the honor t© 
announce to your Majesties the Union of the Bessarabian 
people mth our mother eountry0 It was an old idea of ours 
ihieh we See'realised .sith great happinesse. .-It. remains nows 
after the achievement of the um,©ns to struggle for the 
realization of the desires of our people and especially 
. of: our peasantryo'In this.; regard Your. Majesty has giren us the 
most beautiful exaâ >le0 • 3?he good will of Tour Majesty reached 
the hearts of the Bessarabian peasants» whos prising Tour 
Majestyg call You "The King of the PeasantSof877

Telegrams flooded the Sfatul Taidi from every ©orner of Bessa=
■ . ■ - ■■■' ' . ■ 78 ' • •rabla and Eoznanias and even from other countrieso On April' 118 19189

the Council of Ministers of Bessarabia published a manifest® in which 
were outlined the administrative rules as well as a guarantee of the 
rights of the people won through Bevtilutiono It ppihted out that, the 
agrarian question was to be considered according to the needs of

■ ' • lbid09 .I* AprHia 19l8a Official. Part a p© 5o Cwant.
Moldovehes©9 :lo© llg. April ĝ 1918§ Stefan Clobanufl The Union of 
Bessarabia© Study and. Boeumentsfl pp0 2$3^ho .. . ......

 ̂'/̂ Ibid©:,' ''•V'f . ' ' ' ■ - : ■:
7®Eor eonflrmtipn of "the numerous document ss see Stefan-

Clobanug The Union of Bessarabiao Study and Documents g pp© .2̂ 7“76© .



:  ̂ 151'79 - ■ ’ ■ ' , , ' .Bessarabia©- On May 28 ̂ 19l8.s by royal decree Mo<> 119 s dated May
23 s 19l89 the session of the SfatuX Tarii was closed©
V; According to the conditions stipulated in the & t  of .Unions

the agrarian reform had to be carried ont@ To this end a special
parliamentary session met on November 2.6s; 1918© The agrarian question
was settled in the most satisfactory wayQ The former landowners8
holdings above 100 hectares were expropriated^ with the exception of
: vineyards^ gardens and nurseriesg -Owners were paid according to the
value of the lando The forests s except small belongings^ were to be
state=ownedc, as well as the sub==soil properties <, islands^ said bodies
of watero These conditions, were ■ approved ty the people=at=large s and
were voted upon by the Bessarabimi parliamentg thus bringing the
, agrarian question to am endo^1 A day later8 ’ November 2:7g 1918# the
following resolution was passed unanimouslys

After the reunion with Bomanias the mother=eountry of 
Bne©vinas Transylvanias the Banat and the Hungarian terri«

' tories inhabited-by Bomanianss betwen the Dantibe and 
The is s s the Sfaiul Tarii declares that. Bessarabia with” 
draws the conditions of union̂ , as stipulated in the Act ‘

: Bogarul. Ministeriului de interne g: Mr'o Also
Procesul Terbal:ai,#edimtei.Bfatului TarS din 11 Aprilies 1918# Hre 
69 a CThe .Official Document of the Minis try of Interiors No© 5> PPo

the Minutes of the Session of ihe Sfatul Tarils Noc, 69# April 
H #  19181 1 Cuvant Moldoveneso a Moo:35a April. 22s .1918: Stefan 
Giobanu*'The'' W  #tudy and. Doeumentsa :pp<> 265=66o '1

' %onitorul Qficials) No©: M i  May 30# 1918# Document No© 1221© 
Stefan Giebanu© The bmimnof Bessarabiao Study and Documents© pp0 256®
57© . . • - ■ ' ' . : , ■ '

^^eliyan#rbnionbf Bes:sarabla3 p© I1.I0 ■ •
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of March' 27$ 1918$ "being sure that in .Romania' of all '
Romanians3 the purely demoeratie- regime is assured for 

- . the future o .■ ' ■ : . ■ , - "On We  eve of the meeting of the Romanian Constituent
- Assemhlrg whose menhers:' will, he' eleeted, toy universal

' suffrage s and who Td-ll1 solve the' agrarian question”̂
,'ac.c©rdiBg...to'the.,ae0ds. andvre.<|mirementsv©f: the'peepl©^ / , , ■ '
the Sfatul Tarii hereby declares, cancelled the other 
-eonditions contained ,in,.th@. &t: of Ihioh. of Mareh 2:7$ ' '
and-preelaims the. weonSitionai'V.TEl'nion of Bessarabia■ ■:■ •R^ania$ .her M©ther^oMntWo%- , ■. . ,
. The reunion of Bessaratoia with Romania appeared inevitable0 

In actuality the umon-xfas as desired-.by. the Romanians as it was by the, 
Bessarabianse- As early as 1916$ the Graad lMce Nikolai. ISilchailovieh in 
a comersation with Bratianu asked § %nd if some day yon were to be at 
the head of the: ̂ ©mniahl g©wr®m@nts: weuid you take - any. steps-1© ae~ '
' y  - V:;"'. : a  : t ; : y / y ; , y  ; y , ; ,
quire Bessarabia?1’1 The implication in this query is elearo But 
could Romania incorporate Bessarabia? And would the Bessarabians -

.e Romanian Parliaimnt at Jassy was working out these eon= 
ditlons during the- time when • "fee Bessarabian Sfatul' Tarii was voting 
on the union of Bessarabia with Romaniao It was for: this reason#" ' 
declared -Professor listor# that on November .27 s-1918s the. Bessarabian 
- Sfatul' Tarii. withdrew the conditions. stipulated in the declaration of; 
the laioa of March 27s 1918 0 I@ Nis.t©rs .Bessarabiâ  and Bucovina

si$59)s:i*: 27cRomanian;
%ur%luiy&e#m#i-,Bfat!i&ul.T din 27, BecWbrie

20 B8ceaiirie .l9lEn"~lfgo 222ho. fTil@..No%. g.:<of the Session of. the Sfatul 
Tarii a December 27 g .19l8o The..Presideney©f the Goungil of MlnistersQ 
Bocument ■ B^3^8o',.Regl^red: Bhier: Io0 .2.22k0 Becember • Z07~Wl81® . Stefan 
Qlobanm# . The BmibmyofyBessarabia^. .Study, and.. Boeme.ntS;S : pp© ,276 =>77o ■ • ■ '

ik Alfred- Solders Beexmehh&..of j 
Torks ;fhe Bentury G©6 s 1927)$ Po ,72:6
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accept reunion with Bomazri.af Bessarabia opposed its continuation in the 
■; Bus sian • re aim •afid eo uld have also opposed reunion with = B©rflaM,a0; lowever g. • 
Bessarabia expressed the desire toreunite with Bomanias a fact which 
Bomania did not oppose^

; .y All that remained necessary .x-ras recognition by other ■ nations0 ' "'
.■ At. the Peace Conference in Paris2 there was: no difference of opinion. ;.'
. eoheerning Bessarabians,right to unite with B©mm,afl for^ ®geo=> .
graphioallj and historically a:Boraanian province with a predominantly ' 
Romanian population^ 'Bessarabia was elearigr marked for > reunion with '' v ■ ‘ : 
Romania6*' ^ The Allies declared that the .Bessarabian question could
not be held in suspension and pronouneed, themselves, in favor of the

' . . $6 ■ . • - . . . • ' ., . ' ' ■ ' .'reuW.em«)'},. Therefor®^' oh;October ,3is 1920  ̂the .Allied Powers officially ''' . ’ : 1 - gy ''' ' 1 ' ■' ' .'''".I
recognised the reunion of Bessarabia with Romania» The reunion was . ■
now eomplete «=>-» the ancient dream, had become a reality© ■

. i' 'T@werleyr'&:d@O o ',A.B.ist.@^ - . ’. ■
.of.Paris a 'lolt IV, (Londons M m w y " Frowde and Hodder and- Stoughtono . . . ;
Gzford University Presso 1920)a po.2280 , ' _ '.V
,' ®%fete pf the Supreme.Gouneil of the Peace Conference •to' the
Prime Minister - of Bomania9 liar eh s 192Qin Po .0asaems Moldama 
Between the Pruth and .Bmest8g:a .l8i2^19l8ij -PPo . 339”U0o ' ..See .als©/ ■. ' 
S'thfan /lha®n:,ef ::Bis5arahiaa TStudy. and ■ BoeumentSo pp0; t77»: - ' .■

. ̂ Tezt of the Treaty of .October 28^ 1920 in Stefan Giobanus
The Union. of ,Bessarabia^,; Study, and iBpeuments9 pp0 278^82o See Appendix©
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m l :  c® w  f i m r  w  i m s  ism, :

The British Entires France s Italyr, JapaHs principal Allied 
PwerSg and Romaania § .. . - : . , ,

Considering that in the interest of general European peaee it 
is of importaBee to ensure from now on over,Bessarabia a sovereignty 
corresponding to the aspirations of the inhabitantss and guaranteeing 
to the racialg religious and llnguisti®.minorities there the protection 
nhich is due themj: \ , _ . . . . "

Considering that from the geographical ®thnographica historic 
and eeonomie viewpoints ̂ the union of Bessarabia to Boumania is. fully 
justifiedf ■

Considering, that the inhabitants.of Bessarabia have manifested 
their desire.’to see-Bessarabia.,in^ted to Rouraania! ;

... Considering finally, that 'Roumania has expressed of her o m  free 
■will the desire to give sure guarantees of liberty and justice s without 
distinction of races religion or language^ in conformity with the Treaty 
signed at Paris^ December 3S. 1919s to. the. inhabitants of the former 
kingdom of Eoumania^ as well as to those of the territories newly 
transferred! ' ... . .

, Have resolved to conclude the present treaty 0■o o s
Article io. The High Contracting larti.es .declare that they 

recognize, the sovereignty of Eoumania. over the territory ..of Bessarabia^ 
comprised within the present Roumanian frontiers the Black Seas the . 
course of the: Dniester from its mouth to the point .where it is cut by 
the former line between the Bucovina .and Bassarabias and this foraer
.ii33®* ' . ' ■ : ■ \ ■■■■ . . . : : .; .. - ."Artb 2o k commission composed of three memberss one of whom 
shall be named by the principal Allied Powers 9 one by Eoumania and one 
by the Council of the league of.Nations on account of Eussia5 shall be 
constituted within the., fortnight following the putting in force of the • 
present Treaty^ to fix on the spot the new boundary line of Eoumania0 . .

Arto. 3° Eoumania binds herself to observe and cause to be 
observed rigorously on the territory of Bessarabia indicated in Arts 1$ 
the stipulations of the Treaty signed’at Pariss. December 9a 19193 by 
the" prihcipal Allied and. Assoeiated Powers and by Eoumanias. and notably 
to ensure there to; the inhabitants without distinction of.raees languag®: 
or religion^ the same guarantees of liberty and. justice as to the. other 
inhabitants of all other territories forming part of the kingdom of
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Botmazti,a> " ■ ■ ; ■ .
£rt0 Uo HouraaniaB nationality with full rights shall be ae» 

quifedj,. tô  the ekelusion of all otherg by the subjects of the former 
Bussian Empire established in the territory of Bessarabia, as indicated 
in: Arto la ■ ' . '

Arto - 5o Hithin the tern ©f two years after the putting in force 
of the present treatyg the subjects of the former Bussian Empire over 
18 years of age and established in the territory of Bessarabias as 
indicated in Arto lg will: have the right of choosing: any other nation
ality that may be open to themo The hmsbatid8s choice will carry with 
it the wife.5 ss and the parent's choice will carry the children8 s under 
18 years of , age®. Such persons, as have exercised., the right of choice 
above provided for^ shalls. within the. following; tweXvemonihs move their 
domicile into the state in whose favour they have pronounced, themselves6 
They shall be free to keep what real estate they possess.on Roumanian 
soilo They may carry away with, them all their personal' property of. 
whatever deseriptiono ' H© export duty shall, be levied on them for thiss: 

Arto 60 Romania recognizes as Roumanian subgeets:9 with full 
rights and without any formal!ty^ the subjects of the former Bussiaa 
Empire who were born, on Bessarabian territoryg as indicated in Art®. ls 
of parents there domiciledeven though^ at. the date when the present 
treaty enters into force 5 they, themselves may not be there domiciled© 
Howevers within' the two years following the putting into force of the 
present treaty9 these persons may declare before the proper Roumanian 
authority in the. country of their residence feat they renounce Roumanian 
nationality*, and they will then cease to be regarded as Roumanian sub* 
jeetso In this respect the husband's declaration shall be considered 
valid for the wi£es and the parents? declaration shall be considered 
valid for the children under 18 years of age0

Art© 7© The High Contracting Parties recognize that the Danube 
mouth known as the Kilia Channel should pass under the jurisdiction of 
the Suropean Danube: Gommdssioho

Pending the conclusion of a general convention for the inter® 
national regulation of water-ways 5,. Romania binds herself to apply’ to 
the portions of the Dniester River system which may be included within 
her boundss or which .may form her frontiers, the regulations provided 
for in the first paragraph of. Art„ 332. and in lrtS6...333c=338 of the 
■Treaty of Eeaee with'Germany, of dune 28, 1̂ 15®,/ - . ■

Arto 80 Roumania will assume the responsibility of the proper- 
tional share'falling to, lessarabia, of the Russian Public Debt and of 
all other financial engagements of the Russian State, as shall be de
termined.. by a special convention, between the principal Allied and 
Associated Powers on the one hand and Roumania on the other0 This 
convention shall be prepared by a commission designated by the. said 
powers® in case the commission does not reach an agreement within the 
terms of two years, the points in question shall be immediately sub
mitted to the? arbitration of the League of Hations©

iirto 9o The High Gontraeting Parties shall, iiivite Russia to sign 
the, present treaty, as soon as there shall exist a Russian Government
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recognized by thesio They reserve the right to suhmit to the arbitra= 
tioa Of fee Gouheil of the League of Nations all questions that may be 
raised by the.. Eassian Government eoneerning the details Of this treaty 
o 0. o The sovereignty of Romania oyer fee territories here comprised 
shall not be called in questiono All difficulties which may arise 
after the application of the treaty shaXXbe handle din like manner o ■ .

The present treaty shall be ratified by fee signatory powerse.
It' shall., not enter' into force until after fee 'deposit of these ratifi- 
cations and after the eniry imto. force of' the treaty signed by the. 
principal Allied and Sssoeiated. Powers and Romania on.Deeember %  1919Q 
The deposit of fee- ratifications shall, be carried gut at Pariso . The 
Powers: wife seat of government outside of Europe shall have the right to 
confine themselves to notifying the Government of fee French Republieg 
through their diplomatic .representative af Parisg feat.,their ratifieao 
tiea has been giv©ns and in that ease they will have to transmit fee 
instrument, as rapidly as may be0 Aa attested statement of fee deposit, 
ef ratification shall be dram up0 The French Government shall remit 
to all the signatory Powers a.certified: copy in conformity with the 
attested, statement,'of the. deposit, ©f'ratifie'ation© ' '
:. . ... ; Bone at Pariss the. twenty=eighth 'of: October̂ . ©Be thousand nine

.'hundred and twentyg in one sole eopy which shall remain deposited in 
the. archives of the Government , of .fee Freneh Republieg :;and of which 
atithentie copies shall be remltfed to eaoh ef the Powers signing the 
Treaty* /, ' ■ : • ' ' ' I - - . - - :
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